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SUMMARY
The report presents the results of the second phase of a study of the
applicability of self-steering and adaptive arrays to planetary probe missions.
Analyses were performed of arrays that obtain self-steering by the use of
either phase-locked loops or phase inversion by mixing. The performance
of these systems was studied during their assumed reception of multipath
signals with various digital modulations. Probabilities of error in reception
of these signals were computed.
The problem of determining the character of a multipath signal that is
scattered by a rough spherical scatterer was also attacked. A vector formu-
lation was used, and integral expressions were obtained for the scattered
signal autocorrelation function.
The possibility of using millimeter waves to overcome entry blackout
was also considered for several Mars entry profiles. Results indicate that
for these profiles, signals in the 100-GHa region may not be significantly
attenuated.
Several self-steering configurations were considered at microwave
and millimeter-wave frequencies. Estimates were made of expected
effective radiated powers and weights of these systems. The results are
presented in tabular form.
vi
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INTRODUCTION
This report is Part II of the Final Report on Contract NAS 2-3297 and
covers work performed from 26 January 1967 to 31 December 1967 (refs. 1-3).
Work performed from 8 November 1965 to 8 October 1966 is reported inQuarterly Reports i through 4 and in Part I of the Final Report (refs. 4-8).
The problem under consideration is the applicability of retrodirective and
self-adaptive electromagnetic wave phase controls to a Mars Probe.
The situation of interest is illustrated in figure 1. A lander vehicle is
ejected from a fly-by or orbiting bus in the vicinity of the planet. During its
descent, the lander communicates with the bus which, in turn, communicates
with the earth. In an alternative mode of operation, the lander may communi-
cate directly with the earth. The lander may be spinning and may undergo
unpredictable motion during its descent. If it is desired to use high-gain
antennas to communicate, the relative motion of bus and lander makes beam
steering necessary. Because of the unpredictable nature of the motion,
self-steering techniques look very desirable for this application. A number
of theoretical and experimental studies dealing with the general properties of
self-steering antenna arrays have been reported in the literature (refs. 9-19);
none of that work has been concerned with the specific problems under con-
sideration in the present study.
The subject of prime interest in the phase of the study reported here
has been the performance capabilities of two general types of self-steering
arrays when they are applied to planetary probes as communication antennas.
sus
The types of arrays investigated utilize either phase-locked loops or phase
inversion by mixing to obtain self-steering. Their operating principles are
described in general terms in the First Quarterly Report on this contract
and in Part I of the Final Report.
During this portion of the study several topics were considered. The
first of these topics was the effect of input noise and simple multipath struc-
tures on the probability density function of phase errors in self-steering
circuits. This study included an analysis of the effects of various signal-to-
noise ratios and multipath models on the phase-locked-loop output. Both slow
fading and fast fading signals due to the multipath environment were considered,
and numerical values were computed of the probability density functions of
the resulting loop phase errors. A study was also made of intermediate
fading signals and their effect on the probability density functions of the phase
errors in first-order, phase-locked loops..
The second topic studied was loop lock-on stability, tracking, and
acquisition in a multipath environment. Such factors as lock-on probabilities
and the probability of loss-of -lock were considered.
The third topic was the shape of tie probability density function of the
phase errors that result in a signal consisting of the sum of the outputs of
two and three phase-locked loops. While the density functions of the phase
errors of single loops are not gaussian, the density functions of phase errors
of the sum signals should tend toward gaussian as a large number of outputs
are combined. The rate of convergence of the density function toward a
gaussian density function is considered.
The effects of simple multipath models on the probabilities of error in
detection of digitally coded signals were also considered. The effects of time
delay on the error probabilities was included in the study.
The effect of multipath signals on the operation of self-steering arrays
that use phase inversion by mixing was also considered. Expressions were
derived for the outputs of correlation detections when the signals are digitally
modulated. These correlator outputs can be employed to determine error
probabilities in signal detection.
The multipath model that was used in the probability of error studies
was a simple one, however, since the secondary path signal arises from
reflection by a rough scatterer, the actual signal may be quite complex and
its spectrum is not easily calculated. The problem of determining the
spectrum of the reflected signal was attacked using a vector formulation,
and integrals were obtained for the autocorrelation function of the reflected
signal.
When a lander enters the Martian atmosphere, it will be surrounded by
a plasma sheath during a portion of its descent. This plasma may interfere
seriously with the propagation of radio waves unless the frequency of the
2
waves is sufficiently high. The attenuation versus time for several frequen-
cies is presented fsr two entry paths. It is shown that at 94 GHx blackout
may be avoided.
Finally, several configurations of possible self-steering systems are
presented, and estimates are given of weights and effective radiated powers
of systems implemented at 8 GHz and 94 GHa for the constraint of a fixed
available prime power.
The conclusions drawn from the research results are presented at the
end of the technical discussion along with recommendations for further
work. The details of the several analyses are given in the appendices.
The authors wish to thank Dr. G. 0. Young for valuable discussions
during the course of the study, R. A. Birgenheier for supplying material
for power and weight estimates, and Marjorie Delaell for her very diligent
editorial assistance in the preparation of the reports.
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41. Q Multipath Model
The most significant multipath problem in a communications link among
Earth, Mars, and a bus orbiting about Mars (figure 1) or among an orbiting
bus, a lander, and Mars is the dual path in which Mars acts as a major reflec-
tor. The phases of the two signals will differ as a result of different path
lengths as well as the random multipath fluctuations arising from fluctuations
in the external media. The modulation in each signal will also differ because
of a time delay T.
If the original signal sent is of the form
T
s{t)	 a (t) sin (wat + m (t))	 (la)
then a signal received aloazg the primary path may be characterized as
sp(t) = ap(t) sin (wit + m(t) + 8 p(t))	 (lb)
(excluding the additive noise for the moment), and a signal received alongE
_.	 the secondary path will be
s s(t) = a s(t) sin (wet + m(t + r) + 8 s {t)	 (lc)
Then the composite signal as received by a noisy receiver is
s{t} = ap(tj
 
i + 2t2 cos tae + am]
2 if2
+ A ^	 sin wdt + m(t)	 (Id)
+0 p (t)  +sin-i
	
	 t2 sin (tSg+fin► ) 	 i Z + 
^(t)
{1 + 292 cos (A8 +Am] +n
FWARY PAIN
ssC04 Pa+sr ►*ni
MW
Figure 2. Multioath model.
where
n = as(t)/ap(t)
AO = @8(t) - p (t)
Am = m (t + t) - m(t)
The modulation is inherently restricted to frequency or phase modulation since
bandpass limiters will be used. Amplitude modulation is thus ruled out.
As described in more detail later, the first operation of the receiver
will be to limit the received signal so that the signal seen by the loop will
have constant amplitude. Furthermore, the modulation rate is assumed
much greater than the rate of change of phase errors so that the phase or
frequency tracking loop does not see the modulation because of its low pass
characteristics. Consequently, the signal input to the phase-locked loop is
of the form
f2 sin (A0)
s (t) _	 A sin W + 6 (t) + sin -1	 1/2 	 + n(Op	 {1 + 2 Qcos (©g) + Q
(2)
where A is constant and n(t) is gaussian white noise with a one-sided spectral
density N0. The output of the loop to be demodulated will then be
s(t) = 42- A sin Twat + 4088 + mp(t) + m (t, T )}
where +ss is the steady-state phase error random variable -arising from
equation (2) after passing through the loop, and m(t, T) is the modulation
perturbation caused by a time delay T between the two major paths.
In this section of the report the emphasis is on the solution for +ss and
-	 its effect on phase-locked loop opration. In a succeeding section, the accu-
racy of demodulation of the term iss + mp (t) + m (t, T) will be explored.
In the first year of this study, the problem of demodulating 4igs + mp (t) was
considered in the absence of multipath effects where $ss was gaussian. (It
may be noted that $ss is the composite of phase errors of all loops, assumingdemodulation after summing, and so is approximately gaussian by the Central
Limit Theorem.)
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2. 0 Phase - Locked -Loop Operation in a Multipath Environment
2. 1 Phase -Locked-Loop Model
To analyze the operation of a phase - locked loop, a basic component of an
adaptive array, the loop model to be used must first be defined (see figure 3).
The most general phase -locked loop consists of a phase detector, a filter, and
a voltage -controlled oscillator (VCO) as shown in figure 3a. Since the VCO
frequency is linearly controlled by the feedback voltage e(t), the ideal opera-
tion for the phase detector is linear. That is, if s(t) and sv (t) are separated
by 4) radians in phase, then g(^) = *is the preferred output of the phase detector.
The analysis for such a loop is particularly simple; however, the mech-
anization of the proper phase detector is difficult. A phase detector with a
linear phase response (modulo 2n) is possible by the use of flip-flops syn-
chronized with the carrier. 20 However the flip-flops require a very high
input signal-to-noise ratio for reliable triggering. In space communications
applications, in which the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is typically low, such
an ideal phase detector is not possible. A reasonable approximation can be
achieved by a "tanlock" phase detector 2l , 22 but greater circuit complexity
results.
The most common phase detector (figure 3b) acts like a multiplier so
that in the noiseless case
fW = s(t ) Xsv(t ) asince(t)- 8 (t)]
Instead of a linear phase characteristic, the detector has a sinusoidal non-
linearity. To be precise A and 8 (t) are defined:
^
V L A = a(t) 11 +2 n cos (es (t	 0 (t))+a2, 1/2P (3)
-19(t) = wOt + ep (t) +sin	 Q sin (AO)
0 + 292cos (Ae) +f22)
Then equation ( 2) may be written
s(t) = JA sin O( t)+n(t)	 (4)
If the filter in the loop is a linear filter with transfer function F(s) and
impulse response f(t), then an output voltage e(t) is related to an input volt-
age x(t) by
b
6W
SO)
•() -
	 ^	
yt^1	 NOW
S'(d I VOITA0E-
{Ol^tllt4ll^1
OS{M.tAittt
a. General model
d)
b. Common model
Figure 3. Phase-locked loop models.
e(t) = x(t)*f(t)
(5)
E(s)= X(s)F(s)
where E ( s) and X ( s) are, respectively, the transforms of e(t) and x (t) and
denotes a convolution. If the output rms amplitude of the VCO is KI, then
sv(t) = V/_Z
 
K I cos 0v(t )
and the phase detector output is
X(t) = AK I I sin [a(t) - s (t) ] +. sin [8(t) + 8 (t)]
+ r`'KI
n(t) cos 0v(t)
If the quiescent frequency of the VCO is wo, then e(t) - 8v(t) is a low
frequency term but 8(t) + $v(t) is centered at 2 wo radlsec. However the
VCO cannot respond to such a high frequency signal and so it has no effect
on the loop operation. Similarly, the high frequency noise components do
not affect the loop. After the noise has been filtered, it can be represented
as a narrow -band gaus ian process,
7
n( t ) = V/I n I(t ) sin mot + ,/Z n2 (t) cos mot
then the phase detector output is effectively
x(t) = AK l oin 40) +K In(t)	 (b)
where
40(t) = 8(t ) - 9 ( t )
A (t) = -n l (t) sin (eV(t) - mot) + n2(t) cos ( ev(t) - w0t)
thus, A(t) has a low-pass spectrum. and the random coefficients are inde-
pendent and gaussian. If the VCO has a proportionality constant of K 2 rad/
sec/volt, then
dev(t)
d --- = wo + K2 a (t)
	 (7)
Equations (5) through ( 7) completely describe the phase - locked loop
operation. In fact they may be combined to yield the operating integrodif-
ferential equation of the loop. After 8 (t) = wot + 8 1 (t) has been defined, then
t) _ de l{t)
	
ft
ddt	 KlK 	 [A sin $( or) + n (Q) f(t - cr)dsr	 (8)dt	 0
where the variables are
A = -- a(t } ^1 + 2 R cos (a (t)- P (t ) +	 1/2A2^
J^
Qsin (es - e )
9 1(t) = (t)+sin	
2 1/2
8
and the loop parameters are K 1 KZ, f( t). The velocity constant of the loop(the d -c loop gain) is AK l K2 F (s = 0).
Equation ( 8) has a graphical representation that is very convenient for
demonstrating the operation of this phase - locked loop (figure 4). This rep-
resentation is the exact model that is used for the exact analyses that are
necessary for determination of acquisition and unlock thresholds. For low
error tracking, sin +( t) is approximated by 4(t); this modification linearizes
the loop for simple analyses.
If frequency or phase modulation but not amplitude modulation is used
to carry the transmitted information, a bandpass limiter is beneficial. It
provides a constant power input to the phase - locked loop that permits consist-
ent, well defined action. Furthermore, the noise bandwidth of the loop will
automatically decrease as input SNR decreases; the resulting adaptive loop
bandwidth will improve the loop SNR. The analysis of this improvement
follows.
A bandpass limiter consists of an ideal limiter and a bandpass filter.
A signal input is limited to a constant weak voltage output *L, and then filtered
to produce the desired bandpass limiteci signal. If (SNR) i is the signal-to-
additive -noise ratio of the received signal, then the peak output power from
the bandpass limiter is
P = P +P
o	 s	 n
The signal power is20
P	 2L2
	 n{SNR)i	 (9)
s	 ir	 4 
+ {SNR).
and the noise power is
2L2	 Vir	 (10)
n	 W	 1 + 2 (SNR)i
hw)
#std - 00) -Wat	 •01) • •W) -#„(V) •
+	 ten { )	 A
•2u) • •,W _ ^9t 
TO
Figure 4. Exact mathematical model of
phase -lock-loop.
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Again, the total output power is
2	 (SNR)2 + (SNR) i + 2 /ir	8L	 i	 (11)P
	
+o	 s	 n	 W	 (SNR)i + n + 2) (SNR)i + 2/,r
From equation (11) it is seen that the bandpass limiter output is 8L 2 /1T within
*1/2 db for all input signal and noise levels (above the threshold required for
limiting voltage to reach L). The output signal-to-noise ratio is also approxi-
mately constant:
	
P	 (SNR)i + 1/2(SNR)o
 = P = 2 (SNR)i (SNR) i + 4l,*	 (12)
In fact (SNR)o > (SNR)i for (SNR) i > 0.27 (-5. 7 db). The bandpass limiter
thus achieves up to a 3 db improvement in SNR to the phase-locked loop.
The new complete phase-locked-loop model is then as shown in figure S.
As set earlier, the input is s(t) =451 sin 6(t) + A(t). After the. signal
has passed through the bandpass limiter the portion reaching the phase-locked
loop is defined as
s(t )= YZA sin 0(t)+n(t)
where
1 /2	 1,	 (SNR)i
	
A = (ps /2)	 _	 - 4/,r + (SNR)	 {13}
cn = n2 (t) _ (P / 2} 1/2 = 4L	 1n	 ^71+  2 SNR)i
Hereafter, A and a take the place of A and on in equations (4) through (8).
The "limiter signal suppression factor" of equation (9) maybe redefined as
o =	 -	 (14)
Aat (SNRk	
-	 1 + 4
(SNR)i
10
"t"L-cOI MID sier+u
FW
r-
+
---.----r---,
00	 i	 `	 I lit)
it,
 =	
FKTMIymn H
L --- __-- ----- J
^+tOtTAti!-
OiGMUATt_t 10--i
Figure S. Phase - locked look with bandpass limiter.
This expression describes the effective decrease in loop gain when (SNR)i
decreases. This decreased loop gain then implies decreased loop bandwidth,
which in turn reduces the noise power seen by the phase-locked loop. There-
fore, A may be rewritten as
A A
where
AL = constant
W
2. Z Loop Performance Criteria
Before the statistics of loop phase errors are determined, the criteria
used to describe loop performance for deterministic perturbations will be
demonstrated. The fluctuation limits on b9 for the noiseless deterministic
case will be calculated. These calculations will demonstrate the guidelines
necessary in the calculation of lock-on and lock - los-s probabilities in the
noisy random case.
Loop fundamentals. — The most common phase - locked loop is a second-
order loop. The perfect second-order loop uses a filter transfer function:
F (s) = CO + C 1/s	 ( 16)
Then the closed-loop transfer function of the phase-locked loop is
A K 1 K 2 F (s)	 A K 1 K 2 (C4 a + C1)
H (s) =	 = Z	 _ A =r	 (17)
s+A K 1
 K Z F (s)	 s +C0AK1K28+C1AKIK2
(15)i^ =
11
The denominator of H(s) is of the form
sZ+2Wn4s+wn2
The loop acts like a low pass filter with natural frequency,
W  = VC, I K 1 Kz
	
(I 8a)
and damping factor,
C2  	 (18b)
Cl
The rate of cutoff of the loop may then be partially described by the 3-db band-
width of the effective filter:
°i'3 db = n	 2 
Z + i +	 (2 ^ 2 + I) + 1
The linear filter in the second -order loop is mechanized by the opera-
tional amplifier circuit shown in figure 6. If the operational amplifier does
not have infinite gain, the resulting loop will not be perfectly second -order. t
In other words, under the conditions of an imperfect second -order loop, the
new filter transfer function will be
C s +C
where o < e IK C I /Co. The closed-loop transfer function is
H(s) 
-_A'KIKZ(COs+CI)	 {20}
s z +s (AK I K 2 C0 +f)+AK I K Z CI
ti	 C
R
a
P	 ^^
Figure 6. Filter for second-
order loop.
tThe second-order loops described here use filters of the proportional
plus integral control or wiener-=	 	 g	 {	 } type.
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and the loop response is described by
W
	
Vt, 1An1'n2 (21)
C O
 
K^j +
1 2 VC 1
 AK 1 K2
Lock loss and acquisition — noiseless case. — The bandpass limited
signal can be considered to be
S (t) = a A sin (w0 t + m (t) + 8 (t))	 (22a)
where
Q sin (08(t) - 8 (t}
8p (t) + sin- 	 .2 1 2	 (22b)
^1 + 2 92 cos (8s
 (t) - 8p (t)) + U }
The only assumption inherent in equations ( 22) is zero additive noise. It is
next assumed that the composite phase N O may be written in a quadratic
form,
(t} _ (64) + (4) t + ( 66) t2	 (22c)
which neglects any nonlinearities in W(t) higher than second degree in t.
For the noiseless case, the phase - locked loop equation for a bandpass
limmted signal is, from equation (8),
t
d—dt
 
	- d dt t " a A K 1 K 2 f sin * {(r) f (t-a) der 	 (23)
0
In the Laplace transform s-plane, this expression becomes
s 0 (s) = s 41 (s) - a A K 1 K 2 F (s) L [sin + (t)J	 (24)
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When the expression is solved for sin *(t),
L [sin Op (t)] = 1 5 (s) - s * (s)
a A K 1 K 2
 F (s)
By the final value theorem, the steady-state value is
sin ^$ = lim [sin } (t)] = L.", s L [sin (t)j
t__►w 	8.0
sin +ss ° lim	
s ®(s)	
- lim	 s	 s
9-•0 a A K 1
 K2
 F (s) s—►0 a A K i K2 F (s)
But if }ss is hounded, then
10 98 1 = ilim s @ (s)i <s--0
so that
lim s 2 -0 (s) = 0
s ^0
But
s + C
so that
I il- 0M-
a20 (s)/F (s) = o
s-
(25)
(26)
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Then equation (26) becomes
sin +4 as = lim „ a L & (a)
9-00aAKIK2F(a)
In the application of equation (27), care must be taken to satisfy the con-
dition of the final value theorem. For an application of the theorem to f(t),
lim f (t) = lim s F (s)
t­0 ccs--4
the hypotheses of the theorem are23
(1) f(t) is L-transformable.
(2) fl (t) is L-transformable.
(3) If F ( s) = L (f (t ) ], then s F(s) must be analytic on the imaginary
axis and the right -half plane.
Condition ( 3) automatically rules out the use of nondecaying periodic functions
of t for f(t).
When the quadratic form for W(t) given in equation (22c) is used, equa-
tion ( 27) becomes
sin ass = lim $ (60 + 68/s + 68/a2}	 (28)
B-0a A K 1
 K2
 F (s)
For the perfect second-order loop, F(s) = CO + C l /s, and equation (28) yields
sin *so = 68/^ l cr A K l K?
To prevent loss of loch, the requirement must be met that Isin s < 1.The maximum linear rate of frequency change allowable in a per?ect second-
order loop is
(2.1)
X
Then if 66 = 0 (required for finite steady-state phase error), the maximum
frequency shift allowable is
160 ( unlock = C 1 a A K 1 K2/* = n,
	 (30)
The above requirements insure proper stead-state values for }(t) with
the assumption of no cross-over into the
	
in +(t) P 1 region for t < a..
However, a transient of frequency shift in 0(t) may well cause an overshoot
of sin +(t) before ti0. For this reason the maximum allowable transient
frequency shift is considerably smaller than the maximum allowable static
frequency shift, or as can be shown from empirical data of a high-gain
second-order loop, 20
44
60 1 max trans 	 1.8 '.n (4 + 1)
0.9 C O aAK 1 K 2 +1.8	 1aAKIK2+0.9E (31)
<< 160 1 max = C 1 a A K 1 K 2/E
In the analysis thus far, the limits for loss-of-lock have been considered
	
_ =	 from the standpoint that the loop is initially locked-on. The limits for achieve-
meni of lock (acquisition) when no lock has yet been achieved are now esti-
	
_	 mated. t;exally, the acquisition limits will be much narrower than the
loss-of-lock limits, as will be shown.
It is constructive to analyze first the acquisition problem for the first-
order loop. It will be shown later that the resu!t is also applicable to the
second-order loop. For the first-order loop (F (s) = Co. f (t) = C O 6 (t)},
equation (23) becomes
d t t = dd tt -CoaAK 1 K Z sin {t}	 (32)
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TI equation exhibits the stability of lock-on in a first -order loop. If 8 (t)(64) t, that is, frequency shift only, then equation ( 32) becomes
d t t = bW - C O o A K 1 K 2 sin 4¢(t)
A plot of this equation is shown as the phase plane plot of figure 7; it demon-
strates that as long as the locus crosses the d + (t)/ = 0 ads, lock-on is
immediate since the only stable point is 4o = sin- 1 61I/ Co  tx A K I K (modulo
2rr), and this point is reached in less than one cycle of +, provided ^o exists.
For the first-order loop, the condition for 
ac* 
ition is the same as the con-
dition for no loss -of-lock. That is, I sin + (ore-11t}r < 1 is required for the solution
to equation (32) at d + (t)/dt = 0. Therefore, the maximum frequency differ-
ence between the received carrier and the VCO that will ensure acquisition
without cycle slipping is
68 I acq = CO o A K 1 K 2	 (33)
The first-order loop has a linear filter with transfer function F (s) _
Co. The second-order loop has a linear filter with transfer function F (s)
Co + C l /s. However, for high frequencies (is ! _ l jw l = W high), there
exists F (s) sa Co. As long as (CO I >> IC1/s 1, or
W >> IC1/COI.
it may be assumed that the second-order loop acts like the first-order lop p.
The acquisition frequency will be expected to be at such a high frequency2^
for a phase-locked loop with high loop gain (a A K l K }, so that equation (33)
is valid for the second-order loop as well as for the first-order loop. It
describes the frequency shift limit for immediate lock-on, that is, with no
cycle slipping. The acquisition time 2O is about 1 /wn sec.
The second-order loo is actually capable of eventually locking a signal
with deviation greater than j 611- However, cycle slipping may occur for
some time before the lock-on is achieved. The more liberal frequency devia-
tion allowance will be called the pull-in frequenc	 1611 puH. For a second-
order loop with a high gain operational amplifierh
J^^ l
 aK 1 K2 C 1
^ b0 (pull 0 2	 n C 1 /E -	 2E
	 + 2
	(34)
+
17
i (t)
df(t)
N
Figure 7. First-order loop locus.
For the perfect second-order loop (E = 0), pull-in is possible from any fre-
1
uency. However pull-in time may be prohibitive; for example, if
8'i acq « I w I « I btl pull, pull-in time is2d
2	 2	 _
T	 1	 }_	 M)	 C 1 w? (35)pull	 2 ;wn n	 C l a A K 1 K 2 (C 0 a A K 1 K 2 + f}	 C 0 (j
The perfect second-order loop may acquire a signal with linearly vary-
ing frequency, as well as constant frequency shift. From Viterbi's phase plane
plots of the phase-locked loop equations,24 it can be seen that the maximum
allowable frequency change rate for which acquisition is always ensured is
16W 	 Cacq = Z l a r1 K l K Z = Z n2	 (36)
2. 3 Statistical Description of Loop Errors
The above results described the allowable limits on T(t) for perfect loop
performance in a noiseless environment. In reality, noise will exist. For the
present analysis, the noise is separated into two parts; one will be the additive
gaussian white noise nt) discussed previously, while the other will be the
statistical behavior ui VO (assumed deterministic above). Either of these
noises will make perfect loop operation impossible. The quality of loop opera-
tion may be described s,tatis tic all with assumed independent probability dis-
tributions for the coefficients of t) and n (t).
The quality of loop operation is described by such parameters as lock-on
and lock-loss probabilities. Any such probabilities are found by integrating
18
the probability density function (p. d. f.) of loop errors over the appropriate
limits, which were described in the previous section. In general, a "loop
quality probability" will be of the form
p =	 p (0) do	 (37)
11
where A is the appropriate "perfect operation" region for * and p(*) is the
probability density function of loop phase errors.
The probability density function of loop phase errors depends on the
probability density functions of the coefficients of T(t) and n (t):
	
CO	 CO	 CO	 ao
P M = 1 J f 1 p ( 68, 69, b8, n) p (4166, 68, b@, n) d (68)
d(b8)d(61)dn
All coefficients are assumed to be independent gaussian random variables so
that
p(b4, 64, 61, n) = p(A)p(64)p(bs)p(n)
From these relationships the expression may be written
CO	
OD	
COfP W	 J I J p (0) p ( b4) p ( b4) p (++b8, 66, 619) d(56) d(b0) d(b14)
-W -W (38)
where
CO
p (41 b8, be, 616) = I p (n) p (Op 16 6,  b6, J, n) do .
-W
The parameter p ( 4)1 615, b9 , be) will be found first from a knowledge of the
statistical character of the additive noise. (Viterbi a4 does this calculation
for a somewhat simpler case than that which is tres zted here.) Then, from
a knowledge of the statistical character of 6Z, 0, 6T, p (*) will be found as
shown above.
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Because of the presence of gaussian white noise, the phase error +,
given 8T, 4t, A' , satisfies the Fokker-Planck equation2 4 For the first-order
loop with	 0, this equation reduces to
0 __ d	 4 aA	 in -	 66	 p (4 64, 6*9 = 0)d^ K 1 K2 N0	 C "a X K K
	
{s	 ,
0	 1 2
+ d p (4)168, 6'6 = 0)
4
The general solution to the conditional probability density function is
then
	
p ('01b 8, S@ = 0) = C exp K	 cos 4) + 	 4661 2 0	 C0 (K1 K2) 2 NO 
10)
	
1+ Dfexp - K 4-- N cos x-	 4 S i	 x d(modulo 2 n)
	
 1 2 0	 C0 (K1 K 2) NO
(39)
exp	 - 84W 2
	
- 1
CO (K 1 K 2) NO
,r
exp - K 4K N cos x-	 466 2 x dx
-	f1 2 0	 C {K K2) N^	 0	 1	 0
C= 1	 J C p 6 S8 = 0) d^
IT
as shown by Viterbi.24
The perfect second-order loop case is much more difficult. Viterbi
solved it for 4 = 0; however in this report, the more general case in which
4 # 0 is considered. The details of the analysis are included in Appendix A.
The results are given here. For high signal-to-noise ratios the probability
density function of the steady-state phase error is
D =
20
4 (mA)2/N0	 4 b^p (*i 6% = C exp	 (cos 00) + 2
a K 1 K2 + --^—z	 C1N0(KIK2)
C0
..
• 1 # D	 exp - _ 4 (aA)2 cos 	 x	 -	 4 b9 x	 dx -ns^<rr
fn	 (aAK1K2 + C 1 iC0 ) N0 C1N0(K1K2)2
(40)
where
exD I-2Tr 486/C.N„(K.K„) 21 -1D _ n
ex -	
4 (aA)2 cos x	 -	 4 Ax	 dx
-n p
	
N0 (aAK lK2 + C 1 /C0 	CIN0(KIK2)2
and C is chosen to make
f
n
p (4S)6 ) d+= 1
n
^ff.
A second approximation valid for 0<C 1 «C 0 a AK I K2 is given by
p (+) 616) z C exp K 
1 2 0 (CosK N 	 + C aAK K^
	
1	 1 2
1 + D J exp - 4— a	 cos x +	 b8	 x dx -n<_6<n
1 2 o	 C OAK K }1 2
where
ex	 2a	 458	 -1
p^ C(KK)N)
D	 1 1 2	 0n	 ..
J exp - K
	 o4a 
N cos x +	 b@	 x dx
1 2	 C K K
_n	 1
a.A 
1 2 )I
(41)
Iexp -a cos x-b(S8)xIdx
exp 1-2nb 8t I - 1
n =
There are now two approximate solutions to p(4)18 @) for the second-
order - loop, equations (40) and (41). For 89 = 0, these solutions reduce to
Viterbi's results. In addition, if 8#is not random, these solutions are the
same as those for p (*) and may be used ineg uation ( 37) to calculate the
"loop quality probabilities." However ` if 8$ is random, the integration
indicated in equation ( 38) must be performed first:
CO
p(.0) = I p( 66) p (4) ) 68) d (6@)	 (42)
_ao
:.sAssuming o$ is a gaussian random variable with mean u 3 and variance
Q 3 , then p(0) is of the form
00) = I l + I2 	(43)
where
cor exp F (S 8 - µ3)2/2^3
m	
2,	
_
I 1 =1
	
	
C exp a cos + b (68) 0 jd(4)
 2nT32
,, -exp {S8 - µ3)2/2^321
I2 = J
	
	
C exp ^a cos * + b (69) ^DCO 2n v3
The values of a and b are implied by either equations (40) or (41),
depending on the pertinent approximation, and C is chosen so that
I p(^) d^ = 1
_7r
The integral Il may be evaluated exactly by completing the square of
the functions of bin the exponent Performing this function results in
I 1 = C exp I a cos ^ + bµ3 ^ + b202 Q32J2	
(44)
For W + Q3 small, D is small since exp {_2'Rb6T) Ao 1. Then I2 s^ 0,
and equation (44) is a good approximation to p (+). However, for 1413  + Q3
significant, I2 must be calculated numerically since it provides an important
contribution to p ().
Equation (44) was evaluated through a numerical integration of C by a
computer. The resulting density functions were plotted for various loop
signal-to -noise ratios, A, and doppler change rate multipliers, b, in figures
8a through 8d. The statistical parameters of the doppler change rate, 4 3 and63 , are used as parameters. The a and b terms from equation (44) corre-
spond to the following loop and noise parameters.
1. For C 1 << C 0aXK 1 K., any signal-to-noise ratio:
a
4aA
K 1 K 2 N 0
(45)
b	 1
_ Cl a KIK2
2. For high signal-to -noise ratios, any C1:
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Figure 8. Phase error probability density -functions (p[4)[} for
four loop signal-to-noise ratios (a) with various doppler
change rate multipliers (b) and statistical parameters
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For small b, equation (44) yields a good approximation to p(*) for all
-tt <^srr. For larger b, the expression becomes inaccurate as *'W. In fact,
it can be seen with reference to equation (43) that 12 vanishes at $ =Tt and
progressively subtracts from p (*) (for U3>0) as + increases. Essentiallythe term 12 insures that
not significantly change any other characteristics of the density
Consequently, equation (44) is plotted in the graphs of figure 8
estimated correction due to 17.
A few major conclusions may be based on these figures. First, for a
given parameter b, the effect of d on p0) becomes negligible for high signal-
to-noise ratios (i'-# 0). The mean of 64, 43, shifts the peak of p (+) away
from 4^= 0. On the other hand, because 2, the variance of 61 does not
vanish, the tails of p (+) are raised significantly and the peak is lowered.
Thus, the nonvanishing variance in 8 1? results in the expected equivalent
degradation of the signal-to -noise ratio.
Phase-Locked-Loop Models
The tracking behavior of phase-locked loops for a very slowly fadi
signal was discussed in the preceding section. The amplitude and phase
fading rates were assumed small in comparison with the response rates
of the phase-locked loop so that the signal amplitude and phase could be
described by random variables. Derivations were then carried out for f
amplitude and phase, and these results were averaged over their respec
probability density functions.
The tracking behavior of phase - locked loops for a very rapidly fading
signal was the subject of the present investigation. In this case the amplitude
and phase fading rates were assumed large in comparison with the response
rates of the phase - locked loop so that the signal amplitude and phase could be
described by white random processes. The Fokker-Planck diffusion equation
was then used to describe completely the phase error process, ♦(t).
The multipath model from which the fading arises was the same as that
used for the slowly fading case. The modulation was assumed to be phase or
frequency modulation, since rapid fading degrades any information contained
in an amplitude - modulated carrier. The transmitted signal may be written
The received signal in a rapidly fading environment may be written
s(t) = 1f2 A(t) sin [w0t + m(t) + S(t)] + n(t)	 (47b)
The phase error term 6(t) in equation (47b) includes intersymbol interfer-
ence arising from the secondary transmission paths. However, the present
analysis will be concerned only with phase-locking capabilities. The spectrum
of m(t) and the intersymbol interference part of 6(t) are assumed to be outside
the passband of the phase-locked loop. Consequently, the signal effectively
seen by the loop is
s(t) _ -rZA(t) sin[w 0t + 8(t)] + n(t)	 (47c)
where n(t), 9(t), and A(t) are random processes.,
The additive noise, n(t), arises mainly from noise in the receiver and
is therefore independent of the channel multipath noise, A(t) and $(t). It is
assumed white since it appears white to the narrowband phase-locked loop.
Since the multipath signal results from contributions from a large number of
randomly located and oriented scatterers, the quadrature components ap-
proach independent gaussian random processes. The fluctu ation of these
components results from motions of the signal source and receiver relative
to the scattering surfaces, and for large relative velocities, the fluctuations
will be rapid compared with fluctuations within the phase-locked loop. Con-
sequently, in the ensuing analysis, the fading signal is considered white, and
the associated fading is rapid.
The multipath signal is a perturbation of the transmitted signal so that
the total received signal has quadrature components with nonzero means.
Written in terms of amplitude and phase, the amplitude of the received sig-
nal forms a Rician random process, while the phase forms a dependent non-
uniform random process.
2. 5 Statistical Description of Loop Error for Fast-Fading Signals
In a multipath environment, the received signal may be assumed to con-
sist of a stationary signal (i. e., the nonfading mean) s l (t), a Rayleigh fading
signal s2(t), and additive noise. The resulting signal, al (t) + 9 2(t}, is a
Rician fading signal and
s(t}	 sl(t) + s 2(t) + 01
A sin (6 l
 + W 0 0  + 4-2B(t) sin [82 (t) + wot] + n(t)	 (48)
A sin (8 1 + wit) + nF,(t) + n(t)
where n (t) and n(t) may be represerted as narrowband gaussian processes(compared with wp):
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nF (t) = -rZB 1 (t) sin w0t + -Fz B 2 (t) cos w0t
n(t) =	 n1 (t)sin W t + -Vr'Z
- 
n2 (t) cos wot
where
B l (t) = B(t) cos 02(t)
B2 (t) = B(t) sin 02(t)
n1 (t) and n2 (t) = independent gaussian processes
The phase detector output is then
x  = s(t)v'rZ- K1 cos 0 V
= AK i tsin [0 1 +wOt - sv (t)] + sin [0 1 +wot+ ov(t)]}
+ -fZ-
 K 1 InF(t)+ n(t)] cos 0 V
(49)
= AK  sin[o i
 
+ (a 0 t  - 0v(t)] + AK  sin [01 + w Ot+ vol
+ K i
 -
In 1(t) +B1(t)] sin I0v (t) - wOt]
+ [n2 (t)+ B ? (t)]cos [0 (t) - wOt]^
where sv is the total instantaneous phase of the signal from the voltage-
controlled oscillator.
If higher frequency terms ( =2w0) are neglected (because of low pass filtering),
the phase detector output may be written
x(t) = AK  sin 9 (t) + K 1 n (t)	 (50)
where
m(t) = 0 1 + wOt - 8v(t)
A(t) = - In (t) + B 1 (t)] sin [ov(t) - wOt]
+ [n2 (t)+ B 2 (t)] cos [ov(t) - wOt]
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The phase - locked loop equation is
d t _ d@1	 (t
t	 - dt " K 1 K 2 l [A sin(Q) + Fi( q)] f(t - Q) dtr	 (51)0
As shown i;reviously, the steady-state probability function for is
the steady-state solution to the Fokker-Planck equation:24
v- ' [AO(y.)P(X.)] " a +1(y.)P(y.)]
+ 1 a2 [A00(^p(x)] + 2 8 2 [Aol(y)p(y)]
	
OYO 	 ay0ayl
	
+ 3 a2	 [A(Y.P( '^^+ ^ $^ ^A 11 ( y.)P( y.)]	 (52)10
ay l ay0 	 eyl
in which
E(©yk I Y-)
A k(Y)	 lim	 AtAt -•0
E ( Ayk&Y t Ix)
A kf (^r) = lim	 At0
But +(t) = C l y O (t) + C oy, (t) where dy0/dt = y l The increments in y for use
in the Fokker-Planck coefficients are
11y0 = yl MAt
Ay l
 =_[K1 K2 ax  sin (C 1 y0 + C OyI ) - C (A] At1
t+ At
- KIK2 1	 n(u) dut (53)
Consequently, the coefficients are
E[y l (t)t1#]
A O (	 = Urn	 At	 = yl (t)At-0
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Al (y) = lim
At -.0
+©t
E _ [K 1 K2 aA sin (C 1 yO + C Oyl ) - 1(b^ )^  At - K1K2tt A(u) du
At
- K K &X sin (Cy + C y) _ 1 A)	 (zero mean noise1 2	 1 0	 O 1	 C 1	 assumed)
A 00(	 = A 01 (y) - A 10(X)= 0 since numerators are O(©t) 2 .
r-_	 t+At	 2
All (yJ = lim E [K 1 K2Jt A(u) du]
At —0	 At
t+ At t+ At
(K1 KZ )2 lim 
^t	 J #1(v) n(u) dv du
^r At-0	 .t v=t
ft(KK)21im 11t 	 J E[fi(v) n(u)] dv duAt— 0 u=t v=t
t+At t+At
	
A 1 1( y,) _ (K 1 K2 )2 lim
 At 	 I R^(u, v) dv duAt-.00	 u=t v=t
where % (u, v) = E[A (u) n(v)] is the noise covariance function (which describes
the additive combination of the receiver noise and the fading noise). If the
Rician fading noise has a white noise spectrum with one-sided spectral density,
NF , and if the additive noise has a white noise spectrum with one-sided spec-
tral density NO , then
(54)
Rn(u, v) = Rn(u, v) + RnE(u, v)
(55)
NOS (u-v)+!NFS(u-v)
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Then
t+©t t+at
A 11 () _ -Z (K I K2 )2 (N O +NF) lim ©tJ 1 6(u-v) dvduAt--o 0
	 t	 t
t+at
	
^(K 1 K2 ) 2 (N 0 +NF,) lim Atf	 1 du©t- 0	 t
A 11 ( .) 
= 2 ( K 1 K2 )2 (NO +NF )	 (56)
The only difference between the equations for rapidly fading signals and
those derived previously for nonfading signals is in the coefficient All (y). In
effect, the fast Rician fading only raises the noise level from NO to N O + NF,
without changing any other part of the phase error calculation. This fact
leaves intact the analysis of the signal-to-noise ratio for bandpass limiting
that was performed previously. The implication is that bandpass limiting is
beneficial to fast-fading systems as well as to nonfading systems.
The spectral density, NF , of the fading signal is determined by the
intensity and rapidity of fluctuation of the multipath signal. The relationships
among these quantities will be discussed in a later section of the report.
A preliminary estimate of the relations may be obtained, however, if it is
assumed that the actual fading spectral density is uniform and band-limited
to a bandwidth B F. The bandwidth BF is much greater than the bandwidth of
the loop noise, B L, so that the assumption that the fading is white is still
valid as far as the loop is concerned. With these assumptions, the spectral
density is given by
2
NF BA	 BF >> B L	(57)
F
where r is defined as the ratio between the rms value of the fading portion of
the signal and the nonfading portion of the signal, i. e. , the ratio of the power
in the indirect path signal to the power in the direct path signal, A2.
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2, b Comparison of Loop Performance for Slow
Fading and Fast Fading
In the previous sections, analyses were carried out for the prob-
ability density function of phase errors in phase-locked loops for the two
extremes of very rapid fading and very slow fading. In both analyses
the received signal was assumed to be a constant phasor plus a Rayleigh
phasor. The results of the analyses are presented in this section.
If the amplitude of the constant phasor is AO and the variance of
the quadrature components of the Rayleigh random phasor is o 2 , then
A. the received signal amplitude process, has a Rician density function25
which is given by
AA
p(A) = 2 exp	 12 \A2 + A, IO	 20 0 < A < ao	 (58)T	 2(r Q
where IO(x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and of
order zero.
The associated phase process is distributed as
	
1	 1	 AOxcos 8 + AOys in 8P(0) = 2rr +
	
	 4AOx cos 8 + AOy sin 8} 1 - erfc	 a2rr 1
jj	 2
	• exp	 262 (A sinsin 8 + AO cos 8)	 -rr < 8 < rr	 (59}Y
In a fast fading environment the randomly fading signal appears
to have a white spectral density function if the fading bandwidth, B F, is
much greater than the phase-locked loop bandwidth, B I Then thefading noise looks like additive white noise to the loopY If this additive
fading noise is assumed to have a one-sided spectral density NF
watts/hertz and is band-limited to BF hertz, then Q 2 = NFBF. Simi-
larly, if the non-fading noise is "white" gaussian with spectral density
No watts /hertz and is band- limited to BO hertz, then the non-fading
noise variance is NOBO. At any rate, the loop sees only the noise
variance, (NO + NF)BL- Consequently, the fading effectively raises the
overall noise power by a factor 1 + NF/NO'
In a slowly fading environment, the fading bandwidth, B F, is
much smaller than the loop bandwidth, B L. If it is assumed the time
}
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derivative of the random phase, W, is band-limited to
W << n = C 1 AK
then all phase and frequency fluctuations due to the fading are complet-
ely tracked by the phase-locked loop. In the expression above, the
loop parameters are
w  = the natural frequency of the loop filter
C 1 = the second-order-loop filter constant, defined on
pages 15 and 16
A = the rms amplitude of the signal input
K = K1K2 (where K1 is the rms amplitude of the voltage-
controlled oscillator and K is a proportionality
constant of the voltage-controlled oscillator)
As a result the phase error probability density function conditioned on
the amplitude and phase of the noiseless fading input is
p(4IA,O) = exp /4A cos * 2n I O	(60)
70- 0
the unconditional phase error probability density function is available
from equations (1) and (2) as
00
p(40) = I p(+ IA,O) p(A) dA0
The fading signal is statistically described by A O and
T 2 (= NFBF). However, the mean and variance of the amplitude of the
signal are only approximated by AO and Zo- Z for a-/AO« 1. In fact, for
the Rician distribution, the mean amplitude is always greater than AO
and the amplitude variance is always less than Zo-2.
The probability density functions of phase errors in phase -
locked loops with various signal-to-noise ratios in multipath fading
environments are plotted in figures 9 through 11 for fast fading, slowly
fading, and non-fading signals. These curves again show that fast
fading just raises the effective system noise level. The curves also
display the fact that slow fading improves performance if the perform-
ance criterion is based on p(4o) for I fl« R /2. It is especially obvious
at low loop signal-to-noise ratios (a = A6 /BLNO) that phase error
variance is reduced by the presence of a slowly fading signal. How-
ever, average error probability calculations depend most critically on
p(40) for 1 451 >w/Z. On this basis a no-fade performance is usually
(61)
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Figure 9. Phase errors of phase-locked loops with a signal-to-noise
ratio of 3 in a multipath fading environment,
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better than a slowly fading performance, with an exception for low a
and high cr/Ao (see o-/Ao = 2 in figure 9).
The improvements due f.) slow fading are unrealistic in the
present system, however. For the communications channel considered
here, it is highly unlikely that the rms value of the random phasor
fluctuations will exceed the constant phasor amplitude, since selective
focusing of the fading signal is unrealistic. Consequently, the variance
of the random fluctuations will be small, or vZ < Ao2. For these
cases the slowly fading signal is normally inferior to the non-fading
signal.
Performance for fast fading signals is improved by decreasing
the loop bandwidth, while the performance for slowly fading signals is
independent of loop bandwidth. The reason for these properties is
that, for fast fading, B F >> BL so that the loop sees only the fading
noise variance NFBL, while for slow fading, B F << B L so that the loop
sees NFBF irrespective of B L. For fast fading, the extreme case of
BF = BL is plotted as a lower limit to fast fading performance, although
it should be recalled that BF >> BL is required for quantitative ac-
curacy of the fast fade calculations.
2. 7 First-Order Phase-Locked Loop with Arbitrary
Fading Spectrum
In this section of the report the problem of determining the
probability density function of phase errors is considered in a first-
order phase-locked loop in the presence of a non-white multipath sig-
nal.
It is assumed that the loop is initially in lock on the primary
signal and that the increase in the multipath signal as the planet sur-
face is approached tends to disturb the system and to cause it to lose
lock. Expressions are derived here for the probability of loss of lock
as a function of the relative received powers of the primary and sec-
ondary paths, of the power spectrum of the secondary fluctuating path,
and of the receiver noise power.
The re=:eiver is assumed to be approximated by a first-order
phase-locked loop as shown in figure 12. This model differs from
conventional loop models since the gain of the loop A(t) (proportional
to the received signal amplitude) and the input reference phase e(t),
in addition to the additive noise d(t), are random processes.
It is assumed that, for the primary path signal, doppler shift is
automatically compensated and variations in A due to increasing range
are relatively slow, so that the primary path signal can be written
s p(t) = JA sin (w ot + (3 p(t))	 (62)
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a, (t)
Figure 12. First-order loop with random gain and phase.
where
wo = carrier frequency
P = the phase of the primary path signal
The secondary path signal s s (t) is given by
s s (t) = V_2 V(t),sin ( w at + P s M	 (63)
where
P s = phase of secondary path signal
V(t) = amplitude of secondary path signal
It is also assumed that V (t) and Ps(t) vary slowly enough in
comparison with the reciprocal of the carrier frequency so that
equation ( '63) can be written as
s s(t) = -Z- V s (t) sin wat + Nr2 V c(t) cos wat	 (64)
where Vc (t) and VS (t) are the in -phase and Tiadrature components of
s s (t). Hence, the total inpr ` signal is
S(t) _ NF2 [Acos Pp (t) +VS(t)1s in wt+%rZ[Asinpp(t)+ V(t)jcos wat 	(65)
= 2 ( I'A + 2A [cos Pp(t) Vs (t) + sin Ps (t) V(t)^	 + s2(t) +V 2 (t))
• sin twat +O(t)]	 (66)
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where
	
A sin P (t) + V(t)	 (67)tan @ (t) = A cost +	 t
P	 s
If it is assumed that the indirect signal power is much smaller than the
direct signal power, that is that A 2 >> Vs ` (t) + V,; (t), then equation (66)
becomes approximately
s (t) V' -21A + V M cos pp (t) + c(t) sin PpM sinIw0 t +'D (t)I
	
(68)
When the loop is initially locked onto the primary signal, it can be
assumed, without loss of generality, that p p (t) = 0. Thus,
V
	 c(t)tan ^(t) 
= A + s(t ~• A	 (6R)
so that s(t) can finally be written approximately as
VS (t) — %1_21A + Vs (t )] sin w0t + A(t)	 (70)
Association of equation (70) with figure 12 indicates that
9(t) = ^(t)A
A(t) = A + $(t) 	 (71)
It is now assumed that
1) Vc (t) and Vs (t) are zero mean stationary gaussian processes
with correlation matrix25
0'c2	Rc(T)	 0	 Rcs(T)
R (r)	 2	 -R (T)	 0
A =	
e	 c	 c^	 {72)
0	
-Rcs(T)	 0"c	 Rc (T)
Rcs (T)	 0	 Rc(T)	 Qc
where Qc = the variance of Vc and R cs , the autocorrelation function of
Vc , and Rcs(T), the cross-correlation function of Vc and Vs, are
represented by
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Rc ( T ) = E ^(t) V (t - T), _ ^, f
00
Sv (w) cos ^w - wc ^T dw	 (73)
0
Rcs (T) = Er ^(t) Vs (t - 11 =	 r "O Sv (w) sin Cw -wc ,T dw	 (74)
l	 10
where Sv (w) is the narrow-band power spectrum of s s (t), centered about
Wo.
2) ri (t) is a white gaussian noise process with two-sided spec-
tral density N0 12 which is independent of Vc (t) and Vs(t).
2. 8 Mathematical Analysis of First-Order Loop
The mathematical analysis of the system in figure 12 proceeds
in three parts:
1) The system is represented in a form such that Fokker-
Planck diffusion techniques may be applied. A differential equa-
tion is derived that describes the probability density function of the
phase error io. The equation cannot immediately be solved directly
for p(4,) since it involves the conditional moments E Nr " 1(0] and
E (Vs 1(^] where VC' represents the time derivative of VC . These
moments are unknown.
2) The system is linearized so that a closed form solution for
io(t) can be obtained. By assuming that V', and Vs , and io arejointly gaussion, calculation of Var (0, EIVC 4,1 , and E [Vs 0p) yields
EPC1ff ^ = Et 
C/ ^]^	 Et 
c' ]^ sin
 I ]	 Var 4)
	
tai io
_ E l s^J^ E V (0E [VS ]
	
ar	 Var 0 sin
for small (0.
3) The results of part 2) are placed in part 1), and the differen-
tial equation is solved to obtain an expression for the probability
density function of (b.
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ues. -- To make use of the Fokker - Planck
diffusion equation, Zb it is necessary to exhibit a set of system variables
that are components of a first -order vector Markov process. This
procedure requires generating V s (t) and Vc (t) by passage of two
stationary white gaussian processes, n s (t) and nc(t), through two identi-
cal fixed parametric filters as is shown in figure 13. (The in-phase and
quadrature spectra of a narrowband process are identical. ) The filters
have a low-pass transfer function, H(jw), whose square magnitude is the
same shape as Sv (w + wo) + Sv(w - wo) :or ht,I << wo. From equation (74),
it is seen that the random processes Vc(t l ) and Vs(t2) are not inde-
pendent unless t  = t Z . Therefore, nc (t) and ns (t) must have a cross-
power spectral density Snc n s (uu) that satisfies the equation
Rcs (T) = I IH(jw)1 2 Sncns (w) exp [jWT] dw
CO-
whe re
H(s) = ^-1
s + a l s +a
V 5a)
(75b)
Therefore, Sn n ( w ) must be assumed an imaginary odd function of w
which is sufficient information to solve the present problem.
Figure 13. Equivalent phase-locked loop with only white gaussian inputs.
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The differential equation describing the system in figure 12 is
given by
It = (w - w0 ) + e(t) - K A (t) sin 4i(t) - KW (t) 	 (76)
where K is the gain of the amplifier as illustrated in f igure 13 ► There-
fore, from (14), VC (t) must be a differentiable random process. Hence,
H(jw) must have a denominator polynomial in w at least Z degrees greater
than the numerator polynomial. The simplest system that satisfies
this criterion has a differential equation that is second order. Hence,
choosing this simplest form for H (jw) yields a set of first -order dif-
ferential equations:
x (t)
dt = w - W0 -^ A - K (A + Vs (t)) sin 4o(t) - Kn (t)	 (77)
dx1 fit)
^-- _ -a l x l (t) - a 2 s(t) + nc (t)	 {78}
d a{t}
-dt- = x 1 (t)
	
(79)
dx2 (t)
-a l x2 (t) - a 2 c(t) + ns (t)	 (80)
d V(t)
c= X M	 (81)
with
N
1 . [n/ (t) n/ (t + T)] _ O S (-r)	 (82)
11
E [nc (t) nc (t + T)] = N21 6 (T)	 (83)
N
E fns (t) ns (t + T)] 
= Zl 6 (T)	 (84)
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n^ (t) independent of nc (t ) , ns {t )
T
SnInt (w) an odd imaginary function of w .
Now equations (77) - (84) constitute a net of differential equations that
describe a five -dimensional, first-order vector Markov process as
can be seen by noting that the rates of change Q. g. , hence the future
values) of C xl, x2 , Vs. and Vc depend only on the present values of
100 XI  xt. Vs, and Vc.
The multidimensional Kolmogorov diffusion equation for thejoint density function of a vector Markov process is given bytb
8 p l (z)	 (i l )m+n+p+q+r
Ott	 m. n. p. q. r.m+n+p+q+r 4
8m+n+p+q+r
m n p q r ^Am,n.p,q.r(z)pl{z}^ (85)
8 8 sdx l d cdxt
where z = (io,Vs , x l , ^, xt ) and
A	 r((O. $,x l , V,xt ) = lim Im	 ,n,p,q,	 At-0
. {4} Y"(& s)n {tlx l }p (&V )q (1ix2 )r IO,V,x l . ^,xt
Am,n,p,q,r ( z}	 {$6 )
__.
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Formal integration of equations (77) - (81) over (t. t + At)
yields
	
0	 aaif
t+At
	
+lk
&0 = (w - W at + 1 	 X?. (T) dT - K A	 sin *(T)dT
t	 t
	
t+&t	 t+At
- K j	 ;(T) sin 4^( T)dT - K f n,(T)dT	 (87)
t	 t
t+At
	
t+At
	 t+Bt
4Y 1 = -a l j x l (T) dT - a2 f a(T^T +f no (T)dT	 (88)
	
^+ t	 t	 t
t+At
AV  =f	 xl (T) dT	 (89)
t
t+&t
	
tt+At	 t+At
11x2 = -al 2 lf	 12 (T)dT - a	 c(T)dT + j n$ (T)dT	 (90)
	
t	 t	 t
t+At
AV= f x2(T)dT	 (91)
t
Use of equations (87) - (91) in equatien (86) yields
x
A1.0.0.0.0(z) - - c^0 + A - K A sin (0 - K S sin	 (92a)
A0,1,0.0.0(z) - X i 	 (92b)
AO,0.1 ,010(a) = -a l xl - a2 s	 (920
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A0.0.0 . 1,0 (z) = x 	 (92d)
A0.0.0'0.1(z) _ -a 1 x2 - a2 ' ^	 (92e)
K 2 N0AZ.0.0.0.0(z) = Z	 (9Zf)
AO.Z.0.0.0(z! = A0.0.0.2.0(z) = 0	 (92g)
N
A©.0.2.0.0( 2 ) = A0.0f0,0 ^ Z( 2 ) 
= Zl	 (92h)
All other combinations of subscripts yield zero, including
+x"&x' 1 z]
pt+At ft+lit
A=lim  	 = lim10,0,1.0, 1 !1t-^0
	
♦0 ^# 
t	 t
	
E [n.(TI) nc (T2)] dT 1 d-r2 = 0	 (92i)
since Rcs (T) is an odd function of T.
Therefore on using equation ( 92) in equation ( 85) and requiring only
the steady - state density
p Z (z) = lim p 1 (z)
t-4. oo
^t
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The following equation results:
0= aW[1 -W + A -KAs in to - K s sin +1p2 (z)1
-
 TV. x l p2 {z)1 +	 r^ a 1 X1 + a2 s 	 P2(z)^[
	
J	 l
x2 p 2 )
	
(zl	 2+ 8x r^ a l x2 + a2 c^ p2(z}^C	 J	 L
K2N 2	 N 2	 N 2+ 4 0 8 2 p2 (z) + ^1 8 2 P2	 4{z) + 1 8	 p{z}8^	 Ox 	 8x2 2 
2
The solution to (93) is extremely difficult to obtain. However,
if the equation is integrated over xi,x2, s, and V,there results
^
0=
	 [1w - wo+ 
E[x 
A -
 KAsinc¢ - KE[Vs	 sin4) p3(4)J
K 2 N	 2
	
+	 4 
0	 8 
2 p 3 {^)	 (94)8,0
where p 3 (c) is the desired probability density function of the phase
error. Equation (94) would be relatively easy to solve if E[x 2 1 4] and
tK ^ were known. However, they are only obtainable exactly from
th e solution to equation ( 93). Therefore, at this point, a linearized
version of the system will be considered to obtain an approximate
evaluation of the unknown conditional expectations.
Linearized Analysis of System. — In the preceding analysis, a dif-
ferential equation for the density function of the phase error was obtained,
but it was not easily solvable. In this part, an easily solved differential
equation for the phase error process itself is obtained, and from the
solution for the phase error process various moments are calculated for
use in equation (94).
(93)
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On replacing sin a (t) by *(t) and letting w • wo (frequency lock
is initially achieved) in equation (77), the following equation results.
v' (t)
at + K (A + V(t)) -O(t) = cA - K nI (t)	 (95)
The solution to equation (95), subject to the initial conditions
*(to) = 0, is
t	 t
10(t) =	 n(T) exp -	 &(xl) dx dT
ft
	
T
where
V I(t)
n(t) _	 - Kn (t)
tC{t} = K (A + Vs(t))
t	 t
=E t n(T) exp -f t` (x l ) dx l d-r
to 
IT
1	
t t	 t
E^ 2(t)} =E	 n (tl)n(t2) exp - ^(xl)dxl
t0 t0	
t
ft e(x l )dx l dt1 dtz
z
(9b)
(9?)
(98)
(99)
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t	 t
E r0(t) Ve (t)] = E rtT) g	
I 9-
(r) exp	 (xl )dx l dT	 (100)
fo 	 T
t	 r t
E[O(t) V11t)] = E
	n(T) I (T) expj - f t"(xl )dx l dT	 (101)
to	 L T
By using the techniques described in reference 27, equations (98) -(101) can be evaluated to yield the steady-state results:
^-	 21	
°o N1 A2 ^H(jwj12 + K2N0lim Var o(t)
	
1 dw
t 00	 41t f	 C + w2
—co
[—A+ 
	 512{0)^2 [exp `K2 s2{t)^  J 4 ]	 (102)
l	
= K S12 (B) _ 5 12 (0)im	 + At -^►ao Er^(t) 5(t)^	 A	 2	 2 	 B,	 (103)
sN
2A	 2a 1 ^C + a 1 C + a2)
K2S 12 (0)
+	 2AB	 w+H(Jw)I21w=0	 (104)
and
j'	
s
CO
S 	 - 2 /	 Rc (T) exp(- xT) C1 	 x > 0	 (106)
0
If it is as surr.£ d that io, V s . and V' are jointly gaussian, +
then
E ^(t) V (t)
K.F[Vs (t)I (t)1 rs K Var 4)(t)	 = R 1 ep suR l sin 0(t)	 (107)
E V'(t) 4)(t)
E[Vc (t) ^^(t)1 - A Var t
	
= R te R sin2	 ^(t)	 (108)
for small (0.
If io, s, and c are not exactly jointly gaussian, then they areat least approximately so. From the form of (96), 0(t) is the sum of a
large number of dependent random variables, each with a density func-
tion of a random variable which is the product of gaussian and log-
normal random variables. Application of the central limit theorem
would indicate that (O (t) is approximately gaussian, and thus, 4), Vs , and
c are approximately jointly gaussian.
Results of linear model. — The quantity of interest is the deter-
mination of the probability of loss of lock as a vehicle approaches Mars.
Hence, the loop is initially in phase-lock so that the density function of
the phase error is concentrated about zero, and for relatively high
signal-to -noise ratios and negligible secondary path returns p (0) is
very close to a gaussian. shape. Z4 Therefore, the results of the linear
+ It is assumed that the system described by (95) is stable in the mean
square so that A > K N l H(0) / 2.
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model are very good approximation; to the actual conditional moments
of the first-order phase-locked loco. t
Use of ( 107) and ( 108) in (94) yields
0=	 [Jw - wo + R, sin 0 - KA sin 0 - R, sin ?"	 p3{^)1
+ K 4 0 - 2 p3($)	 (109)
84;
If it is assumed that w = wo and equation (109) is integrated twice, then
^
P 3 (0) = exp - A(O')dO'	 CD ex 
t 
A(T)dr dt
+ C exp -^ A(t) dt
(110)
where
0
A (0)d O _ - a cos 4) +	 _ sin 2+ ^
	
2	 4
f
	 4R
	
a == (KA-R2 )	 _--z—
K N 0	 K N9
Equation ( 110) is subject to two conditions:
P3 (r) = P3(-n)
TT
P 3 (0)  dO = 1
tActually it is only necessary that the conditioned density functions of
V s and VC1 in the linear and non-linear model be close to each other for
the high probability portions of their density functions.
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lim E i cp(t) vs') J = 0	 (115)
t4 a	 J
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The terms '.t and R2 can now be evaluated from equations (105) and
(106). Integration ofl (106) by parts yields
m
S 12 (x} = 2 Rcs (0)-2 x	 Rcs( T)
 exp (-xr) dT	 { 111}
0
Substitution of the spectral representation of Rcs ( T) (equation (74)), inter-
change of the order of integration, and Integration on T yield
S 12(x) = nxm	 Sv(w) (i Wd dw	 (112)
0 (W - wc) + x
It maybe noted that Rcs(0) = 0, When the narrowband signal spectrum SV(w},
which is symmetric about WC , is used, equation (112) becomes
S 12(x)ZFx
foo
W I H(jw) 1 2 dn: ft 0
W + x2
(113)
Since Sv(w) is the spectrum of a narrowband process, the fold-over term that
has been ignored in going from (112) to (113) is negligible.
When equation ( 113) is used in equations (102), (103), and (104) , there
re sults
2	 2	 ^ dwlim Var '0(t) = N 1 2
	
w H W	 dw + 
K4 n 
0	
2t-4 w 	 41TA	
-w C2 +W	 -! , +W
N1	 1	 K2 NO
_	 ^	 2	 + 4C,	 (114)2 A" 2a 1 (C + a 1 C + a2)
lim	 E j (t) v (t) - N 1	 C	 (116)
t-000	 L	 c	 - 2 A 2 a 1 (C2 + a 1 C +a 2)
Evaluation of R 1 and R 2 .results in
R 1 = 0	 (117)
2
R2 =	 N C	 (118)
C+ (K A)2 N 1 a I (C 2
 + a I C+ a2)
1
With R I = 0, P = 0 so that use of the above in equation (110) yields the
well-known result 24 for the phase error probability density function,
P (0 = ex (Ct cos }	 _n < * < n	 (119)3	 2 rr 1 0 R
As a check on the validity of the various assumptions that led up to
equation ( 118), Var +(t) can be calculated from equation (118) and compared
with Var +(t) in equation ( 114). For small M, from equation (118),1	 K2 NO
	
Var i(t) = d = 4(KA - R2)
	
(120)
Using equation ( 108) in equation ( 1 20) yields
+ 
C Ni	 1
1
	K N	 (t{A) 2 NO a (C ?- + a l 	 a)Var ^ (t)	 0	 1	 1	 2	 (121)4A	 1 - C/KA1 +	 2 N	 --
'T' NO a 1(G 2 + a 1 C + a2)
1
In the region in which C w KA (small multipath fluctuations in com-
parison to loop damping)
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Var	
KN
^ A +	
2 
—2 	1	 (122)4 A (KA) a 1(C 2 
N
+ a 1 C+ a2)
which is in first-order agreement with equation (114). As C decreases away
from KA, equations (122) and (114) will diverge. Thus, in the region in which
C w,KA, equation (120) is a valid representation of 1/ 0 . Therefore, a may be
used in the equations derived in ref. 24 to obtain such results as first passage
time and frequency of slipping cycles.
The results in (114) and (116) are precisely the results that would be
obtained from the linear fixed parameter system governed by the differential
equation
' (
dam
y) + C (t} = A t) - K n' (t) (123)
Comparison of equation ( 123) with equation (95) yields the following conclusions:
1) The portions of the secondary path signal fluctuations that are out-of-
phase with the primary path signal act as a random additive noise input to the
phase - locked loop. The power spectrum of the noise is proportional to the
power spectrum of the derivative of the envelope of the secondary signal.
2) The portions of the secondary path signal fluctuations that are in-
phase with the primary signal act as a modulation on the loop time constant.
The effect of the modulation is to broaden the loop bandwidth and increase the
loop sensitivity to noise.
Comments (1) and (2) above are valid over the region of phase errors
40 in which sin 40 ow Op.
3) In the nonlinear region of phase-locked loop operation, the results
of equation (121) are more appropriate.
In summary, it has been shown that for small multipath disturbances,
the linearized model of the phase-locked loop yields results that are in agree-
ment with the nonlinear results obtained from an analysis of small multipath
disturbances using Fokker-Planck techniques.
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2.9 Lock -On and Loss -Of-Lock Probabilities for Slow Fading
The "loop quality probabilities{ will be calculated exactly for the case!
of no additive noise (i..L , SNR ♦-) but with t1S slow fding multipath phase
inputs described by the random coefficients ba, 4, 61. These qualities will
then be discussed for the more general case including gaussian white additive
noise.
Noiseless case. - In th case of no additive noise, the steady - state loop
phase error, given b	 b'^', b , is given by equation (28). The solution was
actually for sin * rather than 4 because of the nonlinearity of the phase detec -
_ tor. In that form sin 4o was a linear function of 6T, 4, and 8t. So sin 41 is
a gaussian random variable since b $, 41
 and b 1f are gaussian. t Since, as
shown previously, the acquisition and loss -of-lock limits can be described
as limits on I sin *1, the " loop quality probabilities" may be written precisely
in terms of error functions.
It may be recalled that for prevention of loss - of-lock, I sin *1 < 1 is
re,Suired or, from equation (29), for a perfect second-order-loop, 6tJ < Cl
M AK1K2 = uun is required. The probability of loss-of-lock is just
_-	 Punlock - Pr (1691 Z wn2) = 1 - Pr (1691 < wn2)
2_	
n - 
µ3
wn exp -(S# - g3 )7'
 
(r	 v3 ex -x2 2
f vla2
	
2	 2nc 3	 2
	
-wn	-w  - µ 3
(r3
	-w2 µ	 u2 µ
= 1- erfc
	 n	 3 + erfc n' 3
	
a3 	 0.3
2
	
^"
3
gunlock = erfc 
wn µ3 + erfc 	 (124)
3	 3
t bT, 68, bT are gaussian with :respective means ul, u2, u 3 and varianc^a
Qi , Q 	 03 .
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where
	
erfc (a) _	 ex -
x2 f 2 dx
J	 2n
a
Similarly, from equation (30), for the imperfect second-order loop with
68 = 0,
W	 '2 /E + µ 2	 2/E - µ2
	
Punlock = erfc 
n	 n 
Cr2 	 2
+ erfc
	
(125)
The limits on b8, 88, b8 for acquisition of lock are given by equations(33) and (36). For either a first- or second-order loop, the probability of
lock-on with b6 = 0 is
Pac 
q• 
> Pr (1641 < C O n AK  K2)
(126)
C0
 a AK  K2 + µ 2	 C0 a AK  K 2 - µ 2Pac 
q' 
> 1 - erfc
	
2	
- erfc	 v
2
For the perfect second-order loop with 58 ^ 0, from equation (36),
there results
wII ^ 2 + µ3	can -X13`
	
P 
cq• > 1- erfc l	 T	 1 - erfc	 q	 i
	
\	 3	 3
_	 (127)
erfc C
0 a AK l K2
 + µ2 _ erfc C0 a AK K2 - µ2
q2 	 !	 G'2	 `
These results are directly applicable whenever the signal-to-noise
ratio is so high that the random phase fluctuations in'T(t) override the additive
noise. Otherwise, the situation is more involved, as is discussed in the next
section.
Noisy case. — When additive noise is significant, equation (124) still
gives the probability of permanent loss-of-lock. However, the presence of
additive random noise permits a temporary loss-of-lock in the form of cycle
slipping. Therefore, a complete description of the tracking capabilities of
a phase-locked loop includes the probability of cycle slipping, or the mean
R
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cycle slipping rates , as well as the probability of permanent loss-of-lock
previously calculated.
The derivation of the acquisition probability is greatly complicated by
the presence of the additive noise. A steady-state solution of the Fokker-
Planck equation no longer exists. In fact, the phase fluctuations are solu-
tions to a nonstationary Fokker-Planck equation. If the signal-to-noise ratio
of the signal is very high, then equation (127) gives a sufficiently accurate
estimate of acquisition probability.
3, 0 Convergence to Gaussian Statistics
In the adaptive antenna array, the outputs of the N antenna elements are
added approximate) f in phase. The phase error in the resultant signal is
N
IAk sin Pk
Y 0 + ^ = tan-1 =l
	
+ 0
	
(128)
I Ak cos Pk
k=1
w1ere Pk is the phase error in the kth phase - locked loop (associated with the
kt antenna element); Ak
 is the amplitude weighting of the signal summer; and
0 is a phase error common to all loops. If 0 is assumed to be equal to zero
or if 0 is largely removed by a phase reference return, then y = ^. In the ThirdQuarterly Report, 6 it was assumed that y was a gaussian random variable, an
assumption justified by the central limit theorem for very large N (i. e. , a
multi - element array). However, under significant multipath fading, many of
the coefficients Ak may be very small so that only a remaining few large co-
efficients contribute to y. For this reason, it is important to know the accu-
racy of the gaussian distribution as an approximation to py (y) for small N.
The probability density functions derived here for a single-element
antenna are reduced to modulo 2TT. Consequently, for a direct comparison of
probability density functions, the gaussian distribution must also be reduced
to modulo 217. The gaussian distribution is
P 	
12nv2 
exp [-^2 /2a ]	 _W < 0 < CO	 (129)
^ 
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The polar variable into which ^ is transformed is
Y = 0 - 27rn	 -Tr + 21r  < 0 < Tr + 27rn
The Jacobian of this transformation is unity (dy/d4 = 1) so that the density
function of y is just
CO
Py(Y) = I p (y + 27r n)	 - Tr < y < Tr	 (130)
n= —co
Consequently, from equations (129) and (130), pe, the gaussian reference func-
tion, becomes
2 2
	
00
P0(Y) = exp [may / 2^ 1 +
	
exp [- 2(^rn/ 0r 1 2 cosh Him7r < y^ Tr
n=1 	 /	 (131)
For low variance, a2 , the infinite series is negligible and equation (131) be-
comeR essentially a truncated gaussian density function. This function is the
one that was assumed for the error probability calculations contained in the
third Quarterly Report. 4 It is precisely the density function of an infinite
array.
The density function of phase errors in a single--element array with no
doppler offset is given by equation (44) with b = 0:
P 1 (Y) = 2TrI (a) exp (a cos y)	 -Tr < y :5 Tr	 (132)
0
where I0 (a) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order zero.
The density function of phase errors in a two-element array may be derived
from equations (128) and (132) through the use of probability theory characteris-
tic functions. It is assumed that Al = A2 # 0, Ak = 0, k # 1, 2. Then
equation (128) yields
sin (3 1 + sin P Z
tan y = cos (i 1 + cos P 2
whose exact solution is
The density function of a l or P2 is given by equation (132). The resultantdensity function of y, derived in Appendix B, is
x - lY
	p 2(y) _fir- J	 exp [2a cosy cos 01 do 	 -,r < y < rr	 (134)Tr I0 (a) 0
The density function of phase errors in a three-element array may be
similarly derived from equations (128) and (132). For multi-element arrays,
however, the assumption of small errors must be added so that
3
sin (ik
	
Y = 3
	
=	 (Pl + ¢ 2 + P 3 )	 (135)
cos Pk
k=1
The linearization permits the convenient use of characteristic functions as
before, and the density function of y for a three-element array (Appendix B)
results:
3	 x
3f dxfdy exp[a cos x+ a cos y+ a cos (13yl -x-y)^[ 2^ I (a)] 0	 j3y,=2n 13yl-x-n
NY) = '
for W < (y+ < it
firdxf
n
3 	 dyrexp a cos x+ a cosy+ a cos (13y l+x-y)]
0Y)[ 27rI (a)] 3 - 3y 3 +x -r
(136)
+fdxfdy expIa cos x+a cos y+acoo (-13yj+x-y)]
+13y^ -13y^+x-n
	 J
for (yl <
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The distributions P O(Y), P 1 (Y ), P2(Y ), and p 3(Y) were evaluated by a
computer with the results shown in figure 14. For a meaningful comparison
of the distributions, the four cases shown were plotted for equal variances
of their distributions, rather than with a as a parameter. The variance of
BD (Y) is approximately the parameter o ,2 (to a very high accuracy for (r< 1).
The variance of p l (y) was calculated by numerical integration as
2
rn
X1 - 20a) J Y2 exp (a cos Y) dy 	 (137)
_W
The computed results of this integration are shown in Table I.
TABLE I. - VARIANCE OF ERRORS IN SINGLE PHASE-LOCKED LOOPS
Loop signal-to-noise ratio Variance (Q12)
6 .1885
10 .1071
30 .0341
60 .0168
The variances of P 2 (y) and p 3 (y) for a given a are just QZ 
= 0-,i2  2 andQ3Z = aI /3, respectively, since these distributions arise from the sum of in-
dependent random variables with variances Q12.
From the graphs of figure 14 it can be seen that the small array error
distributions (pl , P2 1 P3 ) differ from the large array error distribution (p0)
most significantly for y > n/ 2. The effect of this deviation on the error proba-
bilities calculated for the Third Quarterly Report6 is to greatly increase P for
high signal-to-noise ratios (E/2N 0), since at high signal-to-noise ratios the
principal contribution to the error integrals comes from phase errors y > W /2,
at least for the binary cases. On the other hand, at low signal-to-noise ratios
or for m-ary codes with m > 4, contributions to the error integrals for
y < -ff/ 2 are the most significant. In these cases, Pe is increased only slightly
by the use of the small array density functions instead of the gaussian density
functions.
The convergence of the density functions to gaussian for a large number
of elements is portrayed by the graphs. It is seen that the p3 curve simulates
the shape of P O better than p Z
 and, especially, p l . However, the tails of the
distribution, although of semigaussian shape, would come from a gaussian dis-
tribution with higher variance than that of P3. It appears that arrays larger
than five elements could utilize the previous error calculations directly, but
for arrays of between five and ten elements, the equivalent phase error vari-
ance must be raised.
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4.0 Effect of Multipath on Detection
4. 1 Multipath Environment and Modulation
The multipath environment in a Mars probe mission presents
some special demodulation problems to the retrodirective array since
the secondary path signals contain time -delayed modulation. Calcula-
tions of the error probabilities in the demodulation of the received sig-
nals are presented here. A dual-path model is assumed, although the
later results may be generalized to include many paths by the replace-
ment of the secondary path signal parameters with random variables
and averaging.
The primary path signal is of the form
r_^P
sp(t) = 	 cos (wpt +gyp )	 ( 138a)
and the secondary path signal is
2E
s s (t) = a
	
T cos [WS (t + T) + ;s]
	
(138b)
where 0 is the relative amplitude of the multipath signal.
The composite received signal is
s(t) = s p(t) + s s (t) + n(t)	 (138c)
where n(t) is white gaussian noise with one-sided spectral density Np
the subscripts p, s = 1,2,. , ...m denote the m-ary modulation symbols,
and T is the time delay of the secondary signal referenced to the pri-
mary signal.
The modulation codes are selected as optimum codes and are
therefore pseudo-random codes to make full use of the available
transmission energy. As long as T > T, where T is the duration of a
single m-ary symbol, the modulation received from the secondary
signal is independent of the modulation received from the primary
signal so that s is independent of p. For maximum utilization of avail-
able energy, any p = 1,2......m must be equally likely to occur. Con-
sequently, p and s have uniform discrete probability density functions.
These properties permit the computation of average error probability
in terms of error probability conditioned on p and s;
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gym` rmP 
m E m L a (p'a)	 (139)
s=1	 p=1
In the ensuing sections, the average error probabilities in
multipath environments are calculated, following the methods used in
the no-multipath environment described in the appendices of the Final
Report - Part I of this contract.8
4. 2 Error Probability
Error probabilities were calculated for various m -ary coding
schemes. It was assumed that the demodulators were those that are
optimum for no multipath. It was also assumed that the demodulator
was synchronized to the primary signal, an assumption which is quite
reasonable for small a (secondary path amplitude ratio) but which re-
duces error probability for 0 near unity.
The demodulators depend on correlators for their operation.
They correlate the orthonormal bases of the transmitted signal with
the received signal. Allowing for a random phase uncertainty in the
phase-locked loops, e, the orthonormal functions are generally
01 k = JT cos (wkt - 8k)
` Lk =	 sin ((akt - 8k )
	 (144)
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Then the correlator outputs are
T
x  = 1 s(t) Olk (t) dt0
T
	
^Ep 22	 cos (wkt +gyp ) cos { wkt - 8k ) dt
0
T
+ 0 JE s 2—r J cos [w. (t + T) + cps cos (wkt - 8k
0
) dt
+ nik
TY k - ,j 8(t)1^0)dL
0
T
2
	
Ep ;I,	 cos (wpt + (p ) sin (wkt - 8k } dt
0
2 T
	
+	 Es	 T	 cos [w,(t + t) + ^sJsin {wkt - 9k ) dt
0 	 J
+ nZk
	 (141)
Coherent receivers use xk only for de c isions, while incoherent re-
ceivers must use zk2 = xk-2 . The major difference among various
demodulating schemes is in the values of the correlation integrals.
From these bases, the average error probabilities are derived in
Appendices C through H.
The conclusions are discussed here.
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An error probabilities below are given conditioned on the phase
- andamplitude of the summand of the adaptive array and the time delay
_. between the secondary path and the primary path.	 The overall average
error probabilities and associated probability percentiles "are then avail -v
able directly from a knowledge of the probability density functions of the
amplitudes .E (which are Rician distributed for gauss an quadra.ture
_
fading). the phase -locked lip composite phase error a and the time
® belay 4 (which Mends on the environmental conditions).
To compare these results conveniently with the probabilities
calculated under no-multipath conditions, the general expressions for
=- error probability are specialized to binary coding and zero phase
error. The latter assume* ideal phase -locked loop operation as well
as is-phase addition of primary a" secondary signals. 	 The latter is
the worst possible case since phase information cast be used to
discriminate between	 and secondary signals.primary
As derived in Appendix C. the error probability for coherent
phase sat key (PSK) systems is
- 
2si ^ s
x tart	 M M)
	 m
P (g, T) = l	 f dz f	 dy i	 P (X.yli.S.O.T)
m
e	
0	 xtan { Z	 s=i
_
-M
m
(l42)
where
x=yY=st,tl	 exp	 a - v	 '!Zvim
T
t
(Y	
.'	
_ .
2 	 + S sin	 - 2r W -q )ZI
Forrfectl cogent reception and mar coding	 hFs	Y	 y	 	 expression
reduces to
77_ e(r	 li -	 s	 l +ac	 w	 l_ f}
(143
-_
It can be seen that the multipath signal modulation has no effect
on the error probability when it is 90 degrees out-of-phase with the
primary signal modulation.
As derived in Appendix E the error probability for coherent
frequency shift key (FSK) systems is
(	 gym`	
r00
Pe 1 I o il • T) 12 L 1 - /2 / dxm P- 1 	(2-rrN0)	 _00
2
exp l- 2N1	 x - y. (cos 8p + S2 CO S ( 0 +wpT)^^
0
x  
m-1
• f exp 2N
20
 dY
-00 
	
^
m` 
F
m	 f00
+ 12 L a 1 -^ / dx
	
n' p=1 s = 1	 {2nN0)	 _00
p^ s
exp- 2 1 (x - y^ E cos 9p) 2
0
X	 2
• f dy exp - 2N (,y -	 StCOS (8s +wsT)l J
— o0
m-2
X	 2
Iexp 2N dz
_[00 0
(144)
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For perfectly coherent reception and binary coding this expression
reduces to
	
M	
-x2/2	
2	 22+
Pe (T)= 1- J dx a
	
^. L o x+
	
-o0
	
V 2n	
a^1=1
F
E
•(1+fZ(-1)kCoswT)] 
I
2	 2
= i I:
 I
:
 
't - 2N
	
(1 + Q(-1)k COS wfT}
4	 0
k=1 1=1
(145)
2
1 	 alcos W^Tj2N
t=1	 0
+ 1 11 -WF- it + Qlcos w^Tl)
The results are similar to the those obtained for coherent PSK
with the exception that, since two frequencies exist here, the multi-
path signal will always degrade performance since W I T = mr/2 does not
imply W 2 T = nTr /2, n odd.
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As derived in Appendix F the error probability for incoherent
frequency shift key ( FSK) systems is
m m w	 m vp
1
	
e(T) = 1 - —^- L L	 d vp P(vpIP ' s) 17 j dvkP(VPIP•s)
m	 8=1 P=1 0
	
k=1 0
k#p (146)
where
E	 1	 2 E 2
l
P (VkI p' s) - vk10 vkCpsk NO exp 	 2 v k + 0 Cpsk )l )
1 +52 2 + 2S2 COS wr , p = k = s
2	 1	 p= k# s
Cpsk)
	 52 2
	pk=s
0 ,	 p k s
For binary coding, this equation reduces to
2	 co	 112
P (r) = 1	 1	 .J dv vI v	 (1 +52 2 + 20 cos w T^
e	 4 i=1 0
	
0	 NO	 L
e	 2
1 v2 + E
f
v dw w exp -w2/20
e	 1 (v 2 + E7
C1+0 +2S2 COS wiT]
00
f dv vI0 vrLN0-2
v
Idw wI0
 w n VV exp - w2 +
0	 0	 0
(147)
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As derived in Appendix G the error probability for coherent amplitude
shift key (ASK) systems is
M-1
P(8, r) _ T F, -D- a 	 1 - 211V Cos (8 + WT)	 + —2e
M v=0	 2,1'R-0
1 m-1 m-2	 u0	 1	 v2 F1 E -Z1 + Zu - cos6 -0 u cos (8 +wr)
m v=0 u=1IVIR-0
m-I m-1
+ --E E t	 C1 - Zu - cos 8-ny cos (Q +wr)I (148)
m v=0 u=1
For perfectly coherent reception and binary coding this equation reduces to
Pe -(?) = Z
	
+	 -	 (1 - 2S2 cos wrI)
2 NO	 2 VNO
+ 4 ; -	 `1 + 2 01COS WT I^
2A
(149)
As can be seen from a comparison of equations (143) and (149). the perform-
ance degradation in coherent ASK systems due to multipath time delays
is similar to that of coherent PSK systems.
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As derived in Appendix H the error probability for incoherent amplitude
shift key (ASK) systems is
M-1	 1 m-1 1	 vnv0	 1	 2 a-v202P (T) _	 + ---	 I ^ –. exp	 y +
	
Id,e	 m m y=0 m1/2%/N-0 0 „r	 - 2	 N0
1 —1@	 1 VA
	
2	 2 2	 1/2L.. f v	 I	 lu +^ v +2S2uv cos WTI
m u=1 u-1 A O17N 0 
2)-
0
. exp -2 [
2 +A2
 (ut+^v2+20uv cos WT )
J 
d v	 (150)
0
1 m-2
 CD	
I0 2 2 2	
112
+	 O	 ["' +S2 v +2S2uv cos wrm E f v ^
u=l 
u+1-	
VN-
2)
V i`+o
. exp -2 [V ?, +N
fug +dv2 + ZQuv cos wT d v
 0
For binary coding, this equation reduces to
`D
	 2 2
P (T) = 1	 v exp(-v 2L) 1 + l I	 vdtZ	 p - Li f22 2 0'	 exp 2-'Ne	 2	 dv
	
A /2^	 0
1	
co	
12 p	 1	 v0+ 2 1- f v exp- 2 v+ NO	 2 IO	 (151)
4/2 0
	
0
2
+ 2IO v &^
-^ 1 +i22 +2 Q co s wT exp - A (0+2 co s WT) d vVIN-00
which displays a multipath modulation degradation for all time delays.
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For a quantitative comparison of error probabilities, binary coherent
PSK, FSK, and ASK modulations were evaluated numerically for a number
of cases and plotted in figures 15a, b, c. Parameters of the graphs were
the relative amplitude of the secondary signal, 0 (52=0 for no multipath,
i2=1 for maximum multipath), and time delay of the secondary signal, T .
Error probabilities areplotted forS2=0, 0. 1, 0. 5, andforthe time delays thatpro-(2n-1 }Tvide maximum or minimum errors, 	 w — and nn/w, where n=any integer.
A direct comparison of results for the three modulations shows that the
coherent FSK s ystem is always degraded 3 db with respect to the coherent
PSK system. This relation is the same as that when there is no multipath
environment. However, the coherent ASK system is degraded even further
when multipath signals exist.. 	 52 = 0. 1 and T = nir/w (maximum
multipath interference), the pes nce of multipath signals degrades P e by
0. b db at high signal-to-noise ratios for coherent PSK and FSK systems.
On the other hand, P is degraded by 1. 2 db for coherent ASK systems
under the same conditions. At larger values of S2, the effect is even more
drastic. It is especially evident for 0. 5 :5 S2 < 1 since P has a lower
bound of 0. 125 for T = nTr /w in coherent ASK systems, while no lower
bound exists for 0<1 in coherent PSK and FSK systems.
As a result, the coherent ASK system is automatically eliminated from
consideration as an optimum code. The r€lative advantages distinguishing
the PSK and FSK systems are the same as those when no multipath exists.
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Figure 15. Multipath error probability.
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4. 3 Effect of Doppler Shifts on Demodulation Errors
The error probabilities calculated previously assume no difference in
doppler shift between the primary and secondary signals. The effects of
such a difference on demodulation accuracy is considered here.
If the reflector that generates the secondary signal is in motion with
respect to the receiver, then the secondary signal will carry a doppler
shift that is different from the shift of the primary signal. The demodulator
is a correlation detector, so that optimal decoding requires a knowledge of
the primary path doppler shift. If it is assumed that the primary path
signal strength is much greRter than the secondary path signal strength(Q << 1), the frequency of the primary signal may be found by selecting
the frequency of greatest received power over the band, Of, where
of is the expected range of doppler shifts.
If the primary signal frequency, f , is found by this technique, then
the demodulator uses correlators referenced to this frequency. ( For FSK
decoding, an (m+l) th carrier must be continuously transmitted and tracked:
then the correct correlator frequencies may be obtained from this
frequency. ) Setting w = P in equation ( 142) and w 0 w p, then the correlator
outputs contain the term	 s
T
SZ V/YS 2—I, 1 cos [w $ (t+T) + 40S  cos (w pt- 8p )dt	 (152)
0
instead of
T
n^ Tl cos [w p(t+T) + ^s1 cos ( rapt- 6p )dt	 (153)
0
The integral in expression(152) is always less than the integral in
expression ( 153), except for a small number of noise-generated errors,
since the ( 153)contains perfect frequency correlation. As a result, the
effect of ws 0 wp is a reduction in the secondary correlator term or is the
same as that of a lower secondary signal power (lower tt). But the
demodulators operate optimally for 0 ---- . 0, so that the secondary signal
doppler sh ft (with respect to the primary signal) improves system perfor-
mance by the proportionate amount.
Thc. foregoing analysis leads to the important conclusion that the
demodulation: analyses contained in the preceding sections are actually
worst case analyses with respect to doppler shift environments. That is,
the case in which the secondary and primary signals carry the same doppler
shift yields the highest error probability. The improved performance due
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to doppler shifts is greatest when the moving reflector is moving parallel
to the signal path lines. The resulting average and/or percentile error
probabilities may then be calculated through a knowledge of mission
trajectories.
4. 4 Optimum Weighting of Phase-Locked-Loop Outputs
The weighting of the outputs of the individual elements of a retro-
directive array may be adjusted so that the signal-to-noise ratio of the
sum is maximized. It is known that if the elements are identical and the
incident wave is plane, then the optimum weighting is uniform. However,
situations may arise in which the above conditions are not met and uniform
weighting is not optimum. One such situation is that in which the elements
are identical but the signal arrives from a variety of directions (multipath
signals) without significant delay or distortion of the modulation. A second
situation is that in which the elements are not identically oriented. As the
array position changes, the relative amplitudes of signals received by the
various elements fluctuate. The weighting problem is considered here
with specific reference to the first situation, but the results may be
extended to the second situation as well.
The retrodirective array st-ucture will be reviewed first. The array
consists of N antenna elements, teach with independent phase-locked
loops. (See figure 16.) The signal at each element is independently ampli-
fied and tracked by a phase-locked loop. Then the phase corrected output of
each phase -locked loop is weighted (that is, amplified or attenuated) in
accordance with some optimization criterion, which will in general depend
on the original uncorrected signal. These weighted phase-corrected signals
are then linearly added and detected, in that order. A system could ''e
conceived in which the signal at each antenna element is detected first with
the detector outputs subsequently added in some optimum manner.
However, the method of adding first and then detecting is not only less
costly, since only one detector is required rather than N, but is also best
in the mean-square-error sense. 28
PHASE-LOCKED
	 WERMTER`LOOP
PHASE - LOCKED	 '^	 WEIGMTCR^	 i.00P
+ )- -	 DETECTOR 1--^DECISIOM
PHASE-LOCKED +r
LOOP	 WEIBMTER
Figure 16. Adaptive array receiver.
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The use of this system justifies the gaussian phase error assumption
in the calculation of detector error probabilities; that is, although the
phase error outputs of the phase-locked loops are not gaussian, 1 the sum
of these independent errors, as seen by the detector, approaches gaussian
by the Central Limit Theorem, provided the number of antenna elements is
large. An exact analysis requires the use of error distributions derived
elsewhere in this report. However, for the present, more qualitative
analysis, a large number of elements will be assumed.
The optimum weighter will essentially weight most heavily those sig-
nals for which the primary and secondary (multipath) signals are most
nearly in phase. The optimization criterion is to maximize the signal-to-
noise ratio in the signal sum. The precise way in which this operation is
accomplished is shown in the next section.
O timum phase-locked-loo weighting — A set of weighting coeffi-
cients [wil is desired that can multiply phase-locked-loop outputs to maxi-
mize the signal-to-noise ratio in the output sum of a r.trodirective array.
If s i(t) + ni (t) is the signal-plus-noise output of the ith phase-locked loop,
then the weighted sum of N loop outputs (associated with N antenna array
elements) is
N
s(t) _	 wi [s. (t)+ n i(t)]	 (154)
i=1
and the signal-to-noise ratio of this sum, referenced to a single modulation
period T, is
1 ^T - 	 2
T	 wisi(t) dti-1
SNR	 0 T N	 2	 (155)
E lI—, ^ F, wini dt
0 1 i=1
This definition of signal-to-noise ratio uses signal power and noise power as
quotients. However, the probability of error results presented in this report
and ir. previous reports viere given as functions of the quotient of signal
energy and noise _,pectral density. The maximization of the former quotient
is identical with the maximization of the latter quotient since the two differ
only by constants; that is, the noise spectral density is N 0 , whereas the
average noise power is N O Bo (B O—•co for white noise) in a single phase-
locked-loop output. The signal energy is just the signal power times the
signal duration T. Consequently the two quotients differ by a factor T/B0.
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The general problem of choosing wi to maximize SNR is discussed
first, for general forms of si(t) and ni(t). Then the problem will be
specialized to fast and slowly fading signals with white additive receiver
noise.
General si gnal-to -noise ratio maximization. — To maximize the signal-
to-noise ratio, equation (73) is differentiated T
 and set equal to zero, while
N
the normalization
	 wi = 1 is maintained. 30
i=1
T	
2	 T rr
d SNR	
E T f \F'wini^ dt ,I, I 2 Ewis i s. dt
wi2	 2
E ^, I ^^ wind dt
(156)
	T r }2	 TC J 1 Fwisi/ dt E T f 2 L.winin^ dt
J [-T	 2	 2
E ,1—r1 (Ewini) dt0
The w.J must satisfy
N
wiR 8 ( i V D
i^
N
wiR n (i, J)
N rrN
L w
j=1 k=1 
jwkR s (A, k)
_
N N
wAwkR n (`, k)
L=1 k=1
(157)
tThe problem can also be formulated in matrix notation. It then becomes
one of determining the largest eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector
of a pencil of matrices, Cf. Ref. 29.
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where the signal and noise correlation coefficients are defined as
T
R s (i t j ) = 1 si s j dt0 (158)
R n (i, j) = E [ni (t) n^(t J
The noise is assumed stationary.
More specific results arise from the specialization to fast or slowly
fading signals. Specific forms for R s (i, j) and R n (i, j) become available.
It ii assumed that no limiters are used in phase-locked loops.
Slow fading. — For the dual-path model, the fading signal is of the
form
s ilt) = at {1 + ZQ cos p i +0 2 
1/2
-1	 0 sin Di	 (159)
• sin W t + mp (t) + gp(t) + sin	 1 2
.0 + 2 S2 cos A i + 02)
where
Ai = 8s (t) - 8p(t) + m (t + T 	 m(t)
i
The signal power at the ith loop is
T
R s (i ' i)	 Tf ,si dt = apt {1 + ?0 cos Di + 02)0
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where © i is essentiallv constant over the period T. The correlation among
signals at different antenna elements follows from equations ( 158) and (159):
1	 2R s(i, j) = 2 a 2p (1 +212cos di +S2 ) 
112 (
1 + 2S2cos Aj +SZ 2 } 1/2
-1	 S2 sin4i	 - 1	 S2 sin0.
cos sin	 2 - sin	 1/2
1
	
(160)
^1+McosA i +0	 (1+212coaAj +522
R s (i, j) = 2 ap Cl + S2 cos&i + cosA	 +5221
j)
The only noise present is white receiver noise, which is independent at each
antenna element since independent RF amplifiers are used. The noise
correlation is
R n ( i , D = 6 ij NOBO
where NO is the noise spectral density, B O is the true noise bandwidth,
6ij =0fori*j, and 6 ii = 1.
The set of equations for
J 
wj j then simplifies to
w^
( wj ]	 E wiRs(l,j)1 t
	
	 w, wkR s (1, k) i
k
Since the ratio on the right-hand side is independent of i and j, the set IWA
satisfies
w 
	
wk
_	 all j, k	 (161)
w i R s (it j)	 wiRs(it k)
The optimum choice of the setwj I then requires an optimum estimate for
the set Rs(i, j)^	 The estima on of R s(i, j) is complicated by the
presen of the noise. This operation will be discussed later.
f Fast fading. — For the fast fading case, the fading noise is assumed toI
	
	
fluctuate sufficiently, inaperiod T, to be considered white to the phase -locked
loop. Then the loop output may be written as a signal-plus-noise where
all the multipath fading is incorporated into the noise term. 2 Conse-
quentAy, the signal correlation function is
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R s (i, j)	 Tt 
T s
is dt = ap2/Z	 for all it j
The noise correlation function is the sum of the receiver noise correlation
function and the multipath noise correlation function.
R n (i t j ) = R n ( it j ) + Rm ( i t j)
= b ijN0 B0 + Rm (it j)
But the multipath noise at the i th elem nt is often just a time-delayed
version of the multipath noise at the j tn element. Therefore, if the mutual
time delays in the secondary path signals are large enough, the correlation
function is that of white noise samples at different times. Then,
R m( i, j ) = 6ijNiBi
It must be remembered that this assumption is valid only when the multi-
path signal source appears at a significantly different angular position than
the primary signal source. Otherwise, all elements would see correlated
time samples of the white fading noise at a given instant. This case is
more complicated than the uncorrelated case and has not been considered
in the present study.
Since the noise variance is the variable in this case, instead of the
fading signal levels, the set I wj I must satisfy the set of equations
wj (N0 B0 + N i B i ) = wi(N© B0 + N i B i )	 all it j.	 (162)
This equation demonstrates that in the usual case, where
Ni Bi = N. B . all i, j, the optimum weighting is equal weighting.
In other w rds, nothing can be done to improve performance if the fading
is white. On the other hand, if the fading is directional (or if the fading is
non-stationary across the array although appearing stationary at one element
for a period T), then equation (162)wUl define the optimum weighters.
Physical realization. — The weighting coefficients for slow and fast
fading are described Sy'—equations (161) and (162), respectively. The first
requires a knowledge of the signal with fading. The second requires a
knowledge of the receiver and fading noise variances. Since a knowledge
of these quantities is generally difficult to obtain, the practical usefulness
of the preceding analyses is greatly unpaired. Reasonable estimaxeil of
these values can be made by judicious use of a knowledge of the process
bandwidths. However, these techniques are useful only under extreme
conditions on fading and noise bandwidths.
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f
For slow fading the pertinent quantity is
T
R s(it j ) 
_ f.	 sis ] dt
A gross estimate of R 8 ( i, j) is available directly as+
T
R s ( i , j)	 1 (si+n) (sj +nj) dt
0
R s (it j) + ,1—r T (sink + s  ni) dt + T jT nine dt
"4
2 T	 1 T 2
Then R s(it i) = R s(it i) + T J sini dt + T, r Inil dt
0	 ''0
(163)
When receiver noise is low, R (i, j) approximates R &(i, j) well.
However, when receiver noise is Mitt equation (163)will y►eld high variance
random variables as estimates of Rs(i, j). This situation may be improved
if the modulation bandwidth is very much greater than the fading bandwidth.
Then the estimator
mT	 mT
R s(it j ) = R s ( it j ) + mT	 {sinj + sjni) dt + 1	
^ n
inj dt
may be used. This estimator is a great improvement over equation (163)
since
m--.co mT
mT
 J {sinj + sjnJ dt = 00
lim	 1	 T
m--►W m T	 Iiin, dt = E(nin. = 6 i 0 0J	 t	 ]^	 J
Therefore as long as B F 4C ;; ©C T and m is a large integer,
the latter R s(i, j) provides a good estimate of R s(i, j). Furthermore, if
zero-signal testi ° 6i is used, the noise variance N 0 B 0 may be estimated by
+Ordinarily the estimator is an ensemble average, not a time average.
The time average is used here since it can be easily implemented. If
the process is ergodic, the time average is the same as the ensemble
average.
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n
the same technique and subtracted from R 9(it j). The final estimator is
(n+ITT
	
R s( i j j ) = M— 
M
r
0 (s
i+n)(s j +nj)dt - mfi 
	
n i n j dt
1 mT 1 mT
mT f s is j dt + mT	 (sinj + s jn)dt	 (164)
mT	 (n+1)mT
	
+ m,j,	 n.n, dt —	 nin, dt1 J	
o
f
mT
where, since separation of antenna elements is much less than c/fmod n'
T	 mT
R s ( i t j)	 T f s i s j dt = mT j si sj dt
0	 0
and where, for stationary receiver noise,
mT	 (n+l)mT
n.n. dt —jnml n.n. dt —+ 0
10	 1 J	 T	 1 J
and for zero mean white noise
m^ f s. n. + sjni^ dt --► 0
0
For fast fading, the fading-plus-receiver-noise variance must be
estimated. Since white noise (with respect to the modulation frequency) is
assumed, Rn(i, D = 0 for i # j. On the other hand, for fading that is
stationary for a period >> mT, use may be made of the estimator
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1 mT	 2
R s (1 ' i)	 i^1T	 1 Is i +n i l dt0
I mT	 2	 2 mT	 1 m	 2
mT	 r Is i l dt + n)T
	
r s
in i dt + mT	 Inil dt
mT
R s ( i ) i) +	 2T	 sini dt + R n ( i , i)
m
R n (i 9 i)	 Rs(i, i) — R s (i ' i)	 mT	 s i n i dt
0
But
mT
! s . dt 0 0 as m	 m
n^T	 J	 i i
0
and
Rs(i, i) = a 
P 
j2
For a good estimate of R n (i, i), the non-fading signal amplitude must be
known. If precise transmitting power, distance, and attenuation are
available, then a may be calculated precisely. But if these factors are
unknown, more qpophisticated techniques are necessary. If the former is
assumed, a reasonable estimate of the noise variance is
R n (i, 0 = R s (i, i) — a P 2/2	 (165)
Finally, with the above estimators, the equations for the weighting
coefficients simplify to
Slow Fading:
	
w.	 w
	
k	 (166)
W. /R" s (1, J) — wj R n (J, J)	 Fw i R s (i, k ) — wk R n ( k , k)
0	 0
Fast Fading:
2	 2
`NJ^ R S O, J) —a^  ,: wk lL R s (k,k) — a 2	 , all j,k	 (167)
where
mT
R s ( 1 , j) - mT f ( s i + n i)( s i + n j 1 dtJ
(n+l)mT
	
R n (J, J) = mT
	
IjI2 dt = Rs(J,J)	 sj = 00	 nmT
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4. 5 Effect of Multipath Signals on Operation of Systems That Use
Phase Inversion by Mixing
The effect of multipath signals on the operation of self-steering sys-
tems that use phase inversion by mixing. is considered in this section. The
system to be .inalvzed is the same as th^it considered previously and
describe rs in the Final Report — Part 1. ' The diagram is reproduced here
in figure 1'i. The signal incident on the n th element consists of the direct
path signal plus the multipath signal scattered by the planet. The direct
path signal consists of the information signal and the pilot signal and may
be written as
v = K
	
' c 	 cos [(a - w )t +	 + ^(t) - 5 +s	 c	 en c	 c	 1	 n	 'n
+Kcl 3 genikcl f 1 (t )Cos [(wcl - '1 0 )t+ t nI +t 1 (t)	 +-_n1]
	
+ nn (t) cos [(WC - w0 }t + 6 nc (t}]
	
(168)
where f(t) (jenotes any amplitude modulations and ^(t) represents phase
modulation of the direct path signal and f1(t) and II(t) represent, respec -
tively, amplitude and phase modulation on the secondary path signal. Both
fl(t) and ^1(t) are delayed and distorted versions of f(t) and t(t). K c and
Kcl represent, respectively, the system response to the direct path infor-
mation signal at angular frequency we and the secondary path information
signal at i t.l. The signal phase at the n th element is 0n for the direct path
carrier frequency and tnl for the secondary path carrier frequency. The
element field patterns in the directions of the direct and secondary paths
are respectively 3gen and .^genl with the phase angles ^n and --nl. The
signal has already been mixed with a local oscillator operating at an angular
	
frequency 
'10 with phase	 The noise generated by the receiver at the nth
element is denoted by the term
nn(t) cos [( wc - w 0 ) t + 9 jc (t)] = an(t) cos (wc - tu0 ) t + b' (t) sin ( wc - 10)t
(169)
where an and bn are independent gaussian random processes with zero
means and variance Q Z . The signal in the pilot channel is given by
	
vp =K p 3g en ) p C cos [(a)p -'.u0 )t+ $	 - 1*+ `n]pn
	+ Kpl 3 genl'pl C I (t) cos [(wpl -	 t + Opnl	 ^ + snl]
	
+ nn (t) cos [(wp - 1  ) t + 9 np (t) ]	 ( 170)
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Figure 17. Portion of self-steering array that
illustrates signal and noise per-
fort-nance of the system.
where C and Cl(t) represent, respectively, the amplitudes of the direct
path pilot signal and of the secondary path pilot signal. The C l (t l is shown
as it function of time to illustrate possible di-tortions introduced by the
reflecting surface as the source and receives .nove. Other quantities are
similar to those defined for the information signal except that the subscript
p (for pilot) replaces the subscript c and the double prime is used on the
noise term. The signal from the second mixer is combined with similar
signals from the remaining elements in the array and may be written as
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v 0 W = 1K c K p X pCf(t)	 Ren cos [(L p -Lc )t - Apr, ^n
r,
1 K	 I(t) 7, 3^	 a" Cos [('L - L )t	 +2 c c	 L,	 en ( n	 p c	 n	 n
n
+ b  sin [ ( L p -'L c )t - ^n - ^(t)	 - 'n-)
+	 K ^, L
	 3 K	 (a' cos :(L - L )t +	 - ! + _ ]p p L,	 en 1 n	 p c	 pn	 n
n
- b rl sin [(,Lp..LC)t + Ipn - t.+ '_n]!
z	 (an a n + bn bn ) cos (wp -LC )t+ ( b n an a n b r1 ) sin (L'p - J,C)t]
n
+ 1 K K x x	 C f (t)	 R	 cos [(w - 1 )t+ #	 - t 	- @ (t ► ]2	 p cl p cl	 1'	 en enI	 p	 c1	 pn	 1111
n
K c K pl ^ pl ^ c (t)f(t) ^ 3R e R cos[('Lpl- LC)t+ 0pr:l 0n-0(t)J
n
1 Kc1Kp1^'clnpl C1(t)fl(tl	 ken1 Cos [( CP C cl)t+ 4pn1-^nl-§(t)]
n
1 Ki^	 f (t)	 a cos [( y -L	 )t -	 - i (t) +	 - '_cl cl 1
	 enl 1 n
	 p	 1	 nl	 1	 °	 nl^
n
+ b^ sin [( Lp - I  I )t - fnl - I I (t) + ' - 11nl] I
L PI PI 1	 ,- nI a n cos	 LPC c )t + 4pnl-r+'n
n
!)sin - i	 I1 -Ic )t +	 nI -	 + 'n]
P	 P	
ti
(171)
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The first summation in equation ( 171) represents the desired direct
path signal received with full array gain since the 1 pn and On nearly cancel.
The seventh summation represents the secondary path signal received
with a gain that depends on the spectral characteristics of the reflected sig-
nal. For example, if the doppler shifts of the secondary path pilot signal do
not move it out of the passband of the pilot amplifier and the spectrum is not
spread significantly so that the secondary path information signal and pilot
signal are still closely correlated, then the signal will be received with
essentially full array gain. Any decorrelation between the reflected pilot
and information signals introduced by the reflecting surface reduces the
magnitude of this term. It should also be pointed out that, since the ampli-
tude of this secondary path term is proportional to the product of the sec-
ondary path pilot amplitude and the secondary path information -signal
amplitude, its amplitude relative to the direct path amplitude is i 2 where
0 is the ratio of secondary path signal amplitude to primary path signal
amplitude. Therefore, if the secondary path signal were 10 db below the
direct path signal, this term would be 20 db below the desired direct path
signal in the first summation. This observation assuines that there is no
limiting used in the system.
The fifth summation represents the secondary path signal arriving on
a sidelobe of the pattern pointed toward the direct p.tth signal. This term
would be present in any system.
The sixth summation represents the direct path signal arriving on a
sidelobe of the pattern pointed toward the secondary path signal. It is intro-
duced specifically by the nature of the self-steering technique being used.
The third summation is the noise in the information channel and is the
same as would exist in a conventionally steered system.
The remaining sums are noise-signal and noise-Noise cross termsthat
arise from the type of self-steering system being considered.
The probabilities of error in the detection of coded signals are the
quantities of interest. All the demodulators depend on correlators for their
operation. They correlate the orthonormal bases of the transmitted signal
with the received signal . Allowing for a random phase uncertainty in the
orthonormal function generators, the orthonormal functions have the general
repre sentation,
ilk =
	
	 cos (wkt - 6 k )	 (172a)/7T 
::P-	 2-- Sill (ul kt - 6 )	 ( 172b)
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The correlator outputs are
T
X  _
	 vo%t) w Ik( t ) dt	 (173a)
0
T
yk	 v0(t) fp2k(t) dt	 (173b)
0
In digitally modulated signals, the amplitude, phase, or frequency may
take on only quantized values f (t), §M(t) or wrn, depending on whether ampli-
tude, phase, or frequency moduuqation is used. The outputs of the correlators
may be written as
T
	sk = 9 : ^e K c K P1 c 1 P C	 Rca	 fmit} cos [f+P -+cm -Ak )t + #P.-%-#m(0+ ik dt
D
^ 	 jT
+ { ! T Kcle	 fmIt) ad cos [;+P-acR-*k)1 - #n -#mit) + ; ' '-p + ik ) dt
n
jjfT
+ {	 Kcic	 J fm lt) bn *to [(*P
—cin-0 - #p -#m ly + - '.p + 9k ) dt
	
6	 JD
	
r [+ 
	
`T
+ ; ' + KPtP [.+'57  C 1 p ces [i P scm - ^kjt + #	 , + *R + gk ] do
	
R	 0
	
P.
-
 ^Al
fT
J T KPiP	 J ppa C
I 
Dp pin {( F-s-arkit+ iP. • : + '. n + #k) dt
R
^}+ jrT	 T
! 4l T Gr 1 ian t^ + ► Aj cos [f P cm aOk k + -t ] dt + 4 IT L	 fV, - asbp} sin E4+p - xcm -skk ! SO dtR A	 p Q
T
IJT+ 	 E it c !>< ;ci C	 f f i^ttl cw [{: -s	 k + 1P.-O.1 -# iti + 00 dt► 	 P	
n	
Ja	 p etm 'tlt  	 1m	 t
^ T
+ 4 A/ T RcKP3 kPi kc	 stJ n PaRI	 C11t1 tmtt) etes [i pj -scm -rkk +ill -#p -imIt)+ %1 dt
p	 6
T
+ 1 ^K K l l	 j	 d -a	 k + # -# -# itl + B) dt{ T cl PI c1 Pt
	 o.) J8	 1	 !m	 Pi clm^k
	 pwl a! lm	 k
+ it 't Kc ► 1ic) jr l sent 1+(p flmlti ap eep [ (sp-°cim-skR - #nl-l ► m(t)+ . • '.n) + (ik ) dt
+ i FT K  I IcI fr J4n 1
T
0
tlm)!(t • sin [In -s	 )t - i	 in	 p	 cim • '!t	 n!	 ) mfti+ #	 dt- SRI +	 k)
f7
+ ;	 KPIlp1	 1 C i it) Co. U.PI 
`cm -% 1' + #Pp 1' ' + :nl + 3k ) dt
n	 8
T/t^- 
KPIl
\\_
 
^_4 I T	 P1 L .i penl	 C'M by .to [fsP! +cm ikk + P. l - : + 'R! + %] dt
r1
y k	 1	 1 K , K 1, X C L Ren t
	fnrll) srn Cl lp
 l nr i k lt r Ipn 1n -In It )+ dk ] dt
rr	 0
/^ f
T
	
K >. 
	
"
	
frn(t) .r" sin [( Lp ycm-lklt	 In-Irn(t) +	 - ' rr r v k ] dt
n
r
	+ i J T h c X c 	 ^n	 b cos 'Ilp -Lcm -lk lt - In Im(t) .	 ?n + Ck " dt f
f
4 T Kp^p ^"gen(	 a^srn [( tp - wrm - l k lt + Ipn -	 '.n' ^k]dt
„	 0
fT
>
1	 Kpk	 Ren C	 I>,, cos C( Wp Lem-1klt	 4pn	 + ?n + 6 k ] .It
n	 0
T
i J 1 E,	 (anon + b^t+n ) sin [I'Lp-ycn, Llc)t + 8 k ] dt
	
n	 0
T
+ — J	 (b"a - a"b . ) cos	 p4 T L	 r. r	 n n	 cm k	 k
	
n	 0
T
i	 (t) sin . L -i,	 -L )t + 4	 -4	 -4	 (t)+ 8 ] dt
4 T K pKcI p kcI C	 den genl	 Im	 p	 clm	 k	 pn	 r.l	 lm	 k
	
n	 '0
91T K c Knl^c^pl	 gen Qer.l f rl(t) fm(t) sin Clypl 'L	 - L'klt + 4pn1 - 4 n 	 4m(t)+ 8k ] itn 
 fT
	
rK K'k X
	 )	 C (t) f	 (t) sin [(L	 L	 - i k ) t+ 4	 4	 k@ l (t)+ e] dt
i T	 cl pl c	 Rl pl L enl	 l	 lm	 pl	 c1m	 pnl	 nl	 m
T
	
1 K 	 k 	 f	 (t) an sin [(m	 L	 L 1 t- 4	 4	 (t) +	 -4 T	 cl cl	 enl	 Im	 n	 clm	 k	 nl	 lm	 nl+ 8
k ] dt
	
r.
	
fo
T
+ OJT K c1 1, cI L^^cnl	 flrnit) b^ coo [ILp	 yclm	 k	 nl	 Im	 - 'nl	 k
	
n	 0
T
# J T K pl^pl	 Igenl J	
C I (t) a^ stn [(wpI	 t r _ m 	s k ) t + 4 pn1	 + •nl + 8 k ] dt
	
n	 0
Sr
T
4 fT KPIapI L, J'"nl 1	 C1(t) b'cos [I rpl "L, m	 Lk ) t + 4 pn1	 ^nl+ 7 k ] dt
	
n	 0
( 174b)
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The first seven terms are the terms that exist in the absence of multi-
path. These terms are discussed in Part I of the Final Report. 8 The last
seven terms arise from the presence of the secondary path, and their effects
on the probability of error are not easy to assess for several reasons. First,
since the secondary path pilot and signal are both reflected from a rough sur-
face, they each have in-phase and quadrature components that are independent,
zero-mean, gaussian processes. Further, their spectra are distorted in an
unknown manner by the reflecting surface so that an evaluation of their effects
on the detection process is difficult to make. In addition, the secondary path
signal modulation is delayed with respect to the direct path signal so that the
secondary path modulation does not generally coincide with the synchronizing
signal of the detector.
In spite of these difficulties, the conditional probabilities of error can
be computed, conditioned on the transmitted signal, S m , the time delay, T,
the correlator phase error, 8 k , and the multipath signal SI m . This com-
putation can be performed because when the noise-noise product terms are
small, the conditional probability density functions of xk and yk are approxi-
mately gaussian. Once the conditional probability of error is computed, the
unconditional probability can be computed, provided that the joint probability
density function of the transmitted signal, the time delay, the correlator
phase error, and the multipath signal are known.
As mentioned in the preceding paragraph, when the noise-noise terms
are small, the correlator outputs, xk and yk, conditioned on Sm, SIm, T,
and A
	
are independent, gaussian, random variables. They have means
I(^  and uZk (m) , respectively, and equal variances, Qk . These quan-
-ilk
tities are given by
(m) = 1 LT K K
	 C f b	 ^ g cos [1 	 + 80J lk	 4	 c p c p	 m mk	 en	 pn n m 
n
T
fl+ 4 T K K C )^ 1` cl C	 gengenl
f
	
m (t) cos [(i -11 )t +	 (t) + 8	 dtp	 p	 p elm	 k	 pr.l lm	 k
n 
T
4 JT K c K pl^c^pl fm ^ g en g enl  C 1 ( t ) cos [IyPC Cm lk  t ^pnl -O n -O n i dk] dt
n 
r
} T K c1 K pl l cl^'pl	 gent	 C1(t) E ltt (t) sin (I P1 1 	 ti +pnl - ^r.l -^lm (t)+8k] dt.
n	 0
(175)
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u2km) _ - 4 2T K c K p x c x p C fm 6mk Z g en sin [0pn - ^n - § m + ak^
n
4 FT KpK c 1 p l c 1 C 7,jgengenlT f lm (t) sin [(ujp - we lm - Ik ) t
n	 0
+ 0 P1 - 0 n $ lm (t) + a k I dt
_	 fT
	
44T K c Kpl^` c l` pl fm E,	 gengenl	 C1(t)sin[('^p1 - ^cm Ulk)t
	
n	 0
+ ^pnl - ^ n - ^m + a k I dt
;T
- ^-K 1K	 I	 g	 C (t) f	 (t) sin _(;ll	 -	 -,y	 ) t4 T c pl c1 pl
	 enl	 1	 lm	 pl	 clm	 k
n	 Jo
+ §pm - ^nl ^1m(t) + a k I dt
(176)
F
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T	 T -t
= 8T ? 2	K 1 fn	 9'. n	 r	 RIT) cos Nip - Lcm - ik ) T] d T dtJn	 0	 t
	
f
T rT -t
dTKP p C 	 Fen 
	 J
R'( )cup L(yp- ►cm - Lk ) T] dTdt
n 
_	 j T -t
	+ 8T Kc1 I cl ^ genl	 ft
rlm(t) f l m (t+r) R"( T ) cos L( lp - ycl - 1 k ) T d- dt
n	 0 
f
T	 T-t
	
8T Kpl xpl Z genl
	
Cllt) C lm (t+') R'(-) cos i(lpl - ycm1k)T] dT dt
n 	 -t
1
+ ;T K	 )'c K cl lccl	 gengcnl fm
n
 T -t
f lm(t+ ) R"(T) cos [(ycm - 'Ccm )t -( ' )p ycImk - ^ i 'nl _ +}m+}lm(t +T) -?n+nl]dT dt
fT ft
I
4T K  pl^p^p	 pl 7 g en g enl C
n
T	 T -t
C 1 (t+T) R I M cos [(up -Lpl )t-(Lpl -Lcm -X )T+ @fin -mpnl+!n ^ nl ] dT dt
0 ft
T	 T -t
ht
+ 4T RI(T) R"(T) cos [(Lp Lc  -) T ] dT dt
0	 -t
(177)
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The probability of error conditioned on 01.1, Sm, SIm, and r can then
be obtained from the probability density functions of x k and yk by use of the
relation
P e ( S m , 5 1m , 6 k , T ) = 1 - P r (x, y e R  IS m , S lm , 6k , T )	 (178)
where R. represents the region in signal space corresponding to Sm.
4.6 Effective Radiation Patterns of Self-Steering Arrays with
Phase-Locked Loops
The previous sections are concerned in part with analyses of detection
error probabilities when multipath signals are present in communication
systems that use self-steering arrays in which the phasing of the arrays is
accomplished by the use of phase-locked loops. The communication theory
approach that was used in the analyses masked the usual antenna concepts,
specifically, pattern and gain. In this section, the effective patterns of this
type of array are considered.
The signal received by the n th= element is represented by
	
s n (t) = s pn (t) + s sn (t)	 (179)
where spn and s sn represent, respectively, the primary path signal and the
secondary path signal.
s pn	 pn	 p	 pn
(t) = a	 (t) sin (u) t + 8
	 )	 (180a)
s sn (t) = a sn (t) sin (uw s t+ 9 sn )	 (180b)
The sum signal can be rewritten as
s (t) = la	 I J1+ f1^+Zit cos [(u, -L ) t + 9	 -9	 ] cos (.0 t + 9	 + ';r )
r.	 pn	 s p	 sn pn	 p	 pn	 n
(181)
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where
	= tan
	 sin [( w s
- wp ) t + 6sn 6pn]
n	 1 + C1 cos [(w s -wp ) t + 6sn-6pn]
a
= a sn (assumed independent of n)
pn
The phase of the signal at the nth element is therefore
	
a	 _1	 it sin [(w s -wp ) t + 6s
n-6pn]
= 9	 + tan	 (18L )n	 pn	 1 + 2 cos [(:u -L ) t + 9	 -9	 ]
s p	 sn pn
It is evident that both the amplitude and the phase of the total signal fluctuate
periodically at a.frequency equal to the difference in primary path and sec-
ondary path doppler frequencies. Several conditions are possible: first,
the separation in frequency may be greater than the loop bandwidth; then,
the secondary path signal will not get through the tracking loop and a con-
ventional pattern will be steered in the direction of the primary path signal.
Second, the difference in the primary path and secondary path doppler fre-
quencies may be within the loop bandwidth; then the loop will track the com-
bined signal so that the effective pattern %%ill fluctuate periodically about the
correct pattern. A limiting case is that in which w s and i;p are equal. In this
case there will be no fluctuation and the effective pattern will assume some
shape distorted from the desired shape. Some special cases of this latter
condition were computed for a linear array with a uniform aperture distri-
bution. It was assumed for the computations that the amplitude of the com-
posite tracking signal had been amplified and limited so that the effective
pattern could be written as
N
E(6) 
_ (2N+ 1)
	
	
exp j (n k d sin CD - 9 n )	 (183)
-N
where, for this special case,
-1	 sin [nkd (sin -D sin _ )]
6 =nkd sin y + tan	 p
n	 p 1 + 0 cos [nkd (sin ^ s -sir. Dp)]
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This equation, With d = X/2, was programmed for the GE -265 Time -Sharing
Computer system. The results are plotted in figures 18a through 18h for a
range of i between 0 and 1. It was assumed that the primary path signal
,arrives along '.:p
 = 0. Two different values of :^s were assumed, ys = 25
degrees and -_^ s
 = 70 degrees. It should be noted that the curves give the
effective pattern of the array and not the relative signal strengths of the
primary path signal and secondary path signal at the combining point. That
is to say, the primary path signal is given by
V  = ap E(0)	 (184)
while the secondary path signal is
V s = a  ii E (_ s )	 (185)
Consequently, the relative powers are in the ratio
V 2	 1F(-: S )2
 ^5	
= Z2 	 (186)
V 	 E (0)12
. 0 Scattering By a Rough Surface
When a communication link exists between two vehicles in space and an
object that scatters electromagnetic waves is "visible" to the antennas on
both vehicles, then the waves -cattered by the object will interfere with the
waves that move along the line-of-sight path. To determine the effects that
the scattered signal has on the reception of the direct path signal, it is nec-
essary to ascertain the nature of the scattered signal.
If the scatterer is a rough object whose characteristics are known only
statistically, then only the statistics of the scattered signal can be deter-
mined. The statistical quantities of interest are the probability density
function of the scattered signal as it is received by an antenna on one of the
vehicles and the autocorrelation function of the received signal as a function
of the positions of the source and receiver. The spectrum of the scattered
signal is then the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function as the
position of the source and the receiver c:iange with time. In general, the
spectrum will change with time since the signal statistics -ill vary as the
positions of transmitter and receiver change. The spectral characteristics
depend on the statistical properties of the surface and on the motion of the
source and receiver.
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Figure 18. Equivalent radiation patterns of self-steering arrays
with phase-locked loops.
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Calculati(,^ of the spectrum is a complicated problem. A scalar
approach has been employed h Stara s31 who applied the technique followed
in Beckmann and Spizzichino 3 to obtain approxi nate expressions for the
autc'correlation function. In addition to being a scalar theory, the anal; sis
is restricted to surfaces whose mean value is a plane and only one of the
terminals is allowed to move. A vector method of calculating the spectrum
is outlined in this section. A vector study of scattering by rough planar
surfaces has recently appeared. 33 However, the study does not consider
the spectrum of the signal when source and receiver are in motion, and is
restricted to far zone scattering from planes of restricted size rather than
to scattering from curved surfaces.
If the amplitude and polarization characteristics of the scattered
electric field do not vary significantly over the region of the receiving
antenna, then the signal received by the antenna can be expressed as some
linear combination of the three orthogonal components of the electric field.
Therefore, the received signal, V r (in phasor notation) can be written as
V  = 0 E I + pE 2 +YE 3 	 (187)
where E n , (m = 1, 2, 3) represents the three orthogonal spatial components of
the electric field vector, E, and o, p. and y are complex constants
characteristic of the receiving antenna and its orientation. The time sig-
nal is then given by
v r (t) = \TIC. E 1 1 cos(- 0 t + 4j10 + k'I 1 + 
^O) + ^T I ^, E  I co'(WOt + 4'20 + u'21 + 'P)
\ 	 (188)
+ \T IN E 3 cos(WO t + "30 + ''31 + 4y)
where y, mO represents a predict ble component of the phase of En., and
°'ml represents the random component. The field components E m are
computed by an integration over the scattering surface. Since the
surface height above some mean is a random proce.3s with a finite auto-
correlation distance, the integral is essentially the sum of many independent
integrals. Consequently, each spatial component, E m , has quadrature
components that approach independent gaussian random variables.
Therefore, v r (t) may be written as
v r (t) = v  cos(. 0 t + ,,0) + v I sin(— O t + Y0)
	
(189a)
v r (t) = v cos(- 
0 
t + 1^0
 +.r)	 (189'
where t^ O represents the predictable portion cf the phase of v (t). The
components vo and v I are independent gaussian random varial les of
variance Q ? so that v is Rayleigh distributed and ., is uniformly
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!191b)
distribu t ed from - rT to rr. In the absence of motion of source and receiver,
v r (t) varies cosinusoidally at angular frequency w 0 . When there is pre-
dictabl.- motion of the source and/or receiver, then
	
is time varying and
the angular frequency is given by w + '00 . In addition0, v0 and vl become
random processes so that the signal spectrum is spread about w 0 +,y0.
The spectrum of the resulting v r (t) may then be determined as the Fourier
transform of the -utocor relation function 'Z v (t, t + T ) where
Rv (t, t + T ) = E IV 
r 
(Ov r (t  ^ - )J
	
(190)
The surface is assumed to be a random process of two independent variables
C,E and is denoted by g(t , i; ); the E ns are given by integrals of the following
fo rms,
EI'll If f M [pip P s' g(t ' l )' g^(^ ' ^) ' g^(l', ) I d ^ d ^	 (1 9 
LA)
%vhere
9	 -	 (191c)
P i represents the point of origin of the incident wave
P
s 
represents the receiver location
The correlations of the signals are then represented by
Rn:n (PiP Ps  Pit' Ps2) ffff(im[pil' P sl , g(t'^)'
g^(t ' f,) ' g t (^ ' E )1 fn [P iz , Ps2 9( Z;', :; 	 g^( ^', t;')	 (19Z)JJ	
L \
g	 ( r	 E^)^ d d	 d ^^ d
where E(f) denotes the expectatic n of f.
Consequently, the expectation of fns fn must he evaluated and the resulting
integrations performed. The expectation of fn) fn is given by
E(fmfn) ffff `"f n p ( g ' g ' ' ^^ g ^', &c g^') (193)
dgdg'dg^dgr'dg^dg^
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where p(9, g', g^ . g ', g 6 , 9 is the joint probability density function of
g, g', g^ , g^ e	 ^'. It ay be readily determined v^hen g is gaussi.an
with autocorrelatAn function R 99 ' ^, E , i,',	 . The form of p is2'
6 6
1 ^`exp	 I L.. L: IA Pd xr xq
	
p (g , g " g^, g ^', 6^, g E)	 _	 (2 T)3j^tI1 2	 (194)
whe re
	 11 = g	 x4 = g'
x2 = g^	 x5	 g^.	 (195)
x3 = g E	 x6 = g£.
and A is the covariance matrix of element
\ pq =R pq (  ^, ^, ^; ^') = E (::p xq)
That is, A is given by
X 11	 X12 '	 \16
61	 66
(196)
(197)
The next task is to obtain expressions for the f to enable the averaging
process to be carried oat. If the averaging cane carried out then the four
dimensional integrations over the sources on the surface must be carried oat.
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From Silver 34 the fields radiated by a surface distribution of electric
and magnetic currents are given exactly by
E _ - 0 f [(Js v > v +k
2J s - j'jEMSxCI
(198)
exp (-jkr) dSr
H	 r TA-s . p) V + k 2MG + jwµ j s X
µ 0 S
(199)
exp (-jkr) d 
r
where J s and M s ar	 respectively, surface densities of electric and magnetic
currents distributed ever S, and r is the distance from source point to field
point. The propagation constant is denoted by k (= w 	 µ 0 e o ^. The operator C'
operates on the source coordinates so that
^exp [-Jkr] 
= 
1' 
k + 11 e	 -jkr r
r	 r	 ` 1
and
;200)
lJ , ^)	 exp C-Jkr^ - -k 2 J r	 r + 3	 1	 — —r	 1^ 1	 r (Jk + r ) (J	 r l^ rl
(201)
- r 1 jk + 1 exp C Jkrl
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For kr » 1, which is the usual condition for the scattering problem of
interest, equation (189) and (190) reduce to
exp ^-jkr 	 exp [jkr] _
c 
	
=jk	 r	 r 1
_
(exp [ jkr]	 _
( .V) V
	 r
	
=_ k'
rl^rl
(202)
(203)
On using these approximations, equations (198) and (199) are reduced to
E 4TrwEO JS k J s - k Js	 rl^ rl
(204)
_ _ exp
r k.,E	 X r l 	 r	 dS
H = 4— i	 IS [k-Ms - k 2 (Iv1s 
r1^ rl
(205)
-k µ D Js X r 1, exp Lr jkr] dS
If J s and M s are known, then the fields in regions for which kr >> 1
can be calculated exactly from equations (20 .1) and (205). Ordinarily J s and Mils
are not known and must be approximated. An approximation can be used
when the radius of curvature of the surface is everywhere much greater
than X, the wavelength. In this case the surface and fields are assumed to
be locally -)lane. Plane wave reflection coefficients are then used to
describe the fields at the surface. With the plane wave approximations, the
follow ing expr,:s^-ions result for the surface currents
J	 r(n E l k - (n •k^E l (1 - Rs	 l	 k-9 0
(206)
(nXkk n ^k X n^ Ei ( R + - R )
k,j 0	Xn2
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M	 Ei X n' 1 +R + -	 n	 k^n - ] [(!^x n ! E1J R+.-Rs	 27xn!	 (!207)I
whe re
n is a unit normal vector out of the surface
E 1
 is the incident electric field intensity at the surface
k is a vector of magnitude k directed along the direction of incidence
of Ei
R + is the reflection coefficient of a plane wave polarized perpendicular
to the plane of incidence
R is the reflection coefficient of a plane %wave polarized in the plane
of incidence
The two reflection coefficients are given by the following equations
1 -
	
'10	
cos i
` 
2
V 1 - (k/k 2 	si gn ^iR + =	 V	 —	 (207a)
cos W.
	
1+110 	 1
2 ` tklk,) sin ? W 1
1-	^0	
1	 (k/k 2) 2 sin2Yi
	
T1 2	cos 
^iR -
 _
	
	 (20'7b)
v1 - k/k 2 ) 2 sin 2 Wi
	
1 + 0 2	
cos -i
where -, is the angle between n and -k; ' 1 0 and '1-) are, respectively, the
intrinsic impedance of free space and of the planetary material; and the
symbol k2 is the propagation constant of the planetary material.
Implicit in the use of the plane wave approximations are several
assumptions. It is assumed that the radius of curvature of the surface is
much greater than the wavelength of incident radiation. In aadition, any
multiple scattering that might take place among the surface irregularities
is ignored. The possibility of shadowing of portions of the surface is also
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ignored. This latter condition is reasonable provided that the angle of
incidence to the average surface is not near grazing and the actual. surface
slopes are not too large.
The planetary surface can be denoted by
rp = R 0 + g(6, cb)	 (208)
vahere R 0 is the mean radius of a smooth spherical planet and g(b,0 ) is a
gaussian random process with zero mean and variance 7g 2 . Then the
probability density function of g is
P 9 ( g ) =	 1	 eXp (- g2 /2 G-gL)
	 (209)
It is also assumed that g has a normalized autocorrelation function p given by
P = eXp (-1 iL2)
=--	 (210)
where 1 is the distance between tv , c points on the planet surface as measured
on the mean surface and L is the correlation distance. The distance l is
given by
p	 R 0 cos -1 rcos6cos e' r sin 6 sin 6' cos (^'-^)
J
	(211)
where @, p ond 0;6' are respectively the coordinates of the two points on
the surface.
In terms of the spherical coordinate system shown in figure 19, the
vectors n and k on the planetary surface are given by
n	 1—R	 ux	(RO + g)
C
sin 6	 cos	 - 6 cos 4 + a6
/
a@ sinb J
+ uI `R O + g) sin 6	 sin	 - I& cos 6 sin	
- a	 sin 61Y	 L
[ (R+ u z 	 + g) cos 6 + E sin 0 (27.2)0
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YI
x	 ^ /
V
Figure 19. Coordinates for scattering problem.
k = r`
2	 L`
u [(R 0 + g) sin 0 cos (b - r  sin 6i cos oil
+ uy [(:: 0+g) sin 8 sin b- r i sin 6 i sin (ij
	
(213)
+ u7 [R0 + g) cos 0- r i
 cos (11
L 
where
R = \ (R O + g )
 2 + 1 d^ L + sin 6^2	 (214)
	
r2. `/(R0+a12+ri2 -2(R0+g)ri f inosinoicos((b-d) + cos0coso iJ	(213)
In addition,
cos 4'i
 = n k k - o T
	
J(R 0 + g) 2	 -
' L
- r  (R^ + g) jsin 6 sin 6 i cos (6i -
 
0) + cos 0 cos Gil
+ riao [sin of cos 0 cos (^ i - ^) - cos of sin 6J
r.
+	 1	 sin 6 sin
sin 0 8^
	
i	 ^i -	 (216)
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The incident electric field is expressed in terms of its components in
Cartesian coordinates as
E 1 = ux x	 y yE +u E +u z E z	 (217)
For the case of interest here it is assumed that the source and receiver
move about the planetary surface in coplanar orbits. Without loss of
generality, these orbits are assumed to lie in the plane A i - As =	 In
that case
r 2	 =`	 '(R O + g 	 + r i 2 - 2 (R O + gl r i sin A cos (0- (^i )	 (218)
k - r u  [(R o + g) sin 0 cos 0 - r i cos 4P
+ u [(R 0 + g) sin 6 sin 4 - r i sin 40y	 (219)
+u 7 (R 0 +g) Cos 9
An arbitarily polarized incident wave may be expressed as a sum of
two waves, one polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence and one
polarized in the plane of incidence. Each polarization can be treated
separately. The case to be treated here is that for which the incident
electric field is z polarized at 9 = n/2. If the source is sufficiently far from
the planetary surface, the incident field will remain essentially z directed
over the illuminated planetary surface. Then the incident field is given by
E 1 = u E1
	 (220)
Z
In addition, over the scattering surface the vector k will lie nearly parallel
to the x - y plane so that
k zz - k I ux cos ^
	
+ u— 	 4Si l
	 (221)
When these specializations and approximations are applied to the expressions
for the surface currents that appear in the integrals for the scattered field,
a tedious but straightforward procedure results in the following expressions.
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The unit vector r  that appears in the integrals is given by
r l
 = u 
	 r lx + u  r ly + u  riz
	 (223)
whe re
r= r [rs	 sin 0 cos b s - (R 0 +g) sin 0 cos 61 (224a)lx s
r ly	 = sin esr [r sin i^ s - (R O +g)sin 0	 sin 6] (224b).s
cos O sr -	 (R O +g)Cos 0 (224c)r iz	 - [ r S J
r = Vrs2 4_
 - 2r s (R 0+g)[sin Os sin 8 cos (6s - CO)+ cos 0s Cos 0 J
The components of the scattered electric field intensity when the incident
field intensity is z-directed are then given by
Ex	 1 7wc 0 
f [k'Jsx - k2 (J sx r lx + J sy r ly + J sz r 1 z) r lx
+ kwe 0 (M sy r lz - MSZr ly) 1 
exp (-jkr)
	 dS	 (225a)
E y	 4 0 f [k2J sy k2 ( Jsx r lx + J sy r ly + JSzr 1 z) r ly
+ kwe (M r	 - M r i 1 exp (- jkr) dS	 (225b)
	
0 1
 sz lx	 sx Iz / J	 r
E -- - i — f 2 J - k 2 (J r + J r + J r	 r
z	 4nwc0	 s 	 sx lx	 sy ly	 sz lz	 lz
, kwe O( M sx r ly - M sy r lx )1 exp r-jkr) dS	 (225c)
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The integrals are extremely complicated for arbitrary scatterer
conductivity, permittivity, or permeability. One limiting case, in . %.-hich the
surface is perfectly conducting, results in a great simplification. Thee
R + = R = - 1 so that the surface currents become
-2I'R O +g) cosh + a sin6 J cos( i E1
1 sx	 `	 (226a)
0 
R
-2PR O +g cos b + ^ sin 6^ sin e  E1
 
(226b)sy	 9 0  
-Z [(R 0+g / sire 6 cos^4) i - m 1 -	 cos 6 cos 61- 6
J sz -	 '10 R
a	
sin(d,i-(^)l
sin 6	 J_ E 
	 1226c
X1 0 R
Msx = 0	 (2264)
M sy = 0	 (226e)
M Sz = 0	 (226f)
The element of area on the surface, dS, is given by
dS = (RO+g ) R sin 8 d 6 d,^	 (227)
If it is further assumed that the receiver height above the mean surface
is much greater than (T g , then the following approximations may be made;
rlx = I ( r S sin 6 s cos bs - :0 sin 8 cos O	 (228a)
r ly	 r^ r s .sin 6 s sin o s - R O sin 6 sin 6)
	
(228b)
rlz = _ ( r s cos b s - RO cos 6
	
(228c)
r	 \/ r S 2 + R 0 2 - 2r s R 0 (sin 6 s sin6cos(6 s - 6)+ Cos 0 s cos 6)	 (2284)
When these expressions are inserted into the integrals for E x, E:y, Ez,
the following express. ins result;
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If rs-RO is sufficiently large, i. e. , if the point rs is sufficiently elevated
above the surface, and if the frb'quency is not too greLt, then in the
exponential terms r may be approximated by
r Ps R I - g cos #1	 (230)
where
R 1 = /R 0  + rs - 2 R Or s [sinSsin O s cos ( CP ci s ) + cos 8 cos 8 s1 {231a}
r [sin 0 sin 0 cos ^^-	 + cos Ocos 0 - R
cos 1 =_	
s	 s	 s	 s	 0	 (23 lb)
R1
In the 1 i r terms, r maybe approximated by
1	 1	 (232)r _ R1
Ina similar manner, r2 in the exponential terms may be approximated by
R2	 R2 - g cos t^2	(233)
where
R2 s	 rig + RO2 - 2riR0 [sin 01sin0cos (^i - 40)+ cos 0i cos 0 J	 (234a)
cos k^2
	
1 sri [sin 0inocos (^i -10) + cos Oicoso^ - R 	 (234b)
=
R2
With these last approximations, the incident field may be written in the form
i	 EO 1
f 
ri - RO/
}
E =	 R	 exp (-jkR Z ) exp, (jkg cos kp2 )	 (235)2
where E  is the value of the incident field ata point on the mean surface
directly below the source. The term El exp (-jkr) is now given by
Ei 	 EO (r i - RO)
r exp (-jkr) M R R	 exp 
C 
jk 
(RI+R2)J 
exp kg (cos I + cos 42)12	 L	
	 L	 J
(236)
123	 =
^o
The terms in the integrals that include thederivatives of g can be
replaced in a manner similar to that used by Staras 31 so that they appear
as derivatives of the exponential term, (exp jkg (cos k^ 1 + cos 4)2^ j . This
artifice eliminates the need for the joint probability density function of g and
its derivatives when the autocorrelation and cross - correlation functions of
the scattered field components are being evaluated. Only the joint probability
density function of the values of g at two separate points on the surface is
required. The terms containing derivatives of g can be rewritten as follows.
R	 ag exp (jk(cos4l+cos4'2))=0
1	 a `^ 1g sin ^l aeR0 [cos k'1 + cos ^'2]
+ sin^2 aa8 + .k eJ
	
exp (jkg IC os 4; 1 + cos ^21	 (237a)
_	 1
	
ROsinB
	
exp (jkg [cos `J + Cos
	 `p1+cos^2I Ro sin 8	 g (sin 1 a
	
+ sin 
`^2 a o
ay ?. )+  
j k a^ exp (jkg [cos 4'1 + cos `P2],	 (237b)
All the components are now available to evaluate the expectations given
in equation (193).
The computation of the expectations in equation (193) results in terms
of the form (Appendix 1)..
11	
a	
1
E [exp(jk[ga-g'a-.1)
J 
= exp - 2 k2 -	 a	
2
2 + a' - 2aa'p+	 (238a)g	 J
Eg exp (jk [ga-91 
	
= jk g2 (a - a p) exp - 2 k2 g2 Cat
	
C	 _
2	 1
	
+ a _ 2aa^p J 	(238b)
E g' exp (jk [ga-g' Z^= -jk g2 (a"-ap) exp - z k2 g2 a2
	
C	 C
2
+ a' - 2aa 'P] 	 (238c)
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2
E [gg"exp {jk[ga- g' a' 	 g2 p-k2 T 9 a' + a2 - as jp -aa'
2
exp- 2 k2 Qg2 ! a2 + a^ - 2 a a P	 (238d)
where
a a cosh, l + cost,?
a' _< cosq! + cos,,'
The primes denote the values of the various quantities at e, 0, Oil,
4i2" %2' $92 while the absence of a prime denotes their values ate, 4,
Oil, Oil, esl, +si'
If k2Cr	 is large, then the exponential term is very small except when
a x a and P = 1. This condition corresponds to
e z	 e' (239a)
4^ = V (239b)
Osl = 082 (239c)
Osl = ,Os2 (239d)
Oil = 0 i2 (239e)
Oil = Oi2 (239f)
When these expectations are substituted in equation (192) and integrated over
e,^, e; 4; they result in the desired correlation functions from which the
spectrum can be computed. The major variations in the integrands will
occur in the exponential terms. All other terms remain nearly constant over
the ranges of integration in which the exponentials are significant. Therefore,
the integrals of equation ( 192)willcontain terms of the form
exp - ? k2v B rat+a` 
2
-2aa'p^ exp (- jk [R1 + R2
 - Rl - R2J
	
(240)
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To perform the integration over @' and V, the terms a', R' , and RZ
are expanded in power series about their values at @, 0 as follow.
a' = a^ + ae A@ + a' AO + Z a' (AO )2 + 2 a' ( A CO) 2 +a'e*A@AO+...
(241a)
- R'1 - R? _ - ( R110 + R2 0) - (R i + R#?
 A@ - ^ R'1 + R2 1 A 10
- 1 `R'1 + R2) (A@) 2
 - 1 (R'1 + R2^ (A )2
8@	 44
(R'1
 + R2)@'O A@A(O+ ...
	 (241b)
where
A@ _ E( @	 (242a)
A00 = e--4)	 (242b)
a; = a'
	
	
(242c)
e=@104
a@ a a@,	 (242d)
etc.
In addition, the correlation coefficient for the surface is approximated by the
first two terms of its series expansion in L 2 /L2 and takes on the form
P=1  - L
2
2 
$	
R
1 - ^
2 
[(Ae)? + sin26 (A01-1	 (243)
In terms of these series expansions, the exponential term takes on the
following form.
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.	 I - { A^IO )Z [(R 10 ) Z - R O Z ^ cos (0.2 -0) + R.r., sir 01t 3 Re s , sine sio (0., -e` rA^ ' Z - A0 Z + R 0 r sZ sine cos ( 0 n 2 -0), (r s2 sine`	 7 10
(R 1015
L(R2 )Z l((R20 )Z R 0
	
	
2 21 cos (0
	•
	 0 20) r R r i sin e^ + 3R 0 r i2 sin 0 sin  ( 0 - 0,+(R+ )Z - R 0 Z + R 0 r i2 sin a cos ( 0 t2 -0) r tt sii nnee0	 i2	 0
IR20^
(245o)
At this point it is desirable to examine the relative magnitudes of the
various terms to see what additional simplifications can be made before
the integration is performed. The examination was performed for the
following assumed values of parameters.
frequency= 6 GHz
o = 0. 01 mile
L = 20,r• = 0. 2 mile
R0 = 2100 miles
It was aiso assumed that angles of incidence and reflection are less than
60 e to the normal of the average surface. Under these assumptions the
ma nitude of the last exponential term is controlled by terms containing
R0Z/L2 so that the magnitude is less than 0. 00 1 within a region given by
(p 0) 2  + sin  8 (0 0)2 < 6. 1 x 10" 14
thus, AO and sin 0&0 lie inside a circle of radius 2.47 x 10 -7 radian.
If the magnitudes of other terms are examined for DO and AO within the
prescribed region and for r. — 12, 000 meter, r — 2110 miles, and for
angles of incidence and reflection 	 near 45% it if found that k(Rl + RI2 )9g
(&0) ?- and k(Ri + R'2 (&*) ?, are negligible. For r2 greater than 211'0
miles, the quadraticUase terms are even smaller so that unless r s is
very close to the surface, i. e. much less than 10 miles, they may be
neglected. The cross term k(Ri + R I	 A00O is also negligible.
Calculation of a', aO, ae, and ae Q about the specular point indicates that
they are also negligible compared with the terms containing R 0 2 /L2 and
maybe neglected. The integral then simplifies greatly to
exp \" kZ ag"
L
a - 8,01) exp (- jk RI + R2 - RIO'- RZO (246)/	 1 z	 [	
}	
(2^
0 exp ^- I k 
	
^Zaa^ 
R
OT ] L
 (48)Z + sin  8 (A#)
	 + jk (R l' + Rz ) AS + jk (R1aRZ') d i!
L	 L	 0	 4 /
As stated previously, the other terms not contained in the exponential vary
slowly over the region for which the exponentials are significant and are,
therefore, considered as cons;.-ants at their values for A0 and AO = 0 during
the integration. When the integration over d8 and Ad) for the exponential
term is carried out, there results.
	
i2	 (// ,	 2	 ^, Re L^^
	
//	 ex	 ^- s - xQ1J
	 2 2	 lIR1 , R2^	 ^^--m(247)k^°v^aaR11^^ sin®	 P	 J	 4R^rY a^^ l9
	
ain
_
	
. exp (-,I, !,'. 	 R2
 - RIO - R2 9) J
Performance 6f the remaining integrations over 0 and 4 requires
some more detailed study of the exponential as a function of 0 ^ 0 ^ O il)
Osl) 0i2) 10x2• This study has not been completed, but perhaps the
conditions will allow application of the methods of steepest descent to
accomplish the evaluation.
Once the integrations over 6 and y have been carried out, the
expressions that result are the various correlation functions. Unfortunately,
the study of the spectrum has not been completed during this report period.
It would be of interest to complete the work since it would allow a com-
parison between the scalar treatment of scattering by a rough planar sur-
face with the results of the present vector treatment of scattering by a
rough sphere.
6.0 Use of Millimeter Waves to Overcome Blackout
A critical portion of a Mars probe mission is that during which the
landing capsule is entering the planetary atmosphere at high velocity. Dur-
ing this period the shock waves will cause the atmosphere to become ionized,
as illustrated by the sketch of an entry vehicle shown in figure 20; the
ionization causes severe effects on the propagation of radio waves in the
vicinity of the probe. These effects result primarily from interaction of
the electric field with the free electrons in the ionized sheath. The major
effects on propagation that occur may be expressed in terms of a modified
permittivity of the ionized medium or plasma. Since this permittivity is
non-uniform and lossy, the propagation phenomena that occur are extremely
complicated and very difficult to describe analytically. Their overall effect
on communication systems is generally a reduction in signal level resulting
from detuning of antenna elements, distortion of their radiation patterns,
dephasing of elements in an array, and attenuation of signals because of
dissipation within the plasma. Further, if the plasma is in the vicinity of
a receiving antenna, there will be additional noise contributed by the plasma.
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Figure 20. Illustration of plasma
sheath about entry
vehicle.
An extensive literature already exists on the subject of interaction of
antennas withplasmas and the propagation of electromagnetic waves through
plasmas. 35, 36, 37, 38 The antenna plasma interaction studies are usually
quite specialized and it is difficult to generalize results. The propagation
studies are essentially restricted..  to propagation through media that vary only
in one dimension, an idealization that is seldom approached in practical situ-
ations. Consequently, only estimates can be made of the magnitudes of effects
to be expected as far as total signal level variations are concerned and as far
as increased noise levels are concerned. More detailed discussion of the
plasma -electromagnetic wave interaction is contained in Appendix J.
Since all but relatively simple plasma-antenna configurations are
extremely difficult to analyze, a simple model was assumed in this study.
The model assumed is a plane wave propagating through a plasma that varies
only in one direction. This assumption may not be as impractical as it might
first appear since for electrically large arrays phased to form a beam in a
particular direction, the field in the vicinity of the aperture is nearly plane
except very close to the individual radiating elements.
Signal attenuation calculations were performed for four different entry
profiles for a Mars VM-7 atmosphere. 28 The lander model employed in the
calculations is illustrated in figure 21. The calculations were done for an
antenna that looks sideways through the sheath. The entry trajectories were
calculated using the Hughes Planetary Glide program which solves stepwise
the equations of motion for a point mass vehicle entering the atmosphere. 39
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The entry profiles are shown in figure lt. The ratio of weight to drag,
W/C DA, has been selected as 3 for these profiles. The angle a ir. these
figures is the entry angle relative to a horizontal line. Attenuation was
computed with the aid of a machine solution of the equation
2
d E+ k2 e(z) E = 0	 (248)
dz2
which assumes that the waves are normally incident on the sheath. Calcula-
tions were performed for radiation at 1, 10, and 94 GHz, and curves were
plotted of attenuation versus time measured from the 500, 000 foot altitude
for the four entry profiles considered. A VHF or UHF frequency was not
included because extremely severe blackout was expected in nearly all VHF
and UHF cases and therefore the data would be of little comparative value.
The attentuation curves are shown in figure 23. It is evident that even
the microwave frequo:ncies s4ffer severe blackout for all cases con-
sidered and that the 94 GHz suffers severe blackout for two of the srofilee.
However, the two remaining profiles show that no signal degradation occurs
lculations are net to be considered conclusive,at 94 GHz. Although the a 
they do indicate that millimeter-wave systems may overcome the entry black-
cut problem provided that they may be satisfactorily implemented from the
point of view of power, weight, and com plexity. These aspects are considered
in the next section.
Figure 21. -Assumed shape
of entry vehicle.
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7. 0 Evaluation of Systems at Different Frequencies
There are many evaluations of self -steering arrays that can be made.
The standards of evaluation will differ depending on the quality criterion that
is important in any application. For example, in the Final Report — Part I,
a system that used phase inversion by mixing was considered. The assump-
tions made were that the total radiated power was fixed and that the number
of elements was limited only by the available aperture and by the spacing
required to suppress grating lobes for a specific region of coverage. The
signal-to-noise ratio of the received signal was the quantity of interest. The
primary power requirements and system weight were not considered.
In this section, a different criterion is applied. It is assumed that the
available power is limited and the effective radiated power (ERP) and weight
are estimated for several self-steering systems. Two frequencies, 8 GHz
and 94 GHz, are selected; the higher frequency was selected because the
calculations of blackout reported in the previous section indicate that 94 GHz
may not be blacked-out during planetary entry. It is emphasized that, while
the numerical values of ERP and weights are only estimated, the estimates
are based on knowledge obtained from past experience in building space elec-
tronics and on experience in the development of millimeter-wave sources.
The systems considered are shown in figure 24. Each system has a
single doppler tracking loop in addition to the self-steering circuitry. The
estimated weights and required powers for the various circuits are presented
in Table II. It is assumed that at 8 GHz 80 mw can be obtained from each
high-level mincer with an input of 470 mw. It is assumed that at 94 GHz
5 mw can be obtained from each high-level mincer with an input of 50 mw.
The transmitter at 8 GHz is assumed to be a solid-state source with a weight
of 0. 13 pound p% r watt. The power supplies for the 8-GHz system were
assumed to weigh about 0. 61 ounce per watt of d-c output power. At 94 GHz
backward-wave oscillators are assumed to supply the first local oscillator
and transmitter powers. Their weights are considerably higher than solid-
state sources and, for the systems assumed, are estimated at about 10pounds
each. Their power supply weights are estimated at a total of 10 pounds. At
each frequency, an additional 30 percent is added to the weight to account for
housings, etc. The available raw power was assumed to be 52 watts in all
cases, and power supplies were assumed to be 65 percent efficient. The
52-watt figure was selected because it will provide about 10 watts of trans-
mitted power at 300 MHz, a frequency considered for the lander orbiter
link. 1 If more prime power was available, additional elements could be used
in each array. The effective radiated power increases as the square of the
number of elements if the power radiated per element is kept fined. For these
systems this relationship would exist since the power per element is limited by
the capabilities of the output high-level mixers. However, the weight of the sys-
tem rapidly increases asafunction of the number of elements so that, if weight
is a limitation, increasing the power beyond a certain limit may not be practical.
The effective radiated powers and estimated weights are illustrated in
Table M. It is apparent that for the power constraint employed, the effective
radiated powers are quite small.
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Another aspect of interest is the noise figure of the systems. It is esti-
mated that noise figures of 6 to 8 db can be realized at 8 GHz, and at 94 GHz,
noise figures of 16 db might be expected.
TABLE II. ESTIMATED WEIGHTS AND POWER REQUIREMENTS OF
SELF-STEERM ARRAYS
a) ORBITER ANTENNA NO. 1 (FIGURE 24a)
8 GHz 94 GHz
Power Power
required, required,
Weight, mW per Weight, mW per
Components Quantity ounces element ounces element
Microwave
Antenna element K + 1 1.5 each 0.2 each
Diplexer K Z. 0 each 4.0 each
Low noise mixer K + 1 1. 0 each 3.0 each
High-level mixer K 1. 5 each 4.0 each
Power divider 2 1.0 each 1.0 each
Times-M multiplier 1 1. 9 each —
Times-Q multiplier 1 1. 9 each —
Local oscillator 1 6. 4 each 30 160 each 5
Transmitter 1 1. 6 per 1400 160 each 250
watt
Intermediate fre uenc
or both r-f frequencies)
I-f preamplifiers K 1. 0 each 110
Second mixer K 0. 5 each
I-f divider-summer 2 0. 5 each
Local oscillator 1 0. 1 each 10
Crystal diplexer K 1.0 each
Pilot amplifier K 2. 0 each 190
Third mixer K 0. 5 each
1-f power amplifier K 1. 5 each 300
I-f high-gain amplifier 1 3.0 each
Loop filter 1 0. 19 each 320/K
Phase detector 1 0.51 each
Receiver 1 6. 4 each 640/K
D-c amplifier 1 0.51 each 102/K
Power supply 1 0. 61 per 18,200/K(65 percent efficient) watt
-,;mom
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TABLE II. ESTIMATED WEIGHTS AND POWER REQUIREMENTS OF
SELF-STEERING ARRAYS — CONTINUED
b) LANDER ANTENNA NO. 1 (FIGURE 24b)
8 GHz 94 GHz
Power Power
required, required,
Weight, mW per Weight, mW per
Components Quantity ounces element ounces element
Microwave
Antenna element K + 1 1. 5 each 0.2 each
Dipiexer K 2. 0 each 4.0 each
Low-noise mixer K + 1 1. 0 each 3.0 each
High-level mixer K 1. 5 each 4.0 each
Power divider 2 1. 0 each 1.0 each
Times-N multiplier 1 1. 9 each —
Times-R multiplier 1 1. 9 each —
Local oscillator 1 6. 4 each 30 160 each 5
Transmitter 1 1. 6 per 1400 160 each 250
watt
Intermediate freauency(for both r-f frequencies)
I-f amplifier K + 1 3. 0 each 300
Second mixer K 0. 5 each
I-f power divider 1 0. 25 each
Pilot amplifier K 1. 5 each 300
Loop filter 1 0. 19 each
Phase detector 1 0.64 each
Local oscillator 1 0. 1 each 10
D-c amplifier 1 0.SIeach 102/K
Power supply 1 0.61 per 18,200/K(65 percent efficient) watt
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8 GH$	 94 GHm
Power	 Power
required,	 required,
Weight,
	 mW per	 Weight,
	
mW per
Components	 Quantity	 ounces
	 element
	
ounces	 element
Microwave
Antenna element
	
K + 1	 1. 5 each	 0. 2 each
Diplexer	 K	 2. 0 each	 4. 0 each
Low-noise mixer 	 K + 1	 1. 0 each	 3. 0 each
Power divider	 2	 1. 0 each	 1. 0 each
High-level mixer 	 K	 1. 5 each	 4. 0 each
Times-N multiplier	 1	 1.92 each	 --
Times-Q multiplier	 1	 1.92 each	 —
Local oscillator	 1	 6. 4 each	 30	 160 each	 5
Transmitter	 1	 1. 6 per	 1400	 160 each	 250
watt
Intermediate fre uenc
for both r-f frequencies)
1-f preamplifier	 K	 1. 0 each	 110
Second mixer	 K	 0. 5 each
I-f amplifier	 K	 2. 0 each	 190
Phase detector	 K + 1	 0. 5 each
Loop filter	 K + 1
	
0, 2 each
Voltage-controlled	 K	 1. 0 each
	
200
oscillator
1-f power divider 	 t,	 0, 5 each
D-c amplifier	 K + 1	 0. 5 each
	
100
I-f power amplifier
	 K	 1. 5 each	 300
Receiver	 1	 6.4each	 640/K
High-gain i-f amplifier
	 1	 3. 0 each	 320/K
Voltage-controlled	 1	 0. 2 each	 ZO
oscillator 2
Power supply	 1	 0.61 per	 18,200/K
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(65 percent efficient) watt
TABLE II. ESTIMATED WEIGHTS AND POWER REQUIREMENTS OF
SELF -STEERING ARRAYS -- CONTINUED
c) ORBITER ANTENNA NO, 2, (FIGURE 24c)
TABLE II. ESTIMATED WEIGHTS AND POWER REQUIREMENTS OF
SELF-STEEROM ARRAYS — CONCLUDED
d) LANDER ANTENNA NO. 2 (FIGURE 24d)
S GHs 94 GHs
Power Power
required, required,
Weight, mW per Weight, mW per
Components Quantity ounces element ounces element
Microwave
Antenna element K + 1 1. 5 each 0. 2 each
Diplexer K 2. 0 each 4. 0 each
Low-loss mixer X+ 1 1. 0 each 3. 0 each
High-level mixer K 1. 0 each 1. 0 each
Power divider 2 1. 5 each 4. 0 each
Times-M multiplier 1 1.92 each
Time s-Q multiplier 1 1.42 each
Local oscillator 1 6. 4 each 12 160 each 5
Transmitter 1 1. 6 per 1400 160 each 250
watt
Traveling-wave tube 1 0. 19 per 40
element
Intermediate freaueacv
(for both r-f frequencies)
I-f amplifier K + 1 3. 0 each . 300
Phase detectors K + 1 0. 5 each
Loop filters K + 1 0. 2 each
D-c amplifier K + 1 0. 5 each 100
Voltage-controlled K 1. 0 each 200
oscillator
Voltage-controlled 1 0. 15 per 15
local oscillator 2 element
I-f power amplifier K 1. 5 each 300
Power supplies 1 0. 61 per 18, 200/K
(65 percent efficient) watt
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TABLE III. SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS OF REPRESENTATIVE
SELF-STEERING SYSTEMS FOR FIXED PRIME POWER
Characteristic 8 GHz 94 GHz
Orbiter Antenna No. 1
Raw power, watts 52 52
Number of elements, K 16 38
Effective radiated power, watts 20. 5 ge e 7. 20 ge
Weight, pounds 22.4 100
Lander Antenna No. 1
Raw power, watts 52 52
Number of elements, K 16 39
Effective radiated power, watts 20. 5 ge # 7. 6 ge#
Weight, pounds 19.4 100
Orbiter Antenna No. 2
Raw power, watts 52 52
Number of elements, K 14 28
Effective radiated power, watts 15, 7 ge 3.9 ge
Weight, pounds 21 86
Lander Antenna No. 2
Raw power, watts 52 52
Number of elements, K 14 29
Effective radiated power, watts 15.7 ge 4.2 ge
Weight, pounds 19 84
i	 *ge is the element gain.
I
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CONCLUSION
Analysis of Results
During the course of this study, the applicability of self-steering
arrays to planetary probe missions has been considered. A consideration
of possible mission requirements indicated that self-steering arrays that
use phase inversion by mixing may be applicable to the Lander-bus commu-
nication link because of the relatively short distance involved. Phase-
locked loop. with their extremely narrow noise bandwidths will probably be
required for the bus-earth link because of the large transmission distances
and corresponding low signal levels. Effort has been concentrated on deter-
mining the performance capabilities of both types of self-steering arrays
when they are used with various digital modulation schemes. To make the
desired assessment, a number of different problems were analyzed. The
results are summarized in this section.
As one problem of interest$ the effects of the communications envi-
ronment on the successful operation of each phase-locked loop of .an adap-
tive array must be determined. In this report, the criteria for successful
loop operation, acquisition, and loss-of-lock probabilities are calculated
for a multipath environment. The model for the environment consists of
two signal paths, the direct or primary earth-bus path and the secondary
earth-planet-bus path. In the most general model, additive gaussian noise
is also included.
The results for slow-fading multipath signals consist of simple acqui-
sition and loss-of-lock limits tier the noiseless deterministic case in which
only the interaction between the two signal paths is significant enough to
affect the loop operation, For the dual-path plus random perturbations case
(without additive receiver noise), loss-of-lock probabilities are calculated,
and elementary error functions of the loop parameters result. Finally,
complex integrals are evolved for the general case in which dual-path,
random fluctuation, and additive noise effects are all included..
For the analysis of fast-fading multipath signals, Rician fading pro-
cesses with flat spectra were assumed. The result was just an equivalent
rise in additive white noise level. Consequently, early results on this pro-
gram are directly applicable with an appropriate scale change in the signal-
to-noise ratio. It is interesting to contrast this result with the results of
the slow-fading analyses. For fast fading, both the amplitude noise and the
phase noise contribute to a lowering of the loop signal-to-noise ratio. How-
ever, for slow fading, the phase noise component of the fading signal may
be tracked by the loop so that only the amplitude noise affects the resultant
density functions of the phase errors.
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The density functions derived for slow and fast fading are density
functions of phase errors in a single phase-locked loop. In an antenna array,
the signal to be demodulated consists of a sum of the outputs of many inde-
pendent phase-locked loops. The density function of this sum approaches
gaussian for a multi-element array. But, as can be seen from the calcula-
tions presented here, the density function of an array of a few elements
differs significantly from gaussian at large phase angles. The result is a
larger error probability in demodulation than that calculated with a gaussian
density function and the same variance.
For intermediate fading rates, an expression is derived for the proba-
bility density function of thc: phase error of a first-order, phase-locked loop
which is tracking a fading signal embedded in noise. The resulting expres-
sion is in terms of the average input signal amplitude, the fluctuating power
spectrum of the signal amplitude, and the additive noise spectrum. For
zero fluctuating power, the phase error density function reduces to the well-
known non-fading result.
In subsequent sections, the demodulation of the set of signals obtained
after independent processing at each antenna element is treated. The fact
that the processing is effected by a phase-locked loop is of no consequence
in these analyses, although the noise levels and phase variances are numer-
ically determined by the specific processor utilized. The only inherent
assumption is that of a large number of antenna elements. If few antenna
elements are used, the phase probability density function derived in the sec-
tions on convergence to gaussian statistics must be used in place of the
gaussian function. However, the results would qualitatively be the same as
those derived here.
The error probabilities are calculated for detection in a multipath
environment (including time delay anomalies). The modulation systems con-
sidered were coherent phase, frequency, and amplitude shift keys and
incoherent frequency and amplitude shift keys. The effects of the time-
delay anomalies are presented in graphic form. In the calculations doppler
shifts were .assumed to be identical for all multipath rays. The effect of the
doppler shift anomalies on the results was considered separately. It was
found that these anomalies actually improve demodulation accuracy, pro-
vided that the doppler shift of the primary signal is known.
Some time was devoted to a study of the manner in which the outputs
of the phase-locked loops (which are independently associated with each ele-
ment of the retrodirective array) are optimally added so that the modulation
distortion is minimized. The required weighting coefficients were derived
and defined.
An analysis was performed that leads to estimates of error probabil-
ities in the detection of digitally modulated signals received by a system
that uses phase inversion by mixing. Expressions were derived for the out-
puts of correlation detectors and can be used to calculate error probabil-
ities for digitally coded signals.
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Several studies are concerned with the problem of determining the Spec -
trum of the fields scattered by a large rough spherical scatter when a spheri-
cal monochromatic wave is incident on it. The treatment employed a vector
approach rather than a scalar approach and differs from other approaches in
that it takes the curvature of the scatterer into account. The problem was
carried to the point at which the correlation functions of the three components
of the scattered electric field intensity were obtained as double integrals over
the scatterer coordinates. Evaluation of the final integrations remair..s to be
carried out.
The effects of entry-induced plasmas on propagation of radio waves to
or from an entry probe were considered. An analysis was made of attenua-
tion versus time for four entry profiles of a non-survivable probe. The
analysis indicates that at 94 GHz there may be no blackout. From this result
it would appear that millimeter waves may be useful in entry-vehicle com-
munication systems to overcome the entry blackout problem.
Four self-steering systems were devised to obtain an estimate of the
effective radiated power, the weight, and the noise performance of microwave
and millimeter-wave self-steering arrays. A fixed, available prime power of
52 watts was assumed as a constraint. Although the effective radiated powers
for this constraint were reldtively small, the availability of increased prime
power and increased component efficiencies will increase the effective radi-
ated power even more rapidly. This conclusion follows from the fact that
more available prime power or higher efficiencies permit the use of more
radiating elements and, consequently, provide greater array gain. For
example, a tenfold increase in the available prime power would allow approxi-
mately a tenfold increase in the number of elements, thereby resulting in an
increase of effective radiated power by a factor of one hundred. Improve-
ments in system noise figures will further improve overall performance by
increasing signal-to-noise ratios for a fixed available power or by allowing
reduced effective radiated power for a given signal-to-noise ratio.
Recommendations
The studies that were performed during the course of this program have
resulted in considerable new data concerning the effects of noise and simple
multipath signals on the operation of self-steering arrays. Phase errors in
phase-locked loops were computed, and probabilities of error in detection of
various digitally modulated signals were determined when detected by self-
steering systems. A vector analysis of the nature df radio signals scattered
by rough spherical surfaces was partially completed to obtain improved esti-
mates as to the spectrum of the scattered signal.
An analysis of blackout during entry into a Martian atmosphere has sup-
ported the belief that use of millimeter waves can alleviate the entry blackout
problem, and a study of power and weights of several specific systems indi-
cates that self-steering arrays are feasible for planetary entry
communication systems.
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f
As a result of the study, many of the tools necessary for the evaluation
of the application of self-steering arrays to specific missions are available.
At this juncture, it is recommended that these results be incorporated into
some specific mission analyses to permit an overall assessment of the appli-
cability of the systems. It is also recommended that further study be made of
the spectra of scattered signals in the presence of moving sources and
receivers.
Finally, additional upper microwave and millimeter-wave components
should be further developed to improve the predicted capabilities of self-
steering antennas in these frequency ranges.
Antenna Department, Aerospace Group
Hughes Aircraft Company
Culver City, California, 25 March 1968.
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APPENDIX A
PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNC'T10N OF STEADY-STATE
PHASE ERRORS IN PHASE-LOCKED LOOPS
For the problem under consideration, the differential equation of the
phase-locked loop is, from equation (8),
dt	 (69) t+ (b@) - C O K 1 K2 (aA sin} (t) + n' (t)]
t
- C 1 K 1 K2 r [a A sin 0 (u) + n' (u) ] du	 (A1)
0
For the method of analysis employed, 4^ (t) is written
41M = C 1 E (t) + C 0 dot({}	 (A2)
On substitution of equation (A2) into (Al), there results the following equation:
2	 r
C O d z+CO K 1 K 2 [aA
^,
 sin \CIc +Co dt} +n'(t)1dt	 JJ
-C 1 dt +(sb)t+(b*)
t 
r
-C 1 K 1 K2 I }aAsin tC1E +C 0 du^0
+ n' (u)] du	 (A3)
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If the le ft-hand side of this equation is denoted by Q (t) and the right-
hand site by OR (01 then the expression may be wriken that
dt DR (t) = - CI 0 R +	 (1°►'1)0
This equation has a solution of the form
0	
Cl0 (t) = C (64) + D exp - C t	 (AS)1	 0
where D is determined from initial conditions. Since the steady-state
solution is of interest, the solution approaches the first term of
equation (AS) as t7-co. Consequently, as t — co, the quantity 0L satisfies
ALCO d 2 + C O K l K Z a A sin (C l e + CO dt ) + n' (t)	 CO (b^)
dt	 1
(A6)
On using the definitions y 0 a_ E and y1= de dt' the system equations
become
d
dtl + K I KO a A sin (C 1 y0 + CO y l ) = - K I K 2 n' (t) + Cl (s 8)
(A7a)
d y0
dt - y 1	 (A7b )
Viterbi24
 has shown that insofar as the loop is concerned, n' (t)
looks like white noise. Consequently, y a [y 0 , y l forms a vectorMarkov process. The probability density function o this vector
satisfies the two-dimensional Fokker-Planck equation.Z4
1S0
8 P (^, 
t) - - ^ [AO (Y.} P (y, t}] -	 [Al (x}. P ( .X , t}^0	 1
T
z
+ 2 e z [A00 ( .X) P (x, t}J
ey0
z
+ 8y0 ey l [A01 ( ,x) P ( .X, 01
z
+ 2 By 
s 
8y0 [A10 ( .X) P (x, t}1
z
+ Z a z [ A ll (.r) P (x, t}^
Oy1
in whicht
E(Ayk^ ►^ }
Ak (fir) = lim	 AtAt-0
E {tSyk Llyj !fir)
Aki { ) = lim	 at
At-0
(A8a)
(A8b)
From equations (A7), the increments in the y i are
• y0 = y l (t) At
• yl = - [Kl K  a A sin (Cl y0 + C O y l ) - l-- (6w] Atl
t+At
- K l K? J	 n' (u) du
t
l	 (For notational convenience, the expression "given 68, 64, 6 9"
is not written explicitly, although it is implied.)
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so that the Ak and Aki are given by
AO
 (.X) = E (Y 1 y = Y1
A l (fir) = E ( [K 1 K . A sin (C l YO+CO y1)-r(bW)J^ Y.}
`L	 1
[K,K2aAsin(CIYO+C0Y1)-C-1
1
A00 = A10 = A01 = 0
t+dt
	
)21.
E 	2 I
	
no (u) du
A 11 (fir j = lim	
(K1 K2) 
tit	 = (K 1 K2) LO_ZAt-0
On using these values, the Fokker-Planck equation becomes
at	 -yl 8Y + 8a CK1KZaIsin(C1y0+COy1)P-C1 68 P]
z
K1 K 2 2	 82P	 (A9)
{ 2 } N0 	 28Y 1
with p	 t) satisfying the initial condition
=yT	 P (Y. 0) = b ^YO - YO (0 )^ b {Y1 - Y1 (0)^	 (A10)
From equation (A2) and the definitions of yo and y 1 , the probability
density function of 4 may then be found from
CO CD ^ - C O Yl	 1P (4), t) = C I P	 C	 , Y 1 , t1 dY11 _W1
Since the calculations are for the steady- state solution,
P (YO , Y 1 ) = lim P (YO , Y l , t)
t-.M
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and
lim 8 p(OP. t) = 0 = lim 
a P (YO Y 1 , t)
8
t--^	
t	 t^
at
The steady - state equivalent of equation (A9) is
a P(Yp, Y1)	 a
	
0 = " Y 1	 a y0	 + K 1 K 2 0 a y l [sin (C 1 yp + co y l ) P (YO , Yl)l
1 (b) a P (Yo, Y 1 ) + rK
1 K Z p 2 a2 P (Y0, Y1)
	
C	 a	 \	 2	 !
	
1	 Y1	
aYl 
2
Using the relation between 4, and y l and y 2 and the substitution z = C 1 yp
results in
YO = z^C 1
	
Y1 = -0
Then,
- z^	 a 	 L-z)
	
a
	
(TIz ^}-;:	 0 = -^ C C 1 8z P (,z- . C	 + C O K 1 K Z a^i	 in P• 00 1	 0
2	 2
1z	 -z + K1 KZ y „^0 C a
{
8	
8,0 
p
V-1 01	 1	 0
Transforming to p (*, z) by
P (z, O) = P (2- . ^0) I I
1 
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this expression becomes
C 1Z (* - z)
	 + L i p * z) = K 1 K 2 a A	 (sin ^ ) p (Of z)
CO	 t
/K1 K Z ^ 2 OZ
0
(A11)
In terms of the probability density function of the steady - state phase error,
w
P M = 1 p(#, z^ dz
and equation (A11) reduces to an ordinary differential equation by
integration:
r0
	 C	 w
—	 a^ p M" 	 J z `$ p {^. z)dz+^	 8zp(^, z)dz
C O
	
	 CO ^a	 CO
CO
C1	
z L p( z) dz = K K a A d [sin ♦ p(+)]C Z"	 J	 8z	 '	 1 2	 d,*
0 ^
	K K? ^N—	
d^
2 2
- iC 1 
{^^)d P{^)+ 1	 v O	 2
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m	 joC2 	dP {$)-d	 z p(*, z)dz+4o 	 8zP( `^, z)dzC O	
.ao	 ao
CID
f
d
z 8z P 4, z) dz = K 1 K Z a A	 (sin $ P {$)I
K K2 ^N
- 0 2 2
1	 ` d+
to
f zP(-0• z ) dz = p(+, +w)-p{t^, -so)	 0
Let
U = z and dv = z^ p {$. z) dz
then
Co	 CD
fzCIZp	 z)dz = uv -Jvdu = zp{^, z)	 •• I p	 z)dz
But
CO
j p (z) dz = 1
..ac
by definition of a probability density function so that p (z) must vanish faster
than 1 /z as zit co . Wherefore,
OD
f z aOz P
	 z)dz -	 f	 -PM	 -Pty)
.rao	 z	 ^ -so
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or
But
The equation becomes
[ P(^)] - dF f sp (+: Z ) dza = KiK2a^i7F[sin+p(+)]
CO
2
- b^ p M+ K 
i 
K - 
d
—P Zi	 W
But
	
	 M
f cczp (+s z ) dz = P(+) f
o
o zp (zl+) dz = p(+)E(zl*)
so that the differential equation becomes
	
C	 C
0 = ^ Ki K2 ax sin ^- C^ --
 T^+^E(z1*) PM
	
i C O
	CO
+ K i K2 9 2 d
2
0 -_ d	 4aA	 sin	 46W	
4Ci
Ki1+^O	
Ci(Ki K2 ) NO C O (K i K2) NO
+	 4C 	 E(zl+) PM+ d-p
	
(Al2)
C O
 (K i K2) NO
From the definition of z and + in terms of y O and y l it may be seen that
E ( z l*) = E {[+ - C O y 1] j +) a + " COE(yil+)
Equation (Al2) then beco=mes
0	 d	 4 X	 sin -	 b8W K1R20	 CiaXKiK2
4C 	 E(yil+) PM + dp	 (A13)
CO(KIK2) NO
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For small C 1 # 0 (C 1 << C 0 & A.K 1 K2 ), equation (A13) may be written
as
0= ^ K—	 - sin - OAK K P( ) + d
1 2 0	 1	 1 2
By integration, a first -order linear differential equation results in the
solution
p(4)1 b Q) = C exp	 4a)A	 cos +	 66
	K 1 K 2 N 0	 CC 12+)j
1 + D 4exp - 4aX	 cos x+	 64	 x I dx -,rs0«fIr K 1K 2N0	 1 OAK K
(A 14)
where
exp 2 (	 4681
l C (K K ND=	 1 1 .	 0
n	 ..1 exp K KK N (Cos  x+ --- Kx)dxir	 1 2 0 	 1	 1 2
and C is chosen so that
1Tf p	 d^ = 1
-IT
The general characteristics of pj* (68) may be seen from a few approx-
imations to equation (A 14) for small 66. If S 9 K C 1 AK 1K2, then D = 0 and
4qA	 60
1
p(*156) - C exp K 
1 
K 
2 
N 
0 
(Cos ^ + CC OAK 
12 
0)
The mean phase error is approximately the same as the most likely error;
that is, the value of 4 which maximizes
cos $ +Cob$ K
	
1	 1 2
This value is determined from the following equation.
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Consequently,
E(016W)= sin -1 C a6K1 	 (A15)
1	 2
The variance of phase errors is approximated through a linear analysis
assuming a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 40 The result is
2 NOB I	 ND (C?A OK K + C /C ) 	 (A 16)
0^ (a A) 2
	(2aA)2	 1 2	 1 p
IZZThe above approximate analysis shows that the effect of 68 is to shift
the mean error from zero and to introduce asymmetry into the probability
density function, while the effect of the second-order part of the loop(represented by C 1 ) is to decrease this shift while increasing error variance.
With a high SNR assumption, an approximate solution to equation (A13)
can be found without the assumption of a small second-order part (C ) of the
loop. This result is possible through a linear approximation to sine^l which
arises in the evaluation of E(y, 1 10). Specifically, the discussion will utilize
equation (A 13) which has a term with E(y, 10,. When C 1 is small, this term
is small. But with a general C this term carLot be ignored; some estimate
of E(y, 10) must be provided. The parametric definition of 40 can be recalled:
(t) = C i e (t) + C0 ddtt
Y0( t )	 E (t)
Y 1 (t) =	 t dt
And from equation (A9), it mdy be recalled that
dy l (t) _ -K 1 K 2 &A sin (C l yQ + C0 y 1 ) - K 1 K,n (t) + C1 {6g)
dt
_ -K 1 K 2aA sin (+(t)) - K 1 K 2 n (t) + -I—
 
(68)
Cl
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Integrating yields
CD	 ..
y l (ao) - y l (t) = -K l K 2aAI lain O (u) - C K 6K aA1 du
t	 1 1 2
-K 1K2I^ b'(u)dut
Taking expectations and recalling that n' (t) is a zero mean process results
in
E [Y 1 (w ) (6) -E [Y 1 (t)l ( t), _ - K l K 2aAJ CO JE[sin0 (u), 
-CK K crA du
t 	 1 1 2
But 4 (w) = C y0 (-D)-+ C oy (co), so that since ^ (w) is a finite constant (if a
solution exisls), then y 0 (wo and y l (w) must be finite constants also (since CO,
C 1 are arbitrary). But
Y1(t) = ^ Yo (t)
so that for y0 (m) ^= lim y0 (t)) to exist, y l {m) (= lim y l (t)) must vanish.
t+ a	 ` t-ft OD
Hence E I YJ W I 0 ( CO ), = 0, and there is
°D	 b 8E[yl(t)I^{t) = K 1 K 2aAJ E[ sin+(u)'^(t)^- C K x dut	 1 1
Then equation (A13) becomes, still without any approximations,
C r^
0 d(P K K2 o
[(sin (t) - C1&A K - Co
	 Ism $(u)I^{t)^1 2
	 t
69	 (A17)
_ C-1 K ^ du p{) +
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The high SNR approximation that is necessary for a convenient analyti-
cal form can be demonstrated next. In the case of high SNR, the random
fluctuations of 4 (t) about its mean are small so that
E [sin 4(u)I+(t)] - A//K1K2a?fi)
may be linearized. In fact, because of a linearization,
60
sin4(t) - C1K1K2&A
is gaussian with zero mean (at high SNR); this gaussian approximation is used
to evaluate E (y 1^) only — it is not used in the other more significant terms
in equation (A 17V Let
S@y 2 (u) = sin 4(u) - CiK1K2ax
y l (t) = 0)
y2 (u) is approximately gaussian with zero mean and 11 a variance, as is y l (t).
But
_C'
	
&(Y? - Pyl)Z
p [y2 I y ll =	 exp -	 2
JJ 2,T^	 2 {1- P )
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where p (u-t) is the normalized covariance function. Then defining normalized
variables z 2 = Nro- y2 and z 1 =	 yp
E
 C
r1	
*
z2'z1J =
 f2z'  '(z2Iz1) dz2
L	 - CO
= J CO
	
z2
exp	
( z2 =pz1j
--^— dzZ
-CO2n
	
2 (1 P )
1 -p	 CO	 - (z 2 - pZ1)2	 - (z2 - pzl)
exp	 dzf2n	 2 0 -P 2)	 (1-P2)	 2
-CO	 J
2
1	 (z2 - Pzl)
+ 
^—P ?-
(^pz l eXP -	 dz2
-
	
	 ^
d2(1 -p )1 - 	 -flD
The first term is just of the form
1 -p 2 CD exp[ a2Ja da = 0 (by odd symmetry)
2n f
Then
(z	
22 - pzl)
m exp 2(1_p )
E (z2I zl) 
_ pz1 f	 2	
dz2
	
- C,	 2n
CO
	
= p z l f	 i exp
 I-x21  dx
E (z 2 I z l ) = pzl
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Therefore,
fCO
	
	
68	 OD
	
^E sin 4 (t+T) I^(t )} - C K K a ^dT -Z fpo (T)dt	 (t)
T=O	 1 1 2 T=O
	
Jo 
0 ('r) dt	 sin 40 (t)
1
By the Wiener -Khintchine theorem,
0	 1	 OD	 S (o)f PO (T) d T
 =	 2	 RO (T) d  =J	 2^ Iy	 ^	 2Q^
2
where the phase spectral density is
K 1 K 2 F (iw) /iw ^2S+
 (w) = 1+aAK 1 K 2F (iw)/iw Sn(``')
- N
o 	 2
^H {iw }^
2(oA)2
Where S  (w) = N 0 /2 is the one-sided white noise spectral density and H(iw) is
the closed -loop transfer function of the phase -locked loop. For the second-
order loop being discussed,
Cos + C1
F(s) =	 s
The closed-loop transfer function is
aAK 1 K2
 (Cos + Cl)
H(s) s2+aAK1K2{Cos+C1)
aAK K C
7
i
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Therefore,
S40(0) = 0 /2(aA)2
The phase variance is
2 _ lim 1T {t) 2 dt = 1 f 'S (w) dwT-.cO 2Tj2.^
	
I -T	 _ ao
_ 1 NO (11 1 K ZCO)'
T	 2	 2
C1
m	 ^i w + CO)
	
C	
dw
-°^	 -w2 +( AK 1 K2C0 ) iw + (aAK1K2C0)-C 1
0
N	 C
IT* 7-=	 2 (AK1K2C0 + C O)
	
4(	 )
Then
s in ^ (t)J E {sin ^(t + T) (t ) - C IK K—al dT 2i	
a 0 M
E	  I  	 aAK 1K 2C0 +C 1  C04
which is valid only for high SNR and small 69.
Finally, equation (A17) may now be rewritten as
b8
	0= d^ 4K N {sin ^) 1-	 1	 a K K	 POP)K 1 2 0
	 aAKIK2C0 
2	 C/C1+1 	 	 1 2
(A18)
d
_ d	 4aA	 aAK,K2C0`/C1_	 b8
-	
K2N0
	
sin ^ -
	 P{^)d4 K 1	 1K2CO2K1 + 1	 C1a 1;2
+ d
With the boundary conditions
p (Tr) = P(-IT)
p (o) do = l
_n
the rewritten equation gives the solution for high SNR:
••
P (o1 66) = C exp	
4 (aA)2 /iv 
U	 (cos ) + (4 66)
aAK I K 2 + C12	 CINa(K1K2)2
CD
	
1 + D^10	_	 4(aA)2 cos x
•	 -^
	 (CeAK 1 K 2+C 1 /CD NO
u
	
4 68 x	 dx -,r c o<ir	 (A19)
C1N0(KIK2)
where
exp (-2Tr 4 68 /C 1 NO (K 1 K 2 ) 2^- 1
D=
J exp _	
4 (aA) cos x	 -	 4 68 x	 dx
-n	 N^(aAK1K2 + C 1 /C-	 C1N0(K1K2)
C= 1 1^ p^ do
tr
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APPENDIX B
PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS OF PHASE
ERRORS IN MULTI-ELEMENT ARRAYS
For independent phase -locked loops, the characteristic function of the
sum of the phases is the same as the product of the characteristic functions of
the componentb ; i. e. , 	 N
M(jv) _ TT M Ov)	 (B1)
i= l	 Vi
Consequently, the density function (p(y) = 5 [My (jv)]) of the sum is an (N-1)
dimensional convolution of the density functions of the components.
(1) For N = 2, this procedure yields
1) 2Y(x) = I p4'1 (x - gv2 ) Pgv2 (qv2)dq'2
- Q0
But
p
41
(,p ) = C exp[ a cos p] [U(q,+ n) - U(V - Tr)]
where U(x) is the unit step function, so that
p 2Y(x) = C 2 f^exp ^a cos(x- gv2)1 exp [a cos gv21 IU (x _Ve w) -U(x -4'2 w
	
_ co	 J
M: IU (,Pz+ w) - U(gv2 -n)l dgv2
C 21 exp a[cos (x-rp2) + cosq+2]j[U(x-#2+ w) - U(x-qv2 - R 90dLL
	
C2J
n	 r
exp^2a coo 2 coo (02 -M )"'(x-02+^r) - U(x-qr2-n)1^2
The substitution is made that rp = 4p2 - x/2. Then
x+n-x/2
C 2 j exp Za cos 2 coop] do	 -2n < x ^ 0
p2y(x) --x/2
lC 2f exp[2a coo 2 cos gv] do2w z x z 0
1 65
(B2)
(,r+x / 2 )
C 2I 	ex42a cos 2c os ] dq,	 x :S0
P2 j(x) _	 -(W+x/2)	 Ix I < 21r(,r -x /2)
C 2f	 exp[2a cos 2 cos 	q,^ dW	 x > 0
-(W-x/2)
(Tr- I x A I)
p2Y(x) = C 2 I exp12a cos 2c os 9^ dqi	 Ix I < 2W
-(,r-Ix/21)
(IT- I Y I)	 rr
	p2Y(2y)	 C2 I 	expi2a cosy cosgl dip	 ^y1 < n
- (n-IYI)	 `	 .J!
	pY(Y) = 2p2Y(2y) = 2
	
f
exp[2a cosy cosq,J drp IYI < n (B3)
V 10(a) 0
which is equation (21).
(2) For N = 3, 9 # 3(,P, + 92 + 4P3 ). In general
s in rpl + s in q,2 + s in ga3
	
tan	
= cos VI + cos 9e2 + cos V4
However, for small o-19,
s in q!1 + s in q^ + s in qP3
a 
cos qvl + cos 02 + cos q,3 	(^°1 + 4,2 + ,p3)/3
M 36 (jv) = E Iexp[jv91 I = MIF (jv) M412 (jv) Mrp3(jv)
(B4)
Lffd^P1pi^	 l^1}exp\jv^ 	 [^dqp(q2)exp(jvf,d^3piqp 3 )exP l'vV3
 
 
-+r
Ixdvlp(i^1)	 dq+^P(ya2) rtd^3p(^,)exp[jv(*1+qZ+4Yl
_7r	 1	 W
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P36 (X) = fiv-  exp[jvx] f vdolp(t) f dq+2P(g,2 ) f dw3p(,p3)exp1jvl^l +t+yp3^^
_a
Advjp(q^) 
f Adtp( t ) f AdV3p( -p3 )f av exp -jv[x-('l +fit+q°3)]
_gyp
A	 A
= f dq p(qp )f dq'3p(t)+-t-v3)[U(x_gs2-qv3+7)
—A	 -A
A
OD= f dv p (q^) f^dV3P(V3 )P(x_g"2-q►3)[Utg3+ A) - U(q3-A) 
P (X - t-9'3+w) - U(x- t—qp3 -%)1
x+Zwl< t2<co
-co< cp2<x — 2A0
fdp3p(,p3)p(x
dgp2P(,yt x-^—A
-A	 x-+A
f dgr3P(g3)P(x-o^-,p3)
—A
for	 x-2A<#a <x
for	 <x+2A
A	 A
x 2A 2Ptg
+2 
J 
a 3P(0 3 ) P(x - *2 - V3)x
q°2 
A for	 A<x<3A
x	 A
fr
d42P(g'2)fdq► 3P('P3) p(x -V2 - x3)
 x-yr2-A
for	 -A<x<A
A	 x-02+w
+ jdqpl P(Vd I 	 + - VI - V3)
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and
x+2n	 x - 02 +n
P39 (X ) = I dv2 P(V2) f d03 P(qp 3 ) P(x - 02 - 03)
7	 If
But p (rp) = p(-V) so that
- be 1+2n	
- 6 j
-v2+n 	 ii
P 3 (x) = I dp2 P(v?)-f d`P3 P('p3) P (w+ `P 2 + #p3)
for -3n<x<- n
for	 tr<x<3n
	
x	 n
J'd 'P2 P(07.) fd4P3  P(4 3 ) p(x - 02 - 4p)
	
-n	 x-qs2-n
+
 f
-x	 W	
}}dv? P(,p 2 ) f dV3P(03)P(x+gr2+qp3!
-n	 -x-yv2-n
for	 W<W
[where	 ++ q32 + ip 3) = p(-x-`P2-973)]
- ^^+ 2n 	- ^! -^2+nI doZ P(+P2)f7r d#3 P (0 3 ) P 	 I ` V2 - 93/	 for - 3n<x< -n-n 
	[where p(
	 91 --F3) = PW+91 +P3)]
- 6kzw	 - lxl-yv2+n
= f dv2 p(v Z ) f d-P 3 P(43) 41 + qP 2 + V 3)
_x	 _n
for n<^1<3n
W	 nf dq'2 P(,P2) d4 3P(03) P(61- VI - 03)
-n	 Ixl-^p -n2
+ ij d92 P(VZ ) f dm3P(*3)P(- 61 -*2-q'3) for	 61<n
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T	 n
r
p 3y(x) =
	 J d9F2 P(9P 2 ) df 3 P (V 3 ) P(W - 9 2 -'F 3 )	 for	 7r < ^ 1<3n
^AJ-2tr	 _92-n
n	 v
=
	
fd4,2 p(v 2 )  f 	 - rp3)
- bti
^	 n
+ fdp?  p(Od 'd•^3 P(p 3 ) P( ^l+ 9P2 - -P3) for 	 W<n
- ^4,2-n
Therefore,
n	 n
py(y) = 3 f dV3 P('p3) fd-F2 P(02) P(1 3 ^ - ^3 - 4°2) for 3 <IYkn
13y -2.w	 13^-V3-n
R	 n
3 f d'p3F(03) f d®2P(.p2) P(13y + N 3 " 02)
I3y	 13ykg,3-A
w	 w
+ 3 fdV 3P(V 3) f4?p(-F2)p(-j3y+i43-4p.)  for lYl<3
1 3 ^	 " 13Y1+^3-n
iY
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3	
p (Y) -	 3 f dx exp [a cos x] j dy exp [a cos y]y	 PTrI (a}
 0	 I 3 yI -2-Tr	 I3yI-x -Tr
exp[ acos(l3yI-x-y)]
for 3<lyl< w
Tr	 Tr
	
-	
3	 f dx exp [a cos x] fdyexplacosyl
[2TrI {a} 3
	
0	 - I 3y I	 I3yI +x-,r
• exp[ acos(I3YI +x -y)]
Tr	 Tr
+ fdx exp [a cos x] fdy exp [a cos y]
I 3y I 	 - I3yI+x -Tr
exp[acos(I3yl +x-y)]
for I y l < 3
which is equation (136).
(B5)
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APPENDIX C
AVERAGE ERROR PROBABILITIES OF COHERENT PHASE SHIFT KEY
MODULATION IN A MULTIPATH ENVIRONMENT
For coherent phase shift key (PSK) demodulationo ♦ lk and*2k
independent of k are
^ 1(t) =T cos(wt - 0 )
(C1)
0 2 (t) = Z, sin (wt - 0)
The signal energies and frequencies are similarly independent of coding
subscripts so that
E _ E =E
P	 s (C2)
WW w =w
P	 s
Then the correlator outputs become from equation (60)]
x = a lps cos 0+ b lps sin 0+ nl
(C3)
y = a2ps cos 0 + b2ps sin 0+ n2
where
alps = F cos ^p + Q VE Cos (+s+wT^
a2ps
	
r- 	 4) - 0 FE sin
b lps = fE sin 40p
 + S2 yE sin(*.+wT)
b2ps = fE cos 4^p + St yE cos (0s+wT )
and the phase code is ♦ i = 
2 w i
	 ( C4)m 
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n
The noise terms n l , n2 are independent gaussian variables of variance
variance NO
P(x: YIP, s, 0 9 T) = 211	 exp - 2N [(x - a lps cos 0 -b lps sin 0^2
0	 0
+ (y-a.p. cos 0-b2ps sin0) 21
- 2r 0
rN exp - 2	 x - N [cos (0 - 2mL)
^ 0
2
+ O r o s (0 - 21TS - w T)]
+(^N=
	NO [sinn ( 0 - 2m 1
 
2
+0 sin (0- 2m - wT}]
	
(C5)
Average error probability is then
CD	 m	 m	 m
P, f dTP(T) f d0p(0) m L	 F, Pe (P, s,0 ^ T)	 (C6)e 0	
0
	
8=1	 p=1
But
Pe(P, s, 0, T ) = Pr (x, y it Rp I P, S ) O ) T)
xtan (- 2nP + i }
m	 m m
1 - fdx	 dy P(x^YIP,S,O,T)
0	 xtan (- m - m)	 (C7)
Then, by symmetry,
	
	
lxtan P" + m/
QD
Pe (s,T) = 1 -fdx	 dY
xtan (-
M ;:I P(x, YIP, s,s,T)	 (C8)
0
1 
2rP it
M m
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For perfect coherence (0 = 0) and binary coding (m = 2), this
expression yields
xtan (+ i)
f
C0
Pe (T) = 1 -	 dx	 dY 1 1: P(x, Y I0, 8 , O, r)	 (C9)
0	
s=1
xtan (-	
n2
whe r e
1	 1
	
P(x, y 10, s, 0, T) = 2^rN0 exp - 2	 xNO
2
rR-
01 + ocos [wT + irs, 1]
2
+ [)N^=
N0
 
+	 E a sin (wT+trs)	 (C10)
 0
Therefore,	 1 x	 2exp -2	 N [1+i2cos(WT +'rrs)]
2	 cc
	 ^`0	 0Go
pe (T) = 1 - f dx2 L f dyJ0	 s-1
	
21r N0
2
exp-2 — y + N u sin(WT+W
0
2 NO
2
1 2	 eo	 exp - 2 x -	 NO (1+S2cos[w T + Trs])
= 1- 2 Lfdx
s=1 0
	
vi7
2
1-2
	
1 —^	 N ( 1+Qcos[wT + rrs,}
s=1	 0
	
= 2 — N—EO ( 1 — S2 ( cos wTI} + Z	 -- NO (1+ n COS w T ^}
(C11)
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APPENDIX D
AVERAGE ERROR PROBABILITIES OF DIFFERENTIALLY COHERENT
PHASE SHIFT KEY MODULATION IN A MULTIPATH ENVIRONMENT
The operation of differentially coherent phase shift key (DPSK)
demodulators is the same as that of PSK demodulators with the exception
that the decoding is achieved by the detection of phase differences rather
than absolute phase.
The present correlator outputs are then
x l = VF cos 2—m + 0p +0 .^ + 0 ^E cos ^ ms
+0s +WT+0^ +nll
/	 (D1)
r 2^	
1
2n3
y l = fE s i.n ` m + ^p + 8 - S2 E s in m
+ 0s + WT+ 0/+n12
and the preceding correlator outputs are
x2 = fE cos(op + 0 ) + 0 ^E cos (40s + w T + 0 ) + n21
(D2)
y2 = - V E sin (c p + 0 - SZ	 sin	 s + w T + 0 ) + n22
The demodulator then calculates the phase difference between xi, y l and
x2, Y2 . The difference is used as a basis for the decoding decision accord=
ing to its closeness to the phase 2Tri/m.
For 0 = 0, the phase difference, ,1, is just 2Trp/m perturbed by the
phasor transformation of the gaussian noises nll, n 12 , n 21 , n22•
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This noise perturbation must be more than n/m (in phase magnitude) for
an error to arise. The error probability is given by
m	 it
Pe
 (T ) = m
	
jL J dyl p ('n 1 s, T )	 (D3)
s=1 tr/m
The probability density function, p(Tl IS, T ), has been derived for S1 = 0 by
Fleck and Trabka; 41
p(rq' s1 = 0)= 1-7r 1	 sin+ 1+ 2N (1 + cos it sink )^
	
+-0	 0
(D4)
	
exp -	 -- (1 - cos il sin* )
J
 d}	 > 0
	
C	 0
This expression must be modified in accordance with the phase distortions
introduced by the 11-dependent terms in equations (D1) and (D2).
APPENDIX E
AVERAGE ERROR PROBABILITIES OF COHERENT FREQUENCY
SHIFT KEY MODULATION IN A MULTIPATH ENVIRONMENT
For coherent frequency shift key (FSK) detection, only ilk is used forthe correlator. The correlator outputs are then
	
T	 T
s(t) 01 (t)(  dt = 2 TE 1 f cos (-pt) cos(w kt -8 k) dtXk f0	 0	 l
T
	
+ 0 2T j cos fw $ (t + T )1 Cos(w kt - 00 dt + nk	(Ela)
0	 L  
v apk + 0 /E— b sk + n 
where
T	 Cos 8	 k 
	
apk = 2—f,	 pI cos wt cos(wkt - 8k/ dt =	 p0	 0	 kip
(EIb)
f
T 	 COS (e + w T), 
kbsk  T 	 cos ws (t + T) cos (wkt - 6k) dt =	 s	 s 
111
0	 , k ;e s
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Since n l , n2, .... , rim are independent gaussian variables, the joint pr ob-
ability density function of correlator outputs, conditional on p and s, is
1p (x l , x2 , .... , x  Ip, at @ p . 6s ^ T) =	 m 2(2nN0)
m	
-
 [Xk _ f E a k + Ob sk 2
exp	 2N0
k=1
The error probability conditioned on p and s is then
P e (p	 P 8 . T) = l -
	
1
s	 2wN0) r"
.w
	 l	 2
_f dxp 'p " 2NQ [.p^pp + S2bsP)J
XP	
2
dxP exp - 2N [x s - Vr' ^ps + 11b as)]f 	 4
x 
	 2	 m-21
CO- a
	 2ND ^s
( E2)
(E3)
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Pe {p = s, 8p. 8 S , T) = 1 -	 1m 2(2trN0)
OD	
r/f dxp exp - 2 — [xP - rE I. PP + S2bsp)10	 J
•
	
	 m-1
 xIfP exp - N dx
co^ 	 0	 P
m rn
But Pe 1( 18it! ' T) -2 L E Pe (P, s. 8p•m
p=1 s=1
m
1 2 2
 ; P
e (p = s, 8p, 8s , T)
P
m I'll
+Y 2:E 'pe  (P s, 8p, 88 , T)P
pos
E
(E4)
(E5)
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And by symmetry
1 m
M m
(!	
m	 [^Pe \ 18 i , T)= m1P {p = s. gyp, 8a' T + m L Pe {p, $. 8p , 8$ . T)
p=1 s=1a.- 
1 m
	
m 	 co
M
— 1 - (2 Na) m J 2 f dx exp - 21 0 [x
/E—.(cos 8p + ncos (6p +will 2
	x 	 2	 m-1
fe2^
w
m^
^
m++
+ 1 1: L 1 - 1
m 
rr
	p=i s= 	 (21rNa} m/2
pigs
	
^	 2
- 	exp - w--fdx 	 Ix - FE cos 8p^
	
x	 2
• fdy  exp - 2ND [y - vlE— n cos (8a + wall
•
	
,	 '''n-2f exp -	 (Eb)[Cox
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OD	 o? m
Then Pe(r) = j .... f d 81 n d 93 p (6 1) p (es) Pe (81' es' r)	 (E7)
-W	 -aO	 s=2
For perfect coherence ( Ie J  a 0 ) and binary coding (m = 2), this
expression yields
2 r	 ^	 2
Pe T) = 4	 I - 2 NO - fdx - -- rx -	 (1 +Stcos wP11
`	 JJ
X	
r
fexp  [y212N0] dy
 t
-to
2 2
+1
	 1	 1	 dx exp _ 	 E)24 p
= 1 5 = 1 - 2-^	 0
pos
X2
fexp - 2N ly - Y^ SlcoswST^ dy
CO_ 	 0
m	 2
=1 - 4 f rdx exp - Z x- N (1+Qcoswfr)
-CO V 2	 0
X
.
fe 
xp  [ y2d—-
-w	 2 +^
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	OD	 2
1 f dx exp 1 x-	 1+ ftcoa T
¢ -m zir	 2	 N4	 2
feXp r y / 2 dy
m	 l	 J 2,r
x- E 2
 
1 m dx eXp -	 NOf
1:	 - T CoNtzw 	 z
2
x	 y- 
Ff
92COBW 1T dyfexp -	 2
-m	 2n
m	 x-
nE
	
4J^	 2exp -
-mv
	
^E	 2%	 y - /— S2cos w2r
j	 0
	
. J exp _	 _
dY.
-a,
	
z	 2 n
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+ E {1 +SZcoswIT
OD
= 1 - 4 f d—" exp {-x2 l2	 exp [-y2/2]2n	 -m 2x
x + N {1	 24
CD
- 1 dx exp [-x2 /?fexp [- y2 A4 J 27r	
_mVETr
x+ NO
 ^1 -StcosWir)
CO
_ 1 exp [ x2 j2^	 exp
 [-Y 2/2^4 m 2 n
x + R- (1 -OCOSWZT)
- 4
	
exp [x2/2	 #Xexp t-y2/2^27r
	
—ao 27r
2	 2	
CO 2^i f e -x /2 ^rx +	 (1 +{-1)kcosw1r^ dx
	
_
^ 	L
	 0
	These integrals are of the form
	 (E8)
m eXp [-X2/2l 
x+K^ exp [-yZ/21
-CO ,^	 -.CO	
jr
(Eg)
which can be simplified by a change of variable, a reversal of order
of integration, and the completion of squares in the exponents:
CD.	 x + KA
	
-J dx exp [_x2 /2^ j / -exp -y2 12^= (K^2)	 (E1Q}
2^	 t6 Y
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Therefore,
2	 2	 lP (T} = 1- 1 L E 0	 E [1 + {_1)k co sw
1 
T,
e	 4 k=1 1=1 
= 2	 2	 - 2N \
1-SZ coswel
1=1	 0
+ 2 	 - 2N (1 + Q jcos^.V j0 (E 11)
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APPENDIX F
AVERAGE ERROR PROBABILITIES OF INCOHERENT FREQUENCY
SHIFT KEY MODULATION IN A MULTIPATH ENVIRONMENT
The correlator outputs for incoherent frequency shift key (FSK)
detectors are
T	 r
xk = I s(t) 4lk (t) dt = Y E a lpk + Q VE b lsk + nik
(Fla)
T
yk = 1 s(t) 42k (t) dt = Vr: a2pk + 0YE b2sk + n 2
where
2 T	 cos 8p , k = pa Ipk = T j	 cos w t cos (w t- 6 k) =p	 k	O	 0 kop
= T,
T	 1-sin 0
	
,
J	 sin w t cos (wkt - @k )dt	
_	 p k= p
Zpk p0	 0 kp
(Flb)
b lsk = 'r
(^T,
+	 cos w s (t ; T) cos ekt 
-Ok) dt10
cos (8s + w sT) , k = s
	
- 0	 /	 k;e s
2 fT
b2sk
	 T	 =inw s (t +T) COS (w kt - $ k^ dt0
-sin (8
s 	 s
+ w T) , k = s
o f	 k s
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Since J n ik, n2kl is a set of mutually independent gaussian random
variables with means zero and variances N 0 , the random variable
V = IZkl	 = Xk 
+ yk	 (F2)k 0 V N
is Rician distributed:
E 2	 1 2	 E 2
P (V k s, P) = vk IO v k N0 Cpsk e^cp [ Z (v k + NO Cpsk)l .I
	
C	 J	 J
where
	
2	 22Cpsk = (a lpk +i2b Isk) + ^a2pk + ^ b2sk)	 (F3)
1-Pe (Sp PIT 1 10ki) = Pr( p>v k, ksp)
CO	 m	 v
d v p (v)	 I p d vk P (vk 10 p (VP)
k* p
	
m	 m rCD	 rm yP
Pe T, le
	
1k	 = 1 — n-,i	 m	 J dv pp ^v p) 1 I^ dVk P(Vk) (F4)I)	 s-1	 p-1 0	 k-1 0
°	 kop
Then given the probability density function of phase-locked-loop phase outputs,
m	 w
J	
r tPe (T) =
	
. . . . jd8ld8 ? .	 . d $mP (0 1) P (0 2) .	 . p (em) Pe (T' 4 8O)
(F5)
Then specific values for Cp sk are
_	 /	 2
^'sss	 CPPP	 [ cosgp +gcos `Op+wpT  2 +	 sin p -min lap+wP d
_ (1 +0 + 20 cos wpT)
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4:
1E
a
Cp sp =( cos P) + (— sin P
= 1 ,	 stp
22
pss 	 cos (88 + wsT )1
2 
+ [--fsin (8s +w8T)
=L2 2 ,	 st p
Cpsk - 0 ,	 k at s, k t p
APPENDIX G
AVERAGE ERROR PROBABILITIES OF COHERENT AMPLITUDE
SHIFT KEY MODULATION IN A MULTIPATH ENVIRONMENT
For coherent amplitude shift key (ASK) detection, only the function
^ l(t) _ Azr cos(wt-8) is used for correlation. The correlator outputs,
then, are
T
X = 0 s(t)^I(t)dt0
_ ,4rE cove + 9,9- cos(g +wT) + nP
Since n is gaussian,
2
P (x IPp s, g,T)°	 l	 e7^' 
—[2N (x — PcosB- 11 4E cos (e+wT))2TrN0
	
Therefore, the conditional error probability is
I'e (P, s, 8,T) = Pr `x0p .I'p, S, 8,T
 )
The decision regions are based on the amplitude coding levels that are
described by
El = 0
V Ek+l —TEk =&
Vf Ek = (k - 1) A
or therefore
(G1)
(G2)
Pe (1, 8 9 0 V T  = Pr (xjRl (1's'8PT)
40
J P(x 1 1 , 8 , e , T )CIX
A/2
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OD	
2
1	 exp — Z ix - S2 Ns cos (B+wT)l dx
Q V 2x	 0
2 —No
Pe (1, s,8, T ) = 1 —0	 11-2Q(s-1)cos(Q+,,T) j2
2^N—o	 I	 (G3)
Pe (ml s, 8,T) = Pr(x¢R m 'm, s,B,T)
dE
' m 
- 2
= / P(XIM, s,B,T) dx
—co
(m 2) A
2
=fdx 1 0 exp - ^ ^x _ cm- 1)A Cos 8-S2(s-1 A cosjo 1-T1
-CD vrzn
	
—No
	 0
	_ 	
4 17m-3- ( ZM-Z)COSE) -0(28-2)COS ( ()+WT)^2
2VI—No
_ [ 1 +?-(M- 1)(1-cos8)-M5-1)cos(B +WT)^
2
	
Pe (m s, e l T) _ 	 (m-1) d (1 _ rn-1) - cosg - Q /8-1^cos (B+w-r	 (G4)1VNO,..'
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m1	 1—^ d
m S-1	 2 VNo
11 - 20(8- I)COS(B +wT)1
m	
l+^ n'/N—^ r1 — m
- i ) — cos8 -t2^s=I)cos(8 +wT)J
g=1	
V a	 Ll
m m-1
+ m	 12 EE
S=1 p=2 (^-^- 
11 + 2 1 - COS () - p 1)COS(8+wTJ^N0	 (p- )	 -m	 V "
mm M=11
+1Ej:.j(p_l)'&
 ---
	 rl — 2(F-1) - COSB-iZcos(0+wT)]
s=1 p=2	 V O	 l
Letu=p-1, v=S-1
M-1
Pe (8,T) = 1210 1
 —
	 r1 —2SlvCOS(B
+wT)Jm v
=0	 2 "0 L
	
m-lm-2	
l+2m2 I Etolu^arl+2u —COSg-nu COS(()
 +wT)J
v=0 a=1 	Y 0 l
m-lm-1
+_ F^t	
u 
N 
C1- 2u -cos 8 -S2u cos( 8 +w T)^
V=0 u=1	 Y 0
Then, given the probability density function Of phase-locked-loop phase errors,
OD
Pe (T) = fdep(()) 
 Pe { 8 , T )
co
v
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And for p rt 1, m:
Pe (P? s,B,T) = Pr(xfRpl p p s,B,T) = 1 - Pr(x#RpIP , o f 6, T)
p+
= 1 — f P (xIp, s,B,T) dx
p - -T
1 II
P 2) N©
_	 1 2
1 —	 1 — exp - 2 F - (P-1)IIcose-0 s 1 © cots (g +W T ) J dx
f 2a	 L V lry	 VN( 3	 II
2	
0	 0
\P	 ^ V "p
P{P^ aj e^ T ) = 1 _	 (P- ) II 1 +	 ^ - cos8- Q(iP--T 	 ( B +WT)I	 {G5}a	 ^No-	 C	 P	 `
V Q
l
—^ 
{p l) II 
^1 - 1 - cose - il 'r) cos{G+WT)J
V "'0	 L^
t•- Consequently, the average error probability, conditional on the parameters
B,Tis
m m
Pe {g,T) = m F, -ML EPe(PrsrO,T)
	
s=1	 1,=1
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APPENDIX H
AVERAGE ERROR PROBABILITIES OF INCOHERENT AMPLITUDE
SHIFT KEY MODULATION IN A MULTIPATH ENVIRONMENT
For incoherent amplitude shift key (ASK) detection, the pertinent
orthonormal functions are
$ 1 = fi cos (wt-8),¢2 =	 Z, sin (wt-9).
The correlator outputs are
X
 = I
T	 ^	 /^-
s(t) } 1 (t)dt = V Tp cos @ +t2 YE$ cos (@ + WT' + nl
0
T
y = I	 s  ^2 (t)dt = -	 sin @ -D E sin ( @ + wT) + n2
0
The decision is based on
y _ 2	 _	 x +-y
J NO VI-N0-
Since n, nZ are independent gaussian random variables, v is Rician
distributed. In fact if xps and yps are defined as
xps = P cos @+t2 V Es cos ( @ +wT)
yps = - p sin @- t2	 sin ( @ +wT)
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F ,"
(H1)
(HZ)
then
x2 + 2	 x2 + 2
PS	 Ps
P(vIP,6, $ , T) =v 10 v
	
[9- YFs eXp -	v2 +	 (H3)y 0
Recalling	 Y Ek = (k- 1) a,
11/2
Pv 1, 1, s, 6,T) = 1 - I v 10 IV 0 (s -	 VNo0	 (H4)
. ex	 1 v 2 +	 ,^2 {s_ 1)2x2	 d ^P - 2	 N0 
Pe (MP o f 8, T ) = 1 _ fv  10 v .,:, [(m-1 )2 + 02{s-1}2
^NO
(M- 1)2 0
1/2
+ 252(m-1)(6-1) cos w
2
 TiJ
. exp - 2 ^v2+ N ((M-I)Z+oz(s-l)z
0
	
+ 252 (m-1) (s-1) cos wT d 	 (H5)
for pol l m	 j	 1^ O
P
-^r
P (p, 6 , O f T ) = 1 -	 N0v 10 
0
v	 ((P-1)2+522(6-1)2e fA	 L(p-312} NO
+ 252(p- 1)(s - 1 )co6 wT]2
2
- eXp - r,,z +- {(P- 1)2 + 522(6-1)2
L	 0
	+ 252(p- 1)(s -1)coswT)+	 dv	 (346)
Then the mean error probability conditioned on $, T is
M-1
P {8^T) = 1	 m	 vIa 
KityB_ 	
^ ^
T'El, (vz +Q2v2^2 ^^v
e	
m V=O
	
a
A /2 0
OD
1	 1	 v ©	 1/2
	
+ m _	 vIa	 M-1) + 9 2v2 + za(m-1)v c©s wT
	
l	 3`
JAfl
m 2	
L
	
! 	 Y a^
•exp - 2 ^v 2
 + NZ ((m-1 )2 + t22vL + 212(m- 1)v cos wT) dva
[u+ 2^ VA
	m-2	 2	 12
	+ m
	
1—	 v 10	 v B lu 2+12 2 v 2 + Z 'Slu VC08 wT^
	
ue1	 Y "a
to 2 
a
4
2
exp 2 `v2 +	 (u2 +. 2v2 + 2S2u v cos+^T/1] d vLL 	 a
CD
	m-1	 zzz
	
1;1 	 1 vav11	
"	
1 j v 2 + i2 v A} dvv1	 e
	
p	 ttzn 
v=a 
m	 a	 2	 Na
11/2 0
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1	 1+ 	
v I0	 vA [UZ + n2v2 + 2nu v cos; r 
1/2
	
u= I	 Y N-0
tu_ 1)"A
2 T;-
• exp - 2 v 2 + 2 (u2 + 12 2 v2 + Zouvcoswr} dv	 (H7)
Q
w
+ m,2 + i m-2
m m L v I0
1__! { u2 + f2Zv2 + 2Uu v coswrl 1 12
	
u=1	 0	
J
to + I 2%INO
2
- exp - [v2 + 	 ( Uz +Q2v2 + Ulu v cos wT) dv
Q	 l I
For binary coding this expression becomes
CO
i
I.pe(T) = + 2	 vI4 vS2v8
V--Ol f
A /2 V NQ
• exp - ^(1,12- +	 dZ	 dv
4
1	 v I	 v A	 lug +12 2 v 2  + Zou v cos w T^
	
_ 2 uT 1	 ^	 1
{u
	
. exp -	
V 
2 + A2 	 + S2 2 vZ + 2S2u v cos w T)jI d v
fl
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m	
= +4
	
vexp[-vZ12ldv+¢	 v fl vSlt
—l-V "fl
A I2jN^o 	 ni2
2 2
exp- v 2 + ^ N4 dv
2
- 4 v	 v I4[-^exp+No dv
 fld
2 Y Np
112
-4 f .v Ifl 	 1i+^22+2S1coswT)V H4 1	 J
2Ao-
Z
. exp -Z[ v 2 + A (i+a'- + zncosw T} dv
fl
	P e (T) = Z	 v exp^- v2fZ + Ifl 
vim\ 
`2N dvfl
©/2
I95
(H$)
m1	 1 2	 aZ	 l I	 vliexp2	 No
©12
+ 2 IQ vd	 1 +S2 + 2 SZ cos w T
V Np
2
exp	
—2 T- 
(102 +2i2cosWt) dv
4 	 ]I (H4)
i
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AP2ENDIX I
EVALUATION OF EXPECTATIONS
In equations (238a-d), several expectations were given without proof.
Their method of calculation is outlined here. The expectation of a function
f(x, y) where x and y are stationary random processes is given by
E If) = f f(xv y)p(x, y) dx dy	 (Il)
where p(x, y) is the joint probability density function of x and y and the
integration is performed over all allowable values of x and y. In the cases
of interest the random processes are g and g'. They are jointly gaussian
with joint density function
2	 ,2
p(g, g") =	 1	 exp -	 +	 -2 P	 (I 2)2,r(rg(1-P)
	
2cr2 (1-P) .
where vg and p are defined in the body of the report. When this density
function is used in equation (I1) and the integrals are evaluated, the
expectations of equations (238a-d) result.
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APPENDIX J
INTERACTION OF ELECTk0MAGN^:TIC ;NAVE WITH PLASMAS
It is assumed that the plasma is electrically neutral and that the
temperature is sufficiently low that the interaction of electromagnetic waves
and acoustic waves may be neglected. It is also assumed that the inter-
action of electromagnetic waves with positive ions may be ignored. The
equation of average motion of electrons can be written
- e = mat + mve	 (J1)
where
e = magnitude of the electronic charge in coulombs
m = mass of electron in kilograms
r = the average electron velocity in meters per second
v = the average collision frequency of the electrons in 1/sec
= the electric field intensity acting on the electron in volts per
meter.
This equation reflects the further assumption that forces due to the inter-
action of electrons with the magnetic field are negligible.
Maxwell's equations for the electromagnetic fields are
- V x - lk ^^	 (JZa)
Q x	 = 40	 +	 (J2b)
where
the magnetic field intensity in amperes per meter
µo = fr6e space permeability in henrys/meter
E 0
 = free space permittivity in farads/meter
= electric current in amperes / sq meter
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In the case of interest, $ results from the motion of the electron and may be
written as
	
r _ -Nee	 (J3)
where N is the electron density in electrons/cu meter.
If it is assumed that all time varying quantities vary as exp (jwt),
equations (J1), (J2), and (J3) may be rewritten
- eE = m(v + jw)v
	
(J4a)
	
-'V x E = jwµO H 	 (J4b)
V x H = jwcoE + J	 (J 4c)
J = Nev	 (J4d)
where the vectors are complex representations of the original time varying
vectors. On combining (J4a) and (J4d) with equation (J4c), Maxwell's
equations may be rewritten as
-4 x E = j W ILO H 	 (J5a)
	
VX H = jWOE	 (M)
where
e	 f0	 w 
y W2	
(J5C)
and
wPZ _ Ne2M,60
The term E appears in equation (J rab) as a modified permittivity that depends
on the electroni density and the collision frequency and that consequently is afunction of position when the plasma is inhomogeneous.
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